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7450 ESS OS 7.0.R11
SOFTWARE RELEASE NOTES
These release notes are for Release 7.0.R11 of the 7450 ESS OS software for the 7450 ESS 
routers.

RELEASE NOTES ORGANIZATION

The following are the major topics covered in these Release Notes:

• Release 7.0.R11 Documentation Set on page 3

• Release 7.0.R11 Supported Hardware on page 4

• New Features in 7.0.R11 on page 6

• New Features in 7.0.R10 on page 6

• New Features in 7.0.R9 on page 6

• New Features in 7.0.R8 on page 6

• New Features in 7.0.R7 on page 6

• New Features in 7.0.R6 on page 6

• New Features in 7.0.R5 on page 7

• New Features in 7.0.R4 on page 7

• New Features in 7.0.R3 on page 10

• New Features in 7.0.R2 on page 13
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• Resolved Issues on page 73

- Resolved in 7.0.R11 on page 73

- Resolved in 7.0.R10 on page 74

- Resolved in 7.0.R9 on page 76

- Resolved in 7.0.R8 on page 77

- Resolved in 7.0.R7 on page 78

- Resolved in 7.0.R6 on page 80

- Resolved in 7.0.R5 on page 82

- Resolved in 7.0.R4 on page 84

- Resolved in 7.0.R3 on page 87

- Resolved in 7.0.R2 on page 91

- Resolved in 7.0.R1 on page 93

• Known Issues on page 100

RELEASE 7.0.R11 DOCUMENTATION SET

The 7450 ESS OS Release 7.0.R11 documentation set consists of Release Notes and the 
7450 ESS OS Release 7.0 manuals. The components of the Release 7.0.R11 documentation set 
are the following:

• 7450 ESS OS 7.0.R11 Software Release Notes (Document Number: 93-0242-11 V7.0.R11)

• 7450 ESS OS Basic System Configuration Guide 7.0 (93-0100-06)

• 7450 ESS OS System Management Configuration Guide 7.0 (93-0101-06)

• 7450 ESS OS Interface Configuration Guide 7.0 (93-0102-06)

• 7450 ESS OS Routing Configuration Guide 7.0 (93-0103-06)

• 7450 ESS OS Routing Protocols Guide 7.0 (93-0104-06)

• 7450 ESS OS Quality of Service Guide 7.0 (93-0105-06)

• 7450 ESS OS MPLS Guide 7.0 (93-0106-06)

• 7450 ESS OS OAM and Diagnostics Guide 7.0 (93-0183-03)

• 7450 ESS OS Services Guide 7.0 (93-0107-06)

• 7450 ESS OS Triple Play Guide 7.0 (93-0099-06)

• 7450 ESS OS Integrated Services Adapter Guide 7.0 (93-0211-03)
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RELEASE 7.0.R11 SUPPORTED HARDWARE

The following tables summarize the hardware supported in 7450 ESS OS Release 7.0.R11. 
New hardware supported in 7450 ESS OS Release 7.0 is printed in bold.    

Table 2 summarizes the Switch Fabric/Control Processor Modules (SF/CPMs or SFMs) and 
Input/Output Modules (IOMs) supported in 7.0.R11. 

Table 3 summarizes the Media Dependent Adapters (MDAs) and Integrated Service Adapters 
(ISAs) supported in 7.0.R11. Not all 7450 MDAs and ISAs are supported in all variants of 
IOMs. Whether an MDA is supported in a given IOM is noted in the table.

TABLE 1. Supported 7450 ESS Chassis 

Alcatel-Lucent 
Model # Description

7450 ESS-1 7450 ESS-1 chassis with integrated Switch Fabric, CPU and IOM baseboard 
equivalent AC/DC (3HE00226ACAC or higher variant) and dual-DC 
(3HE00226ABAC or higher variant)

7450 ESS-6 7450 ESS-6 slot chassis (AC and DC)

7450 ESS-6v 7450 ESS-6v chassis (vertical ESS-6)

7450 ESS-7 7450 ESS-7 slot chassis (AC and DC)

7450 ESS-12 7450 ESS-12 slot chassis (AC and DC)

TABLE 2. Supported 7450 ESS SFM and IOM Line Cards 

Alcatel-Lucent 
Part # Description

3HE00229AB 7450 ESS IOM 20G LINE CARD (iom-20g-b)

3HE00316AA 7450 ESS SFM 200G (ESS-7 only)

3HE01172AA 7450 ESS SFM 2 200G (ESS-7 only)

3HE01472AA 7450 ESS IOM 10G LINE CARD (iom-10g)

3HE02032AA 7450 ESS SFM 2 400G (ESS-7, ESS-12 only)

3HE02297AA 7450 ESS SFM 2 80G (ESS-6 and ESS-6v only)

3HE03618AA 7450 ESS-12 SF/CPM 3 (ESS-7, ESS-12 only)

3HE03620AA 7450 ESS IOM3-XP (iom3-xp)

3HE04166AA 7450 ESS-7 SF/CPM 3 (ESS-7 only)
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TABLE 3. Supported 7450 ESS MDAs and ISAs

Alcatel-Lucent 
Part # Description

iom-
10g

iom-
20g-b

iom3-
xp

3HE00230AA 60-port 10/100TX MDA - mini-RJ21 Y Y Y

3HE00231AA 20-port 100FX MDA - SFP Y Y Y

3HE00232AA 10-port GigE MDA - SFP Y

3HE00233AA 20-port GigE MDA - SFP Y Y Y

3HE00234AB 20-port 10/100/1000TX MDA - RJ45 Y Y Y

3HE00235AA 1-port 10GBASE-LW/LR MDA w/ optics - 
Simplex SC

Y Y

3HE00236AA 1-port 10GBASE-EW/ER MDA w/ optics - 
Simplex SC

Y Y

3HE00237AA 16-port OC-3c/STM-1c MDA - SFP Y Y

3HE00238AA 8-port OC-12c/STM-4c MDA - SFP Y Y

3HE00239AA 2-port OC-48c/STM-16c MDA - SFP Y Y

3HE00243AA 16-port OC-12c/STM-4c MDA - SFP Y Y

3HE00244AA 4-port OC-48c/STM-16c MDA - SFP Y Y

3HE00317AA 2-port 10GBASE MDA - XFP Y Y Y

3HE01173AA 1-port 10GBASE-ZW/ZR MDA w/ optics - 
Simplex SC

Y Y

3HE01198AA 7450 ESS Versatile Services Module (VSM) Y Y

3HE01532AA 10-port GigE MDA - SFP Rev B Y Y Y

3HE01617AA 1-port 10GBASE MDA - XFP Y Y Y

3HE02022AA 7450 ESS 1-port 10GBASE+10-port GigE 
MDA

Y Y Y

3HE03074AA 7450 ESS 10-port GE SFP HS-MDA Y Y

3HE03382AA 7450 ESS 1-port 10GE XFP HS-MDA Y Y

3HE03384AA 7450 ESS AA ISA  Y Y

3HE03614AA 7450 ESS 10-port GE - XP - SFP MDA Y Y

3HE03615AA 7450 ESS 20-port GE - XP - SFP MDA Y Y

3HE03616AA 7450 ESS 20-port GE - XP - Copper/TX MDA Y Y

3HE03687AA 7450 ESS 2-port 10GBASE - XP - XFP MDA Y Y

3HE03688AA 7450 ESS 4-port 10GBASE - XP - XFP MDA Y Y

3HE04181AA 7450 ESS 10GBASE Tunable ZW/R MDA Y Y Y

3HE04273AA 7450 1-port 10GBASE - XP - XFP MDA Y Y

3HE04287AA 7750 SR / 7450 ESS Video ISA Y

3HE04922AA 7750 SR / 7450 ESS Multiservice ISAa Y Y

3HE05142AA 7750 SR / 7450 ESS Multiservice ISA-E (no 

encryption)a
Y Y
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NEW FEATURES IN 7.0.R11

There are no new major features in 7.0.R11. See page 29 for a list of Enhancements in 
7.0.R11and page 73 for a list of Resolved Issues in 7.0.R11.

NEW FEATURES IN 7.0.R10

There are no new major features in 7.0.R10. See page 29 for a list of Enhancements in 7.0.R10 
and page 74 for a list of Resolved Issues in 7.0.R10.

NEW FEATURES IN 7.0.R9

There are no new major features in 7.0.R9. See page 30 for a list of Enhancements in 7.0.R9 and 
page 76 for a list of Resolved Issues in 7.0.R9.

NEW FEATURES IN 7.0.R8

There are no new major features in 7.0.R8. See page 30 for a list of Enhancements in 7.0.R8 and 
page 77 for a list of Resolved Issues in 7.0.R8.

NEW FEATURES IN 7.0.R7

There are no new major features in 7.0.R7. See page 31 for a list of Enhancements in 7.0.R7 and 
page 78 for a list of Resolved Issues in 7.0.R7.

NEW FEATURES IN 7.0.R6

The following section describes the new feature added since 7.0.R5 to the Release 7.0.R6 of 
7450 ESS OS.

a. Refer to Usage Notes on page 43 for specifics.
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IN-SERVICE

SOFTWARE UPDATE

(ISSU)

ISSU (in-service software update) allows in-service software updates for maintenance releases 
for systems with dual SF/CPMs without requiring a reboot of the system which disrupts 
services. ISSU is comparable to performing a controlled High Availability switchover where 
the new image is loaded onto the standby SF/CPM which becomes master, and then upgrading 
the image on the other SF/CPM. ISSU does not apply to 7450 ESS-1.

ISSU has the following limitations:

• ISSU is not supported across major versions, for example, from Release 6.1 to Release 7.0.

• The goal is to support ISSU across maintenance releases for up to six versions, for 
example, Release 7.0.R5 can be upgraded to Releases 7.0.R6 through 7.0.R11 using ISSU. 
In the future, any changes in the code preventing ISSU from working across six versions 
will be release noted.

• If a firmware update is required, a chassis reboot will be required, and ISSU will not be 
supported for that version.

• Software downgrades are not possible with ISSU. A system reboot is required to 
downgrade to a prior version of 7450 ESS OS.

NEW FEATURES IN 7.0.R5

The following section describes the new features added since 7.0.R4 to the Release 7.0.R5 of 
7450 ESS OS.

 MULTISERVICE

INTEGRATED

SERVICES ADAPTER

Release 7.0.R5 introduces two new Multiservice Integrated Services Adapters, the MS ISA and 
MS ISA-E. The MS ISA accommodates all ISA applications including Application Assurance 
and Video services on a single HW architecture but only one application may be configured per 
MS ISA at any given time. The MS ISA-E is for export to encryption-restricted countries and 
supports all MS-ISA applications except IPsec. To run any of these applications, the base MS-
ISA hardware and appropriate software RTU licenses need to be purchased. Refer to Usage 
Notes on page 43 for IOM and MS-ISA application compatibility details. 

DISABLING TTL
PROPAGATION FOR

TRANSIT PACKETS IN
AN LDP SHORTCUT

Release 7.0.R5 provides the option for disabling TTL propagation from a transit or locally-
generated IP packet header into the LSP label stack when an LDP LSP is used as a shortcut for 
static-route next-hop resolution. A transit packet is a packet received from an IP interface and 
forwarded over the LDP LSP shortcut at ingress LER. A locally-generated IP packet is any 
control plane packet generated from the CPM and forwarded over the LDP LSP shortcut at 
ingress LER.

NEW FEATURES IN 7.0.R4

The following section describes the new features added since 7.0.R3 to the Release 7.0.R4 of 
7450 ESS OS.
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VIDEO ISA The Video ISA is a resource module within the router providing packet buffering and packet 
processing in support of IPTV video features.

The Video ISA fits in an MDA/ISA slot on an IOM. The Video ISA has no external ports, so 
all communication passes through the IOM, making use of the network processor complex on 
the carrier IOM for queuing and filtering functions similar to other MDAs and ISAs.

The actual throughput ingress and egress may vary depending on the buffering and processing 
demands of a given video application, but the Video ISA hardware connector can support 
slightly more than 10 Gbps of ingress and egress throughput. 

Video ISAs are configured into logical configuration entities called Video Groups where 
features are configured on the Video Group. 

Support for denting as a method of catching up with the multicast stream is also supported for 
Fast Channel Change.

FAST CHANNEL

CHANGE SERVER

Fast Channel Change (FCC) is an Alcatel-Lucent method for providing fast channel changes on 
multicast IPTV networks distributed over RTP. During a fast channel change, the FCC Client 
will initiate a unicast FCC session with the FCC Server where the FCC Server caches the video 
stream and sends the channel stream to the FCC Client starting at the beginning of a Group of 
Pictures (GOP) to minimize the visual channel transition on the STB. The FCC unicast stream 
is sent at an accelerated rate in the time domain until the FCC Client catches up with the main 
multicast stream and joins that RTP stream.

FCC Server functionality requires the Alcatel-Lucent 5910 Video Services Appliance (VSA) 
Re-Wrapper to encapsulate and condition the multicast channel streams into RTP and a 
compatible FCC Client on the STB based on the Alcatel-Lucent FCC/RET Client SDK. FCC 
Server functionality is supported on the 7450 ESS-7 and ESS-12 chassis and can be combined 
with RET functionality on a single Video ISA.

RETRANSMISSION

CLIENT AND SERVER

Retransmission (RET) is supported for multicast video sent using Real-time Transport Protocol 
(RTP) where negative acknowledgments (NACKs) from the RTP receiver/client sent using 
Real-time Transport Control Protocol (RTCP) to a RET Server will be responded to by the RET 
Server with the missing RTP sequence numbers. The Video ISA supports both a RET Server 
where the RET Client is typically the IPTV Set Top Box (STB), and a RET Client where the 
Video ISA will request any lost packets from an upstream RET Server. The RET Server Payload 
Type supported for unicast retransmission is Payload Type 99 and cannot be changed. RET 
Client and Server functionality are supported on the 7450 ESS-7 and ESS-12 chassis and 
requires a Video ISA and appropriate licenses.

WRED-PER-QUEUE The WRED-per-Queue feature allows per-queue specific WRED capability on IOM3-XP cards.

By enabling this feature on a policy queue, any instance of that queue will have its own buffer 
pool and can be assigned its own slope-policy which will determine the queue's WRED 
behavior. There are 7500 buffer pools available for use by ingress and egress queues (combined) 
per IOM3-XP card. In the egress direction, all 7500 buffered pool may be used for egress. 
WRED-per-Queue is supported on SAP-egress queues and queue-group queues, as well as 
egress network ports via queue-group queues in Release 7.0.R4.
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The buffers for these individual WRED queue pools are pre-allocated on a per-IOM3-XP 
forwarding plane basis under the “wred-megapool” which is a separate pool by itself. This 
segregation of buffer pools space prevents possible buffer starvation across applications.

IP HASHING AS AN

LSR
It is now possible to include IP header in the hash routine at an LSR for the purpose of spraying 
labeled-IPv4 packets over multiple equal cost paths in ECMP in an LDP LSP and/or over 
multiple links of a LAG group in all types of LSPs. 

When this feature is enabled, the hash algorithm will parse down the label stack and once it hits 
the bottom of the stack, it checks the next nibble. If the nibble value is four (4), then it will 
assume it is an IPv4 packet. The result of the hash of the label stack, along with the incoming 
port and system IP address, is fed into another hash along with source and destination address 
fields in the IP packet’s header.

This feature is supported on IOM3-XP in 7450 ESS-6, ESS-6v, ESS-7, and ESS-12 with all 
chassis modes. 

SLA-PROFILE BASED

EGRESS REMARKING

Prior to Release 7.0.R4, the egress QoS marking for subscriber-host traffic was derived from 
the SAP-egress QoS policy associated with the corresponding SAP rather than the SLA profile 
associated with the corresponding subscriber-host. As a consequence, no egress QoS marking 
(for example, dot1p marking was set to 0, DSCP/PREC field was unchanged) was performed 
for traffic transmitted on a managed-SAP because per default, SAP-egress policy one (1) was 
attached to every managed-SAP.

In Release 7.0.R4, the egress QoS marking defined in the SAP-egress policy associated with the 
given SLA-profile will be taken into account. This solution provides per-SLA instance 
granularity of egress QoS marking definition. In order to provide a backward compatible 
solution, an additional "qos-marking-from-sap" flag is provided in the SLA-profile definition.

 ESM ON VSM Prior to Release 7.0.R4, ESM functionality was not available on non-Ethernet MDAs including 
the VSM. Release 7.0.R4 introduces the use of ESM hosts on VSM MDAs. SR OS enhances 
the VSM MDAs with the support for subscriber management functionality. VSM may be 
considered in scenarios where VPLS is used to aggregate subscriber hosts into a group interface. 

ESM on VSM allows the operator to populate the DHCP circuit-id with SAP information from 
the original SAP in the system. An optional “ccag-options-use-origin-sap” flag is used to 
control this behavior. 

CONFIGURABLE CFM
THRESHOLD

For CFM one-way tests, such as ETH-Test and one-way DM, test results are only available at 
the destination node. In order for the network management system to collect the results, SNMP 
traps need to be raised. A threshold is used to control when to raise a trap. The threshold was a 
fixed value before, but now is user-configurable. Configuring a threshold value of zero will 
cause the node to raise an SNMP trap for every one-way test it receives.

PBB ACCESS DUAL

HOMING

Alcatel-Lucent PBB implementation allows the operator to use a native Ethernet infrastructure 
as the PBB core. Native Ethernet tunneling can be emulated using Ethernet SAPs to 
interconnect the related B-VPLS instances. This type of solution may fit certain operational 
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environments where Ethernet services was provided in the past using Q-in-Q solution. The 
drawback is that no LDP signaling is available to provide support for MC-LAG access multi-
homing for L2 services. Specifically:

• For Epipe – signaling of Active/Standby status through T-LDP is not possible

• For I-VPLS - MAC flush using LDP MAC withdraw is not available

This feature provides the equivalent supporting mechanisms for MC-LAG access dual-homing 
for PBB Epipe and I-VPLS for the case of a native Ethernet core for PBB.

G.8031 PROTECTED

ETHERNET TUNNELS

IEEE 802.1ah Provider Backbone Bridging (PBB) specification employs provider MSTP 
(PMSTP) to ensure loop avoidance in a resilient native Ethernet core. The usage of P-MSTP 
means failover times depend largely on the size and the connectivity model used in the network. 
The use of MPLS tunnels for PBB-VPLS provides a way to scale the core while offering fast 
failover times using MPLS FRR. However, for service provider environments where Ethernet 
services are deployed using native Ethernet backbones, a solution based on native Ethernet 
backbone is required to achieve the same fast failover times as in the MPLS FRR case.  In 
Release 7.0.R4, the PBB implementation offers the capability to use core Ethernet tunnels 
compliant with ITU-T G.8031 specification to address the fast failover requirement for the 
native Ethernet use case.

NEW FEATURES IN 7.0.R3

The following section describes the new features added since 7.0.R2 to the Release 7.0.R3 of 
7450 ESS OS.

SFM3-12 AND

SFM3-7
The third generation of SF/CPMs, SFM3 (SF/CPM 3), is now available for the 7450 ESS-12 
7450 ESS-7 systems. These new Switch Fabric and Control Processor Modules offer more CPU 
power through a 10-core network processor and provide 4GB of DRAM, a combination that 
enhances scalability over the course of future ESS OS releases. 

1-PORT 10G DWDM
TUNABLE MDA

The 10G DWDM Tunable MDA is an integral component in the “transponder-less” optical 
transport network design, allowing the router to be configured to utilize any one of 89 possible 
channels in the optical c-band for directly launching lambdas into metro optical switches such 
as the Alcatel-Lucent 1830 Photonic Service Switch (PSS) or 1696 Metrospan (Metro WDM) 
systems.

1-PORT 10G
ETHERNET HS (HIGH

SCALE) MDA

The 1-port 10G HS-MDA offers customers the ability to provision up to 320,000 (160,000 
ingress, 160,000 egress) queues. Additionally, this MDA can be configured with any of the 
existing 7450 ESS XFP optics modules (sold separately) for a variety of connectivity options.
10 Alcatel-Lucent
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SUPPORT FOR 1-
PORT 1GE HS MDA,

AND 1-PORT 10GE
HS MDA ON IOM3-

XP

Starting in Release 7.0.R3, both the 1-port 10 GE and 10-port 1GE are now supported on the 
IOM3-XP.

H-QOS
ADJUSTMENTS

BASED ON VIDEO

VIEWERSHIP

H-QoS Adjustment Based on Video Viewership is a feature that tracks which multicast groups 
have been joined by subscriber hosts (IGMP Host Tracking) and allows the option of including 
the subscriber’s (multicast) video traffic when enforcing an egress traffic rate or egress policing 
rate for a subscriber. When this feature is enabled in the subscriber’s Enhanced Subscriber 
Management (ESM) profile, the egress rate for the subscriber factors in both the unicast and 
multicast traffic in the aggregate egress rate or in the egress scheduler rate specified in the 
subscriber’s Host Tracking Policy. The multicast traffic used by the subscriber is estimated 
based on values configured in the Multicast Information Policy for the various multicast streams 
the subscriber has joined. 

This feature is only supported on ESM VPLS service instances. This feature does not apply to 
Basic Subscriber Management services. 

In releases prior to 7.0.R3, the egress rate for a subscriber did not factor in multicast traffic.

ETHERNET QUEUE

GROUPS

Release 7.0.R3 introduces a new queuing model to allow a group of queues to be simultaneously 
shared by many SAPs. These queue groups allow an operator to conserve queue resources and 
simplify the provisioning model wherever service aggregates exist that do not require per-SAP 
accounting and/or shaping. 

Instead of having a set of queues for each SAP, a single set of queues is used for as many SAPs 
as desired on a common Ethernet port. Ethernet Queue Groups may be mixed with normal SAP 
queues and additional capability exists that allows individual forwarding classes for a SAP to 
use queue groups while other forwarding classes use service queues. When this feature is 
enabled, SAP queue statistics will only display forwarding classes that are associated with 
service queues; queues groups do not provide per-SAP statistics.

If a virtual scheduling policy is associated with an Ethernet queue group, a new scheduling 
instance will be created. Multi-Service Sites (MSS) are not compatible with queue groups.

A single ingress queue group is supported per access port. However, to provide more flexibility 
on the egress side of the access port, multiple egress access queue groups are supported.

In releases prior to 7.0.R3, a single set of egress-port-based forwarding-class queues were 
available by default and all IP interfaces on the port shared the queues. Creating a network 
queue group allows one or more IP interfaces to selectively redirect to the group in order to 
override the default behavior. By using network egress queue groups it is possible to provide 
dedicated queues for each IP interface.

When a port queue group is created on a Link Aggregation Group (LAG) context, it is 
individually instantiated on each link in the LAG. The queue parameters for a queue within the 
queue group are used for each port queue and are not divided or split between the port queues 
representing the queue group queue. For instance, when a queue rate of 100Mbps is defined on 
a queue group queue, each instance of the queue group (on each LAG port) will have a rate of 
100Mbps.
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LAG SUPPORT FOR

HS-MDA
HS-MDA’s support for egress intermediate destination secondary shapers has been extended to 
include SAPs in a LAG group. For each port in the LAG group all shapers and shaping rates 
must match exactly, allowing a LAG to span multiple HS-MDA as necessary.

Egress intermediate destination secondary shapers are used with the HS-MDA at the apex of an 
aggregation network servicing multiple DSLAMs or other subscriber last-mile aggregation 
devices such as DSLAMs or gigabit passive optical network optical network terminals (GPON 
ONT). The secondary shapers are used to provide a control mechanism to prevent downstream 
overruns without affecting the class-based scheduling behavior on the port.

LDP FEC
STATISTICS

Release 7.0.R1 introduced RSVP-TE LSP statistics. Release 7.0.R3 extends the feature to LDP 
to provide the following counters:

• Per-forwarding-class forwarded in-profile packet count

• Per-forwarding-class forwarded in-profile byte count

• Per-forwarding-class forwarded out-of-profile packet count

• Per-forwarding-class forwarded out-of-profile byte count

The counters are available for the egress data path of an LDP FEC at ingress LER and at LSR. 
Because an ingress LER is also potentially an LSR for an LDP FEC, combined egress data path 
statistics will be provided whenever applicable.

This feature is supported on IOM3-XP and requires chassis mode D or higher.

LDP-OVER-RSVP
WITHOUT AREA-

BOUNDARY FOR IS-
IS

Prior to Release 7.0.R3, implementation of LDP-over-RSVP had a restriction where the 
stitching point must be an area boundary router. In this release, an enhancement to this feature 
is introduced, where any router in a given area can be a stitching point for LDP-over-RSVP. The 
user has the ability to specify which router(s) can be used as the stitching points within an area. 

TIME- AND VOLUME-
BASED ACCOUNTING

Prior to Release 7.0.R3, accounting information for ESM subscriber hosts were gathered 
through either accounting policy or RADIUS. In both cases, the node performed only recording 
and reporting.

This feature provides an extra level of intelligence in the network element software in order to 
provide service models such as “prepaid access” in a scalable manner. This means that the 
network element gathers and stores per-subscriber accounting information and compares it with 
pre-defined quota, defined in terms of time (seconds) or volume (kilobytes). Once the quota is 
exceeded, the pre-defined action is applied.

A new object “category-map” is introduced which defines individual aggregates (for example, 
data in and out, video+data, etc.) and their mapping to individual forwarding queues. Based on 
the category-map, the system gathers usage information on a per-SLA-instance-per-category 
basis. The per-category usage is compared with per-subscriber-host-per-category credit and 
when credit is exhausted, several actions may be taken:

• send SNMP trap and continue (credit usage counter is reset)

• send SNMP trap and disconnect

• re-authenticate
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• change to pre-defined service level

- block the category

- adjust rate for queues pertaining to category

Per-subscriber per-category credit can be obtained either from RADIUS during the 
authentication process or through static configuration.

The renewal of credit using RADIUS authentication works in a reset fashion. Every time 
authentication response with the VSA containing the credit is received, the usage and the credit 
will be reset and the whole metering process starts again. In order to identify that the given 
RADIUS-authentication request is related to credit renewal rather then to plain authentication, 
the node includes empty credit VSAs depending on categories that have been exhausted. This 
way, the RADIUS server would be able to identify which category has requested credit renewal.

NEW FEATURES IN 7.0.R2

There are no new major features in 7.0.R2. See page 29 for a list of Enhancements in 7.0.R2 and 
page 73 for a list of Resolved Issues in 7.0.R2.

NEW FEATURES IN 7.0.R1

The following section describes the new features added since 6.1.R1 to the Release 7.0(.R1) of 
7450 ESS OS.

- Hardware on page 14

- Services on page 15

- TPSDA on page 17

- Quality of Service on page 18

- System on page 19

- Routing on page 20

- MPLS on page 21

- Application Assurance Services on page 24

- OAM on page 28
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HARDWARE The following sections describe the new hardware supported in Release 7.0.

- IOM Soft Reset on page 14

- Support for Chassis Mode D for 7450 on page 14

- Increase MAC Table Size on IOM3-XP (Chassis Mode D) on page 15

- Replacement Compatibility Between Generations of Gigabit Ethernet MDAs on 
page 15

- LAN/WAN Support on 10G Ethernet MDA-XPs on page 15

- 1-port 10G Ethernet XFP MDA-XP on page 15

- 10-port Gigabit Ethernet SFP MDA-XP on page 15

IOM SOFT RESET Soft Reset allows IOMs to be reset without affecting the MDAs with only a small impact to the 
data forwarding plane. Previously, IOMs had to be hard reset resulting in MDA/ISA resets and 
a data forwarding plane hit that lasted two (2) to three (3) minutes through the duration of the 
reboot.

The following Soft Reset Restrictions apply. The user is informed in CLI when the Soft Reset 
function is not supported.

- Not supported on IOM3-XP

- Not supported when ISAs, HS-MDAs or non-Ethernet MDAs are provisioned

- Not supported when an m1-10gb MDA is provisioned and the port is in WAN mode

- Not supported when a firmware upgrade is required on the IOM or any of the 
operational MDAs.

Behaviors during a soft reset:

- Ethernet OAM (802.3ah) goes down for the duration of the Soft Reset

- ARP will not work for the duration of the Soft Reset

- BFD timers are temporarily increased (holding BFD sessions up) for the duration of 
the Soft Reset

- The data path outage during a soft reset is short enough to ensure that protocols (for 
example, OSPF, IS-IS, LACP) with default timers will remain up. A protocol using 
aggressive timers may go down momentarily during a Soft Reset

- SNMP and CLI configurations are blocked during a Soft Reset

- The data path on the IOM is not updated for the duration of the Soft Reset (for 
example, new routes will not be learned until the Soft Reset completes)

- If a High Availability CPM switchover occurs during a Soft Reset, then the IOM is 
hard reset.

SUPPORT FOR

CHASSIS MODE D
FOR 7450

A new chassis mode has been added to the 7450 family. Chassis mode D supports chassis 
configured with IOM3-XP IOMs exclusively. This chassis mode allows software features 
specific to the hardware on the IOM3-XPs to be configured.
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INCREASE MAC
TABLE SIZE ON

IOM3-XP (CHASSIS

MODE D)

This is a scaling enhancement, raising the quantity of MAC addresses supported on the 
7450 ESS platforms to a maximum of 511,999.  This feature applies to chassis mode D only 
when using IOM3-XPs exclusively.

REPLACEMENT

COMPATIBILITY

BETWEEN

GENERATIONS OF

GIGABIT ETHERNET

MDAS

This feature eases the transition from older gigabit Ethernet MDAs to the newer gigabit Ethernet 
MDA-XP technology. When upgrading to a MDA-XP from its equivalent gigabit Ethernet 
predecessor, no re-configuration is required. This feature applies to the older Rev A and Rev B 
10-port Gigabit Ethernet SFP MDAs, 20-port Gigabit Ethernet SFP MDAs and 20-port Gigabit 
Ethernet 10/100/1000 RJ-45 MDAs. If an MDA-XP with the same port configuration is being 
used, no CLI re-configuration is required.

LAN/WAN SUPPORT

ON 10G ETHERNET

MDA-XPS

This feature allows users to configure the newer 7450 ESS 1-port, 2-port, and 4-port 10G 
Ethernet XFP MDA-XPs for either LAN PHY or WAN PHY operation. This operation is on a 
per-MDA basis where all ports are configured for either WAN PHY or LAN PHY.  

1-PORT 10G
ETHERNET XFP

MDA-XP

The 1-port 10-Gigabit Ethernet XFP MDA-XP is one of the newest additions to the MDA-XP 
family of Ethernet MDAs. It provides a single 10G Ethernet port that supports both LAN and 
WAN PHY. This MDA-XP supports all existing 7450 ESS XFP optics modules (sold 
separately). 

10-PORT GIGABIT

ETHERNET SFP
MDA-XP

The 10-port Gigabit Ethernet SFP MDA-XP is one of the newest additions to the MDA-XP 
family of Ethernet MDAs.  It supports 10 ports of Gigabit Ethernet.  The full line of 7450 ESS 
SFP optics modules are supported (sold separately). 

SERVICES The following sections describe the new services features in Release 7.0:

- CPM Filter MAC Criteria on page 15

- Multi-Chassis Endpoint for VPLS on page 16

- IGMP Snooping Support for PBB-VPLS (I-VPLS) on page 16

- BGP Auto-Discovery Support in PBB VPLS (B-VPLS) on page 16

- MAC Subnetting for VPLS on page 16

- CE Router Discovery in Ipipe Service on page 17

- ARP Trigger for Managed SAPs on page 17

CPM FILTER MAC
CRITERIA

Prior to Release 6.1.R4, CPM filters did not include MAC criteria. In order to support IEEE 
802.1ag and PBB, we now include the full MAC filter criteria.

The following components apply:

• Ability to configure software (CPU) enforced MAC filters similar in syntax to the current 
MAC filters as they apply to Service Access Point (SAP)

• On the 7450 ESS-6, ESS-6v, ESS-7 and ESS-12, the hardware-enforced filter supports 
MAC criteria in the same way IOMs currently support MAC filters
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• Both IP and MAC filters can be examined on a given packet; this applies to hardware-
enforced filters as well as normal CPU management filters

• The logical sequence should be: MAC filter check followed by IP filter check

• CPM (hardware-enforced and management) filters are currently, and will remain, limited to 
a single filter list per protocol family (MAC, IP)

• MAC filters are capable of selecting different types of 802.1ag message types and 
dropping/queuing as required

MULTI-CHASSIS

ENDPOINT FOR

VPLS

Inter-domain HVPLS refers to a VPLS deployment where sites may be located in different 
domains (for example, Metro-WAN or different AS domains). A solution where two gateway 
PEs may be used as transit points in each domain is required to ensure protection against the 
failure of one of the gateways. An example of an inter-domain architecture is when a VPLS 
mesh is used in each domain. Two gateway PEs in each domain are used to provide redundant 
interconnection using two to four HVPLS PWs.

Prior to Release 7.0, the only available solution to provide protection against gateway failure 
for resilient inter-domain HVPLS was management VPLS running over SDPs. RSTP was used 
to provide loop avoidance. 

The Multi-Chassis Endpoint (MC-EP) feature provides an alternative solution that does not 
require Spanning Tree for loop avoidance. The MC-EP protocol is used between a pair of PE 
gateways to ensure that just one PW out of maximum of four per pair PEs is active at any point 
in time. PW status signaling through T-LDP may be used to indicate to the remote gateway pair 
the PW choice. MAC Flush through T-LDP MAC Withdraw message is used to ensure 
blackhole avoidance. 

The feature is also supported in a PBB-VPLS on the B-VPLS side, reducing the amount of PWs 
that need to be switched in case of failure and simplifying the PW Selection algorithm. 

MC-EP needs to be configured just on one of the gateway pair. The other pair may run at the 
minimum just regular PW signaling.

IGMP SNOOPING

SUPPORT FOR PBB-
VPLS (I-VPLS)

This feature adds support for IGMP Snooping for PBB-VPLS only in the I-VPLS instance. 
When IGMP snooping is enabled in an I-VPLS, the multicast traffic is not flooded to the core 
until the first IGMP join is received from the associated B-VPLS. Only at that time is the related 
multicast traffic replicated to the B-VPLS domain.

BGP AUTO-
DISCOVERY

SUPPORT IN PBB
VPLS (B-VPLS)

This feature adds support for BGP-AD for PBB VPLS only in the B-VPLS instance. It provides 
an IP-VPN-like operational model for the core B-VPLS infrastructure, desired for WAN 
expansion where the service provider already has in place BGP procedures for operating an IP-
VPN service.

MAC SUBNETTING

FOR VPLS
MAC Subnetting provides a solution for MAC scalability involving MAC learning and 
switching based on a configurable subnet-length of a virtual MAC address. 

The solution works in an environment where some of the MAC addresses can be aggregated 
based on a common first n bits. This is the case for a TPSDA environment where VPLS is used 
for pure aggregation (no subscriber management) between the DSLAM and BRAS devices. The 
DSLAMs must be able to map customer MAC addresses to a pool of internal virtual MAC 
addresses where the first bits (e.g., 28) identify the DSLAM with the next 20 bits identifying the 
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DSLAM slot, port number and customer MAC station on that port. The VPLS instance(s) in the 
PE need(s) to distinguish only between different DSLAMs connected to it. In other words, it 
needs to learn and switch based just on the first 28 bits of the MAC address. This allows scaling 
of the FIB size in the PE to a large number of customer MAC addresses. 

  CE ROUTER

DISCOVERY IN IPIPE

SERVICE

This feature enhances the prior release implementation of the Ipipe VLL service by adding the 
ability to automatically discover the Ethernet-attached CE IP address. The Ipipe VLL service 
comes up without prior configuration of CE address in a SAP and spoke SDP. ARP messages 
received on an Ethernet SAP are used to update the ARP cache. The learned CE IP address is 
signalled to the remote PE using the address list TLV in T-LDP signalling. The remote PE uses 
it to respond to an InvARP on FR SAP, or to bring up the IPCP layer on a PPP SAP. 

ARP TRIGGER FOR

MANAGED SAPS

The managed SAP feature now supports ARP packets as trigger packets within a capture SAP. 
ARP trigger packets can be used for static IP hosts. The managed SAP lifetime is defined by the 
ARP entry lifetime and is subject to the same ARP entry refresh mechanisms as other ARP 
entries.

TPSDA The following features are new to the Triple Play Service Delivery Architecture (TPSDA) in 
Release 7.0.

- Accounting Enhancements on page 17

- Subscriber-host RADIUS Authentication Enhancement on page 17

- ESM Subscriber Increase on page 18

- Subscriber Interface Subnet Scaling on page 18

- ESM Host Scaling on page 18

ACCOUNTING

ENHANCEMENTS

In order to allow for the reduction of accounting-related messaging between network 
management and the network, the following extensions in the area of accounting are supported:

• User-configurable records — The CLI user is able to define a collection of fields that make 
up an accounting record. These records can be defined in an accounting policy as an 
alternative to the pre-defined record types supported in previous releases. This 
enhancement allows the operator to select the queues and counters within the queues to be 
included in collected statistics.

• Changed statistics only — Enabling this feature will mean that a statistic record (for a 
given SAP or subscriber-host) is generated only if a significant change has occurred to the 
fields that are being written in a given record. This capability applies to both ingress and 
egress records regardless of the method of delivery.

SUBSCRIBER-HOST

RADIUS
AUTHENTICATION

ENHANCEMENT

Two minor enhancements have been added to subscriber-host RADIUS authentication.

•  RADIUS-acct messages are now correlated with the given user. During the authentication 
process, the RADIUS authentication server inserts “class-attribute” into RADIUS auth-
response messages and then the network-element echoes this class attribute in all RADIUS 
acct-messages. The management platform can use its own object for identifying the user 
regardless of the vendor implementation in NE.
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• Calling-station-ID is an attribute used in legacy BRAS to identify the user (typically a 
phone number is used for RAS connections). In broadband networks, this has been 
replaced by circuit-id in option82. However, option82 is highly dependent on access-node 
vendor, which makes interpretation in management servers (for example, RADIUS) quite 
troublesome. The calling-station-id attribute can be used as an attribute indicating how the 
circuit-id should be interpreted instead of a vendor-id. A new command under the include 
node can now be used to enable calling-station-id inclusion. The value is configured at the 
SAP level. 

ESM SUBSCRIBER

INCREASE

For the 7450 ESS-6, 7450 ESS-6v, 7450 ESS-7 and 7450 ESS-12  operating in chassis mode D, 
the subscribers per chassis limit has been increased from 64K to 128K in Enhanced Subscriber 
Management (ESM).

SUBSCRIBER

INTERFACE SUBNET

SCALING

In a centralized Broadband Network Gateway (BNG) model, all subscribers are assigned to a 
single (or few) subscriber interfaces. In Release 7.0, a subscriber interface can scale to 256 
subnets to allow easy expansion for growing networks.

ESM HOST SCALING In prior releases, the subscriber scaling limit and the subscriber host scaling limit worked well 
for a routed home model. To enhance support for a bridged home model, the number of 
subscriber hosts has been increased.

For the HS-MDA, the number of subscriber hosts supported has increased from 20K to 32K. 
The subscriber limit of 20K per HS-MDA remains intact.

QUALITY OF

SERVICE

The following features are new to Quality of Service features in Release 7.0.

- Ingress SAP Queue Allocation Optimization on page 18

- Egress Remarking Enhancement for Network Interfaces on page 19

- Egress SAP Forwarding Class and Forwarding Profile Override on page 19

 INGRESS SAP
QUEUE ALLOCATION

OPTIMIZATION

In Release 7.0, there are 2 types of optimizations done for ingress queues:

1. In VPLS, there are no traffic flows between SAPs that are from the same split-horizon group 
(SHG). Considering this, there is no reason to allocate sap-ingress unicast queues between 
complexes that only have SAPs from the same SHG. This optimization is enabled by default 
without any additional configuration.

2. When a SAP LAG is provisioned, one set of ingress queues per port of the LAG will be 
allocated to the SAP even if the ports belong to the same forwarding complex. Per Forwarding 
Path Ingress Queuing (per-fp-ing-queuing) provides the ability to reduce the number of ingress 
hardware queues assigned on each LAG SAP to only one set of queues per ingress forwarding 
complex. That feature is enabled at the LAG level and does not apply to LAGs on HS-MDA or 
to network LAGs.
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EGRESS REMARKING

ENHANCEMENT FOR

NETWORK

INTERFACES

This feature allows the option to force the remarking of traffic egressing a network interface.  
Within the network egress QoS policy configuration, it is now possible to specify the optional 
parameter “force” to the remarking command.  If this is done, all traffic egressing the associated 
network interface will have its EXP, DSCP, P-bit and DE bit setting remarked as defined in the 
associated QoS policy.  Only bit fields configured in the QoS policy will be remarked;  all others 
will be left  untouched or set based on the default if the fields were not present at ingress.

EGRESS SAP
FORWARDING CLASS

AND FORWARDING

PROFILE OVERRIDE

Egress SAP Forwarding Class Override allows an egress packet forwarding class to be 
redirected to an alternate forwarding class queue rather than the queue for the forwarding class 
determined on ingress.

Egress Profile Override allows an access egress packet’s profile (in-profile or out-of-profile) to 
be changed for the purpose of modifying the congestion behavior within the egress queue.

For both features, egress marking decisions will be based on the new forwarding class and 
profile as opposed to the overridden egress forwarding class or profile. The exception is when 
ingress remarking is configured; an ingress remark decision will not be affected by egress 
forwarding class or egress profile overrides.

The SAP Egress QoS policy has been augmented to allow reclassification rules used to override 
the ingress forwarding class and profile of packets that egress a SAP where the QoS policy is 
applied. Only IP-based reclassification rules are supported.

IP precedence, DSCP and IP quintuple entries may be defined: each with explicit forwarding 
class or profile override parameters. The reclassification logic for each entry follows the same 
basic hierarchical behavior as the classification rules within the SAP ingress QoS policy. IP 
precedence has the lowest match priority while the IP criteria (quintuple) entries have the 
highest. When an optional parameter (that is, profile) is not specified, the value from a lower 
priority match for that parameter is preserved. When none of the matched entries override a 
parameter, the ingress classification is preserved.

Egress SAP Forwarding Class and Forwarding Profile Override is only supported on SAPs on 
IOM3-XP. If a SAP Egress QoS Policy with forwarding class and forwarding profile overrides 
are applied to a SAP on an iom-20g-b, no error message is generated, but the forwarding class 
and forwarding profile override portion of the SAP Egress QoS Policy is ignored and has no 
effect.

SYSTEM The following sections describe the new system features in Release 7.0.

- Ethernet Physical Layer Discovery using IEEE 802.1ab LLDP on page 19

- High Availability for Spanning Tree Protocols on page 20

- Increased Multicast Capacity of IOM3-XP on page 20

- APS Enhancements on page 20

ETHERNET PHYSICAL

LAYER DISCOVERY

USING IEEE 802.1AB

LLDP

IEEE 802.1ab standard defines a protocol and management elements suitable for advertising 
information to stations attached to the same IEEE 802 LAN or LAN emulation for the purpose 
of populating physical or logical topology and device discovery management information 
databases. The protocol facilitates the identification of stations connected by IEEE 802 
LANs/MANs, their points of interconnection, and access points for management protocols. 
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For Provider Networks, it means automatic discovery of their internal Ethernet connectivity 
between PE and P devices. Emulation and logical topology wording is applicable to the case of 
a customer bridge (enterprise/carrier of carrier use case) connected to a Provider Network 
offering a transparent LAN Emulation service to their customers. It helps the customer bridges 
detect misconnection by an intermediate Provider by offering a view of the customer topology 
where the Provider Service is represented as a LAN interconnecting these customer bridges.

IEEE 802.1ab LLDP support will allow SAM to auto discover Ethernet link topology and to 
rapidly troubleshoot miss-connectivity like cross linked cables, port connectivity.

HIGH AVAILABILITY

FOR SPANNING TREE

PROTOCOLS

Release 7.0 adds support for High Availability framework for all spanning tree protocols 
including RSTP and MSTP. On failure of a redundant CPM component, the peer control 
processor will take over the xSTP control plane without delay.

INCREASED

MULTICAST

CAPACITY OF

IOM3-XP

The IOM3-XP line card modules provide increased multicast forwarding capability compared 
to the IOM-20g-b line card. Since Release 6.1.R5, Ingress Multicast Path Management (IMPM) 
has been enhanced to take advantage of the increased multicast capacity of the IOM3-XP.

APS
ENHANCEMENTS

APS support for SONET/SDH MDAs has been added on 7450 ESS platforms. The initial 
release supports single-chassis, 1+1 bidirectional APS on network ports.

ROUTING The following sections describe the new routing features in Release 7.0:

- Conditional Static Route on page 20

- uRPF on page 20

- IPv6 Support for Management Interfaces on page 21

CONDITIONAL STATIC

ROUTE

In Release 7.0, a new optional parameter has been added to the static route command which 
allows the existence or non-existence of specified routes to trigger the activation of static route.  
The routes to be matched or to activate the associated static route are defined in a prefix-list 
under the route policy CLI. An additional set of keywords allow the administrator to define if, 
any, all or none of the routes listed in the prefix list must be present in the active route table to 
activate the static route.

Note: This condition is mutually exclusive  with the use of either BFD or the CPE-check 
conditions already supported within a static route.

URPF The Unicast RPF (uRPF) feature helps to mitigate problems that are caused by the introduction 
of malformed or spoofed IP source addresses into a network by discarding IP packets that lack 
a verifiable IP source address.  For example, a number of common types of denial-of-service 
(DoS) attacks, including Smurf and Tribe Flood Network (TFN), can take advantage of forged 
or rapidly changing source IP addresses to allow attackers to thwart efforts to locate or filter the 
attacks.  For Internet service providers (ISPs) that provide public access, Unicast RPF deflects 
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such attacks by forwarding only packets that have source addresses that are valid and consistent 
with the IP routing table. This action protects the network of the ISP, its customer, and the rest 
of the Internet.

In this release, uRPF is supported on IPv4 interfaces that are provisioned on IOM3-XP.  Both 
strict mode and loose mode are supported.

IPV6 SUPPORT FOR

MANAGEMENT

INTERFACES

IPv6 is now supported on the management interface on the 7450 OS . In addition, it is also 
supported in the BOF.

MPLS The following sections describe the new MPLS features in Release 7.0:

- Diff-Serv Traffic Engineering on page 21

- Soft Pre-Emption of RSVP LSP on page 21

- Least-fill bandwidth rule in CSPF ECMP Selection on page 22

- Static Configurations of SRLG Membership on page 22

- Multi-Area and Multi-Instance Extensions to LDP on page 22

- Intra-area LDP-over -RSVP and LDP-over-RSVP ECMP on page 22

- RSVP Overhead Refresh Reduction over Bypass Tunnels on page 23

- RSVP LSP Statistics on page 23

DIFF-SERV TRAFFIC

ENGINEERING

This feature provides the ability to manage bandwidth on a per Traffic Engineering (TE) class 
basis as per RFC 4124. In previous releases, a 7450 ESS LER computed LSP paths based on 
available BW of links on the path. Diff-Serv TE adds ability to perform this on a per TE class 
basis. 

A TE class is a combination of Class Type and LSP Priority. A Class Type is mapped to one or 
more system Forwarding Classes using a configuration profile. The user sets different limits for 
admission control of LSPs in each TE class over each TE link. Eight TE classes are supported. 
Admission control of LSP paths bandwidth reservation is performed using the Maximum 
Allocation Bandwidth Constraint Model as per RFC 4125.

SOFT PRE-EMPTION

OF RSVP LSP
LSP soft pre-emption allows a 7450 ESS LSR to pre-empt one or many LSP paths in order to 
accept a reservation for a higher setup priority LSP path. 

There are two aspects to this feature:

• The first one is the ability for the user to configure a value for the setup priority and a value 
for the hold priority on a per LSP path basis.

• The second aspect is the implementation of soft pre-emption for an LSP. When an LSP is 
pre-empted in the network, the pre-empting node does not immediately tear down the LSP 
path but alerts the head-end LER using a flag in the RRO object in the Resv refresh 
message and/or a PathErr message. The head-end LER will then attempt to find a new path 
for this LSP in a make-before-break fashion. If successful, the head-end node moves the 
LSP to the new path and tears down the original path for this LSP. However, the pre-
empting node is configured with a global timer that will tear down the LSP if the head-end 
did not do so within a finite amount of time.
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This feature works with TE classes when Diff-Serv TE is enabled and with priorities when Diff-
Serv is disabled.

LEAST-FILL

BANDWIDTH RULE IN
CSPF ECMP

SELECTION

When multiple equal-cost paths satisfy the constraints of a given RSVP LSP path, CSPF in the 
7450 ESS head-end node will select a path so that LSP bandwidth is balanced across the 
network links. In previous releases, CSPF used a random number generator to select the path 
and returned it to MPLS. In the long run, this method actually balances the number of LSP paths 
over the links in the network; it does not necessarily balance the bandwidth across those links.

The ‘least-fill’ path selection algorithm identifies the single link in each of the equal cost paths 
which has the least available bandwidth in proportion to its maximum reserved bandwidth. It 
then selects the path which has the largest value of this figure. The net affect of this algorithm 
is that LSP paths will be spread over the network links over time such that percentage link 
utilization is balanced.

When the 'least-fill' option is enabled on an LSP, CSPF will apply this method to all path 
calculation of the LSP, including at initial configuration, during manual re-signal and during 
timer-based re-signal of the LSP path.

STATIC

CONFIGURATIONS OF

SRLG MEMBERSHIP

This feature provides the user with the ability to enter manually the link members of SRLG 
groups for the entire network at any 7450 ESS node which will need to signal LSP paths (for 
example, a head-end node). 

The user may explicitly enables the use by CSPF of the user SRLG database. In that case, CSPF 
will not query the TE database for IGP advertised interface SRLG information. Note, however, 
that the SRLG secondary path computation and FRR bypass/detour path computation remains 
unchanged from previous release.

MULTI-AREA AND

MULTI-INSTANCE

EXTENSIONS TO LDP

In order to extend LDP across multiple areas of an IGP instance or across multiple IGP 
instances, the current standard LDP implementation based on RFC 3036 requires that all  /32 
prefixes of PEs  be leaked between the areas or instances. This is because an exact match of the 
prefix in the routing table is required to install the prefix binding in the LDP Forwarding 
Information Base (FIB). Although a 7450 ESS will do this by default when configured as Area 
Border Router (ABR), this increases the convergence of IGP on routers when the number of PE 
nodes scales to thousands of nodes.

This feature provides an optional behavior by which LDP installs a prefix binding in the LDP 
FIB by simply performing a longest prefix match with an aggregate prefix in the routing table 
(RIB). That way, the ABR will be configured to summarize the /32 prefixes of PE routers. This 
method is compliant to RFC 5283.

INTRA-AREA LDP-
OVER -RSVP AND

LDP-OVER-RSVP
ECMP

In Release 7.0, the existing LDP-over-RSVP capability set has been enhanced to include the 
ability of stitching LDP-over-RSVP tunnels (LDP IPv4 prefix FECs over RSVP Tunnels) at 
internal (non-ABR) OSPF and intra-level IS-IS routers. 

IGP keeps track of RSVP LSPs in the tunnel table, and while performing an SPF computation, 
it includes the destination (endpoint) information of all RSVP LSPs originating from the router. 
After SPF, if IGP finds a non-ABR router in the shortest path to a route, which is also an 
endpoint of one or more RSVP tunnels, then it considers it as candidate for LDP-over-RSVP 
tunnel stitching. If there are multiple such non-ABR routers in the shortest path, then the one 
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that is nearest to the route is chosen and is installed against the route in the routing table for 
consideration by LDP. Note that IGP only feeds tunnel endpoint information to the routing table 
and not individual RSVP LSPs; LDP then looks up the tunnel table for all RSVP tunnels to the 
endpoint and picks the one with the lowest tunnel metric.

The tunnel table does not contain the explicit path that a RSVP LSP takes, so neither LDP nor 
IGP know which path an LSP will take. There may be multiple RSVP tunnels to an endpoint 
with the same lowest cost. The eligible tunnels are then considered based on the ECMP 
configured. If ECMP applies, all LSP endpoints found over the ECMP IGP paths will be 
installed in the routing table by the IGP for consideration by LDP. IGP costs to each endpoint 
may differ since IGP selects the farthest endpoint (nearest to route) per ECMP path. LDP will 
choose the endpoint(s) with the highest cost in the route entry and will do further tunnel 
selection over those endpoints. If there are multiple endpoints with equal highest cost, LDP will 
consider all of them. In multiple endpoints case, LDP picks up the RSVP tunnels uniformly over 
all endpoints. The RSVP tunnel metric is considered only while selecting tunnels to the same 
endpoint; tunnel metrics are not compared between tunnels to different endpoints.

RSVP OVERHEAD

REFRESH

REDUCTION OVER

BYPASS TUNNELS

This feature enables the use of the refresh reduction capabilities over all bypass tunnels 
originating on the 7450 ESS Point of Local Repair (PLR) node or terminating on the 7450 ESS 
Merge Point (MP) node.

This feature provides the node with the following capabilities:

• Acceptance of bundled RSVP messages from a peer

• Attempt to perform reliable RSVP message delivery to its peer

• Use of summary refresh messages to refresh Path and Resv states.

By default, refresh reduction over a bypass is disabled. Since a bypass tunnel may merge with 
the primary LSP path in a node downstream of the next-hop, there is no direct interface between 
the PLR and the MP node and it is possible the latter will not accept summary refresh messages 
received over the bypass.

RSVP LSP
STATISTICS

This feature provides the following counters:

• Per-forwarding-class forwarded in-profile packet count

• Per-forwarding-class forwarded in-profile byte count

• Per-forwarding-class forwarded out-of-profile packet count 

• Per-forwarding-class forwarded out-of-profile byte count

 The Counters are available for an RSVP LSP at egress datapath of ingress LER and at ingress 
datapath of egress LER. No LSR statistics are provided.

This feature is supported on IOM3-XP and requires chassis mode D or higher.
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APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

SERVICES

The following sections describe the new Application Assurance features in Release 7.0:

- Application Assurance for non-ESM services on page 24

- Multiple AA-ISA support on page 24

- Application Identification: Operator Defined Strings in Application Filters on page 25

- Application Identification: Server IP Address and Port in Application Filters on 
page 25

- Application Identification: Support Fragmented Packets on page 25

- Application Identification: Well-Known TCP/UDP Port Application Enhancements 
on page 25

- AA statistics: New Flow Statistics on page 26

- Per-AA Subscriber and AA-ISA Service Monitoring and Debug Enhancements on 
page 26

- Sending Only Changed Records for AA on page 26

- Configurable AA Accounting Record Fields on page 27

- Configurable AA-Subscriber Statistics Collection on page 27

- Application QoS Policy: New Actions Support on page 27

- Application QoS Policy: Net Match Criteria Support on page 27

- Multicast Support for AA SAP-based Subscribers on page 27

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE FOR

NON-ESM SERVICES

Release 7.0 extends support for Application Assurance (AA) for services other than Enhanced 
Subscriber Management. By statically defining and assigning an application profile to a Service 
Access Point (SAP), AA can now be enabled for the following services:

1. IES

2. VPLS

3. VLL

Both ESM subscribers and SAPs create Application Assurance subscribers on an AA-ISA card 
once an application profile is assigned to them. With the introduction of a new type of AA 
subscriber, some CLI configuration commands and accounting record names have been 
modified to reflect the new type of AA subscriber. Pre-Release 7.0 configuration will be 
automatically converted to the new CLI and accounting record names on an upgrade.

MULTIPLE AA-ISA
SUPPORT

Release 7.0 introduces support for multiple AA-ISA card. Up to seven (7) primary and one (1) 
backup AA-ISA card(s) can be deployed in a single chassis for industry-leading performance 
and capacity. With multiple cards deployed:

1. All AA-ISA cards belong to a single AA-ISA group

2. AA subscribers are load balanced across all active AA-ISA cards. Load balancing occurs 
when an AA subscriber is created by assigning an application profile to an ESM subscriber 
or SAP

3. N+1 warm redundancy model extends pre-7.0 1+1 warm redundancy to provide cost-effec-
tive equipment protection with an ability to provide hot redundant service protection thanks 
to flexible application definition
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4. System granularity policers apply policy within AA-ISA context. For example, a 5M sys-
tem granularity bandwidth policer results in each AA-ISA within a group policing traffic to 
5M each.

Introduction of multiple AA-ISA cards per AA-ISA group with a single policy removes the 
need for a profile. The CLI AA profile has been replaced with group which simplifies the CLI 
hierarchy for some commands. On an upgrade, pre-Release 7.0 configuration will be 
automatically converted to a Release 7.0 model.

Since multiple AA-ISA cards may be required to support maximum number of AA subscribers 
(ESM subscribers or SAP), a resource verification is now performed to ensure enough AA-ISA 
cards are configured for all ESM subscribers and SAPs with an Application Profile assigned.

APPLICATION

IDENTIFICATION:
OPERATOR DEFINED

STRINGS IN
APPLICATION

FILTERS

Operator-defined strings in application filter entries allow up to three (3) expression strings to 
be defined in a single application filter (with wildcard support). The initial release supports 
string match against any HTTP-based protocol signature for Host, Referer and URI fields for 
flexible, web-based application definition.

APPLICATION

IDENTIFICATION:
SERVER IP ADDRESS

AND PORT IN
APPLICATION

FILTERS

Release 7.0 replaces network IP and port parameters in application definition with server IP and 
port to allow client-server application definition when a server is deployed either on the network 
or AA-subscriber side. On an upgrade, applications using net-address and net-port are auto-
converted to server IP address and server port configuration.

APPLICATION

IDENTIFICATION:
SUPPORT

FRAGMENTED

PACKETS

Release 7.0 introduces support for fragmented packets during the application identification 
phase. An application that previously could only be identified as “unknown_tcp” or 
“unknown_udp” because of packet fragmentation during application identification will now be 
fully identified as per supported signatures and operator-defined applications.

APPLICATION

IDENTIFICATION:
WELL-KNOWN

TCP/UDP PORT

APPLICATION

ENHANCEMENTS

In some deployments, an application may require AA policy to be applied on every packet of 
the flow. However, when a signature-based application identification is enabled, some flows 
may require more than one packet to be fully identified. To satisfy the policy requirement, 
Release 7.0 extends application identification capabilities for well-known TCP/UDP based port 
application as follows:

• Pre-Release 7.0: TCP/UDP port applications with full signature verification

- AA ensures that other applications that can be identified do not run over a well-
known port

- Application-aware policy applied once signature-based identification completes 
(likely requiring several packets)
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• New in Release 7.0: TCP/UDP trusted port applications with signature verification

- Application identified using well known TCP/UDP port based filters and re-identified 
once signature identification completes

- AA policy applied from the first packet of a flow while continuing signature-based 
application identification. Policy re-evaluated once the signature identification  
completes, allowing for detection of improper/unexpected applications on a well-
known port

• New in Release 7.0: TCP/UDP trusted port applications - no signature verification

- Application identified using well known TCP/UDP port based filters only

- Application-aware policy applied from the first packet of a flow 

- No signature identification assumes operator/customer trusts that no other 
applications can run on the well-known TCP/UDP port

AA STATISTICS: NEW

FLOW STATISTICS

To enhance monitoring of VoIP, V-VoIP applications, Release 7.0 introduces the following 
additional statistics that can be collected per protocol, application, application group for AA 
subscribers and/or AA ISA:

• Short duration flow – accounts for flows with total flow durations of less than or equal to 
30 seconds;

• Medium duration flows – accounts for flows with total flow durations of more than 30 
seconds but less than or equal to 180 seconds;

• Long duration flows – accounts for flows with total flow durations of more than 180 
seconds.

PER-AA
SUBSCRIBER AND

AA-ISA SERVICE

MONITORING AND

DEBUG

ENHANCEMENTS

Release 7.0 introduces several enhancements to service monitoring and debugging capabilities. 
These enhancements include:

• A new debug command is introduced that allows mirroring of all unknown traffic for an 
AA-ISA group, which can be used to gather data for application identification 
enhancements. This capability is in addition to previously described AQP mirror source 
action.

• Per-AQP entry allows monitoring both the number of flows that match a given entry and 
the number of flows that could not have the AQP entry action(s) applied as result of a 
configuration conflict.

• A new, enhanced per-AA subscriber show command is provided.

• A clear command is provided that allows clearing of all AA-ISA group statistics.

SENDING ONLY

CHANGED RECORDS

FOR AA

At any given interval, it is possible that not all AA subscribers will be active at the same time. 
For Application Assurance, it is extremely unlikely that all AA subscribers will have traffic 
matching all possible applications, application-groups or protocols for which per AA subscriber 
accounting is enabled. Therefore, an operator can configure record generation only for those 
applications, protocols, or application groups that had traffic matched again from the last 
interval (which may result in filtering of all records for an AA subscriber) from an accounting 
file for a given interval. This functionality significantly reduces the number of AA subscriber 
records that are collected, generated, and sent from the Application Assurance.
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CONFIGURABLE AA
ACCOUNTING

RECORD FIELDS

Per-AA-subscriber accounting records contain large amounts of information, parts of which 
may not be required for an operator. Some operators may wish to retrieve only certain statistics 
such as bandwidth-related statistics or flow-related statistics. Other operators may only require 
byte or packet values, but not both. The customization of per- AA-subscriber accounting records 
helps scalability and performance in most operational deployments that do not require every 
statistic present in the accounting record. Operators can specify accounting record fields from 
the base record for per-AA-subscriber custom record type that are to be included in an 
accounting record report. A single custom record is used for every AA subscriber statistics. The 
statistics are identified per the common infrastructure (XML naming).

CONFIGURABLE AA-
SUBSCRIBER

STATISTICS

COLLECTION

For AA subscribers accounting, an operator may select for which protocols, application, 
application groups accounting records are to be generated up to the maximum of 512 records 
per subscriber. Each AA-ISA card can generate up to 2048K per-AA-subscriber records (for 
example, 64K AA subscriber with 32 records).

By default, no records are generated unless upgrading from pre-Release 7.0 in which case 
records for every application group will be generated if per-application-group AA- subscriber-
accounting was enabled. Per-AA-subscriber custom records are used for configurable AA-
subscriber statistics collection.

APPLICATION QOS
POLICY: NEW

ACTIONS SUPPORT

Release 7.0 introduces new AQP actions that enhance application-aware capabilities that are 
provided on the 7450 ESS. The following actions are introduced:

• A mirror source action allows any AQP entry to become a mirror source for a mirror 
service enabling application-level mirroring of IP packets

• A remark action is extended to support DSCP remark of an application packet and multiple 
remarks (FC, priority, DSCP) as part of a single AQP entry. 

APPLICATION QOS
POLICY: NET MATCH

CRITERIA SUPPORT

Release 7.0 introduces new AQP match criteria that enhance application-aware capabilities that 
can be provided on the 7450 ESS. The following match criteria are introduced:

• Source IP addresses and port

• Destination IP address and port

• An AND of multiple (up to 4) ASO characteristic values can now be used as a single match 
criterion

• Net-address match is obsolete as it is replaced by source/destination matches. On an 
upgrade: 

- AQP entries that use traffic-direction both, or subscriber-to-network have net-address 
automatically converted to a destination IP address match.

- AQP entries that use traffic-direction network-to-subscriber have net-address 
automatically converted to a source IP address match.

MULTICAST

SUPPORT FOR AA
SAP-BASED

SUBSCRIBERS

Release 7.0 adds AA multicast support for AA SAP-based subscribers. Functional highlights 
include:

• For any IES, VLL, VPLS SAPs configured as an AA subscriber, full AA functionality is 
supported for multicast traffic sourced from that SAP.
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• For any VLL SAPs configured as an AA subscriber, full AA functionality is supported for 
multicast traffic destined to that SAP. For IES and VPLS SAPs configured as an AA 
subscriber, multicast packets destined to that SAP are not diverted for AA processing.

• All multicast packets are diverted for AA processing before being replicated. 

OAM The following sections describe the new OAM features in Release 7.0:

- 802.1ag Enhancements on page 28

- Y.1731 on page 28

- Virtual CFM MEP for Backbone VPLS on page 28

802.1AG

ENHANCEMENTS

The following 802.1ag enhancements are included in this release:

• Manual MIP provisioning without lower-level MEPs 

• Maximum number of MEPs per system with ccm-enable increased from 200 to 2000 with a 
minimum 10-second interval

• Virtual MEPs on Provider Backbone B-VPLS services

Y.1731 Y.1731 is defined by ITU-T.  It is built on top of the IEEE 802.1ag, but it has more 
functionalities compared to the former, such as AIS, performance monitoring, etc.

In this release, the following Y.1731 functionalities are supported:

• ETH-AIS 

• ETH-TEST 

• ETH-DM including one-way and two-way delay measurements

VIRTUAL CFM MEP
FOR BACKBONE

VPLS

PBB Epipe service uses a multi-point B-VPLS as a transport infrastructure and a provisioned 
Backbone MAC (BMAC) to identify the remote PBB PE that contains the other attachment 
circuit (AC). This BMAC is usually an unicast address that is used in the PBB header for all the 
frames received on the local AC.

In order to ensure the point-to-point transport and avoid any unnecessary flooding in the B-
VPLS, the next hop for the provisioned BMAC must be known. This can be achieved by 
running from the remote PE an 802.1ag CC stream in the related B-VPLS. 

Prior to Release 7.0, in order to generate an 802.1ag CC stream that will be transmitted on all 
B-VPLS SAPs and SDPs, a bogus SAP needs to be provisioned. This solution was difficult to 
manage and was consuming SAP resources.

This feature provides a Virtual CFM MEP in B-VPLS to optimize configuration and to avoid 
consumption of SAP resources. The virtual MEP it is not associated to any B-VPLS SAP or 
SDP but represents all B-VPLS endpoints, similar to a loopback IP address in an IP routed 
environment.
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ENHANCEMENTS

RELEASE

7.0.R11
There are no new enhancements in Release 7.0.R11.

RELEASE

7.0.R10
The following section describes the new enhancements added since 7.0.R9 to 7.0.R10 of 
7450 ESS OS. 

HW/PLATFORM • It is now possible to configure the card state behaviors for specific errors. The new “fail-
on-error” command allows an operator to control whether a card is placed into a failed 
operational state after the detection of any one (or more) of a set of specific errors. If this 
command is enabled on the 7450 ESS-1, ensure that the network will route traffic around 
the failed node since the node will be rebooted. [89866]

CLI • In order to allow greater flexibility in throttling of log events, the ranges for the 
config>log>throttle-event <events> [interval <seconds>] command has been increased. 
The events parameter now has a default of 500 with a range of 1-20000 and the seconds 
parameter has a default of one (1) with a range of 1-1200. [91135]

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• Release 7.0.R10 supports a new version of the isa-aa.tim file that enables new and updated 
protocol signatures and applications. The new and updated protocols in this release are: 
empty_tcp, HTTP, HTTP_video, HTTP_audio, HTTP_webfeed, IAX2, Kerberos, Kontiki, 
Manolito, MGCP, MSSQL, Net2Phone, Net2Phone_VoIP, NNTP, ooVoo, SlingBox, SVN, 
Teamspeak, TiVo, XboxLive, Xwindows and WebEx. For a complete list of the Release 7.0 
AA identification capabilities (protocols and applications), contact your regional support 
organization.

• In previous releases, a dynamic subscriber removal (such as a modem release) would delete 
previous AA subscriber counter values for that accounting interval. In Release 7.0.R10, 
AA statistics will preserve aa-sub record values when an ESM subscriber gets deleted or 
goes away. This improves record value accuracy for usage metering where subscriber 
renewal must not affect the metering values. Note that the AA accounting record content 
solution depends on appropriate SAM statistics support for this enhancement. Non-ESM 
AA subscribers and AA-sub-study (special study) records are not affected by this change. 
[85857]

• Application ID string-based field matches in app-filter definition now include HTTP user 
agent. To use this capability in Release 7.0, both the CPM and isa-aa.tim need to be 
upgraded to 7.0.R10. If the isa-aa.tim is upgraded to 7.0.R10 and the CPM is running an 
older 7.0 release, other new signatures enabled with 7.0.R10 will be usable but the strings 
in the HTTP user-agent field will not be supported. [88832]

• In order to protect the resources of an AA-ISA or MS-ISA card, default policers can be 
configured (per subscriber) in order to prevent any one subscriber consuming a 
disproportionate amount of flow resources. This enhancement provides the ability to 
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configure "priority-mark" action on these default flow policers instead of a drop (flow-
count/flow-rate). [95312]

RELEASE

7.0.R9
There are no new enhancements in Release 7.0.R9.

RELEASE

7.0.R8
The following section describes the new enhancements added since 7.0.R7 to 7.0.R8 of 
7450 ESS OS. 

HW/PLATFORM • It is now possible to power-cycle an individual IOM3-XP card while the other cards in the 
system remain up and running. [89156]

APS • Due to interoperability issues with some far-end devices, there may be a requirement that 
PPP is renegotiated after a SONET/SDH 1+1 APS switchover. SNMP and CLI support has 
been added to allow the user to specify whether a stateful (default) or a stateless APS 
switchover will occur. A stateful switchover implies that after an APS switchover, the PPP 
state of the bundle will be maintained to match the state before the switchover, which will 
minimize the outage duration. A stateless switchover implies that PPP is renegotiated on 
each member link after the switchover, which may take a few seconds to complete. [90275]

SERVICES GENERAL • PVST is a Cisco proprietary version of the STP protocol and allows STP operation per 
VLAN. In this protocol, the VLAN tag is carried by BPDU not only in the Ethernet header, 
but also in the BPDU payload (BPDU PVID TLV). BPDU-translation and L2PT-terminate 
features are used to perform translation of BPDUs between different STP domains. In order 
to enhance this operation, the following functionality has been implemented for BPDU-
PVID TLV in PVST BPDUs when the new “auto-rw” or “pvst-rw” modes are selected:

- The PVST BPDU sent on egress of dot1q SAP will contain the VLAN-id of the SAP 
in BPDU-PVID TLV

- The PVST BPDU sent on egress of the default Q-in-Q SAP (1/1/1:Q.*) will contain 
the outer VLAN-id of the SAP in BPDU-PVID TLV

- THe PVST BPDU sent on egress of Q-in-Q SAP will contain the inner VLAN-id of 
the SAP in BPDU-PVID TLV. [69857]

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• Release 7.0.R8 supports a new version of the isa-aa.tim file that enables new and updated 
protocol signatures and applications. The new and updated protocols this release are: IBM 
DB2, Hulu and IIOP. For a complete list of the Release 7.0 AA identification capability 
(protocols and applications), contact your regional support organization.
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RELEASE

7.0.R7
The following section describes the new enhancements added since 7.0.R6 to 7.0.R7 of 
7450 ESS OS. 

HW/PLATFORM • Hardware monitoring has been further enhanced to report and correct, if possible, errors 
associated with the content addressable memory (CAM) located on IOMs and SF/CPMs. In 
addition to the optional log message and SNMP trap, the timestamp of the last occurrence 
of the event and number of times the threshold was crossed can now be displayed in the 
“show card detail” command. [87780]

SYSTEM • The “Last bootup reason:” value in the “show card detail” command output has been 
enhanced to provide a more specific reason for the IOM reboot. Details of the new values 
and what they mean can be found in the “TIMETRA-CHASSIS” MIB under 
“tmnxCardLastBootupReason” object-id. [88063]

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• Release 7.0.R7 introduces a new protocol signature software load (isa-aa.tim). The 
following new signatures and existing signature enhancements are introduced:

- Enhanced protocol signatures: HTTP, IBM DB2, IMAP4, SSH

- New protocol signatures: Ventrilo

• If an Application-Assurance downgrade was performed, protocols that were no longer 
supported were not removed. This might have resulted in invalid configurations that could 
not be reloaded. This has been resolved as Application-Assurance downgrades without a 
CPM reboot have been blocked. [88564]

RELEASE

7.0.R6
The following section describes the new enhancements added since 7.0.R5 to 7.0.R6 of 
7450 ESS OS. 

HW/PLATFORM • The Ethernet port hold timer, which notifies the upper software layers after an interface 
transition from a down state to an up state (or vice versa), has had its maximum 
configurable value increased from 50 seconds to 900 seconds. [77472]

BGP • BGP Auto-Discovery (BGP-AD) for LDP-based VPLS on older Cisco routers are not  
compliant with the IETF standard. The wrong BGP NLRI and LDP label release formats 
are used; one byte length field is used for BGP NLRI instead of the two bytes required by 
RFC 4761. The FEC 129 SAII and TAII fields are reversed in the label release message. 
Release 7.0.R6 introduces two new commands, “l2vpn-cisco-interop” and “fec129-cisco-
interop”, to provide a solution for BGP interoperability.

When the “l2vpn-cisco-interop” command is enabled, this command will provide transla-
tion between the non-compliant NLRI used on Cisco PEs and the standard-based NLRI 
used on Alcatel-Lucent portions of the network. The non-compliant one byte length field 
will be used in the BGP-AD NLRI when sending to or receiving from the Cisco neigh-
bor(s) within the command scope. If the node performs the role of a BGP route reflector 
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and the command is enabled only on some BGP neighbors, translation of the NLRI format 
between compliant and non-compliant neighbors is provided. 

When the “fec129-cisco-interop” command is enabled, it will provide translation between 
non-compliant FEC 129 formats used in LDP label release. Target LDP sessions must be 
manually configured toward the non-compliant Cisco PEs. When the command is enabled 
under the corresponding T-LDP sessions, Cisco non-compliant format will be used to send 
and interpret received label release messages (for example, the FEC129 SAII and TAII 
fields will be reversed. 

Both the “l2vpn-cisco-interop” under config>router>bgp>group>neighbor peer context 
and the “fec129-cisco-interop” command under config>router>ldp>peer-parameters>peer 
context must be enabled towards the Cisco PE to provide interoperability with a non-com-
pliant Cisco BGP-AD solution. [87938, 87939]

QOS • The output of the “show qos scheduler-hierarchy” command now displays the scheduler-
policy name used to create the virtual scheduler hierarchy. [77531]

• The new “show>qos>scheduler-policy” command has been enhanced and can now check 
the parenting relationship between queues defined in queue-group policy queue-group 
name and the schedulers defined in scheduler policy scheduler-policy-name. [86983]

SUBSCRIBER

MANAGEMENT

• The subscriber-host-connectivity-verification (SHCV) tool configuration command has 
been extended with an optional parameter defining the number of retries to be sent before 
the corresponding host is declared disconnected. This parameter allows tuning of SHCV 
operation in case excessive loss is experienced in the network (for example, bad quality 
access line). [84488]

MPLS/RSVP • It is now possible to configure a fast retry timer for a static LSP. When a static LSP is trying 
to come up, the MPLS request for the ARP entry of the LSP next-hop may fail when it is 
made while the next-hop is still down or unavailable. In that case, MPLS starts a retry timer 
before making the next request. This enhancement allows the user to configure the retry 
timer so that the LSP comes up as soon as the next-hop is up. [82795]

• Release 7.0.R6 extends the LDP synchronization feature to static routes. When an interface 
comes back up, it is possible that a preferred static route using the interface as next-hop for 
a given prefix is enabled before the LDP adjacency to the peer LSR comes up on this 
interface. In this case, traffic on an SDP that uses the static route for the far-end address 
would be black-holed until the LDP session comes up and the FECs exchanged. The user 
can now delay the activation of the static route until the LDP session comes up over the 
interface and the ldp-sync-timer configured on that interface has expired. [84216]

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• Release 7.0.R6 introduces a new protocol signature software load (isa-aa.tim). The 
following new signatures and existing signature enhancements are introduced:

- Enhanced protocol signatures: FTP, Gnutella, HTTP, Oracle, NNTP, SIP, TLS

- New protocol signatures: DHCP, HTTP web feed, Hulu, iPlayer, ISAKMP, 
pcAnywhere, RTMPE, SNMP, SOCKS, SunRPC
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RELEASE

7.0.R5
The following section describes the new enhancements added since 7.0.R4 to 7.0.R5 of 
7450 ESS OS. 

HW/PLATFORM • The “show port x/y/z” command now displays ingress and egress pause counts for all 
Ethernet MDAs except for: 

- m60-10/100eth-tx

- m20-100eth-sfp

Pause support is also indicated by the dot3ControlFunctionsSupported entry in EtherLike-
MIB. Some MDA types (m10-1gb-sfp, m1-10gb, m1-10gb-dwdm-tun, m1-10gb-hs-xfp, 
m10-1gb-hs-sfp) are only capable of receiving and counting pause frames and not capable 
of generating and transmitting pause frames. On these MDAs, the “Out Pause Frames” 
count will show as zero (0). [59727]

• The “show chassis power-supply” command for AC power supplies on ESS-12 PSU now 
correctly displays the status as “present”. [67041]

• A 10G Ethernet port that supports WAN mode can now be assigned a reference to the 
synchronous equipment timing subsystem (SETS). The 10G Ethernet port in WAN mode 
still transmits 0x0f (dus) in the SONET S1 overhead, but the port can now be used to 
provide system timing. [83416]

MPLS/RSVP • The association of an LSP primary path with a bypass LSP is now performed at the receipt 
of the first RESV message for LSP primary path from the downstream node. [82926]

• The CLI command “show system information” now displays whether the ICMP vendor 
specific extension, which is required for SAA icmp-ping one-way measurements, is 
enabled or not enabled. [83797]

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• Release 7.0.R5 introduces a new protocol signature software load (isa-aa.tim). The 
following new signatures and existing signature enhancements are introduced:

- Enhanced protocol signatures: dns, bittorrent, ftp

- New protocol signatures: none

OAM • Starting in Release 7.0.R5, the 7450 ESS OAM SAA test results can be saved in a file on 
the compact flash card, and the standard available file policy can be used to define how 
long the file is open/closed when 5620 SAM is informed to retrieve the file, similar to how 
accounting works. SAA TCAs and ad-hoc (non-scheduled/non-cron) results are sent as 
usual. 

Once the OAM SAA test results are put on the compact flash card on the 7450 ESS and the 
file is closed, a trap is sent to the SNMP trap receiver which may then opt to obtain the file 
and process it as desired. [66259]

• SAA icmp-ping test is now extended to support Forwarding Class (FC) and one-way 
measurements. One system level configuration parameter is provided to enable or disable 
the ICMP vendor specific extension that is required for one-way measurements. [82422]
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RELEASE

7.0.R4
The following section describes the new enhancements added since 7.0.R3 to 7.0.R4 of 
7450 ESS OS. 

HW/PLATFORM • When both AC power supplies were installed/configured in an 7450 ESS-12 and the AC 
power cable was removed from PSU2, the "show chassis power-supply" command would 
inaccurately display the PSU2 status as "up".  It now accurately displays the status as 
“NOT EQUIPPED” if the PSU2 is not physically present in the slot, and displays 
“PRESENT” when physically installed but does not have the power cable plugged in or 
when power has been shut off. [67041]

SYSTEM • TCP authentication is enhanced by the introduction of a null key. The null key facilitates a 
keychain on a previously unauthenticated session. A null key on a keychain is an indication 
that unauthenticated TCP segments and segments with the TCP option set will be accepted 
instead of dropped.

CLI • A new option for the format of probe packets used for the “down-when-looped” feature on 
Ethernet ports is introduced. This feature uses per default Ethernet frames where both the 
src-mac and dst-mac fields contain the MAC-address of the port. In addition to this default-
mode of operation, it is possible to configure the Ethernet broadcast address as  the dst-mac 
for probe packets. This is to accommodate media-convertors that check the consistency of 
dst-mac in Ethernet frames. [65462]

QOS • Release 7.0.R4 introduces a scaling enhancement for QoS schedulers. Prior to Release 
7.0.R4, the total number of QoS schedulers was 24k per IOM3-XP. This also included all 
types of QoS internal schedulers (not user-controlled), such as schedulers used to aggregate 
queue bandwidth in case of LAGs. In Release 7.0.R4, the 24k scheduler pool will be 
restricted to QoS user controlled schedulers only. [74817]

SERVICES GENERAL • An Ipipe VLL service with the “ce-discovery” option enabled now forwards unicast IP 
packets using the broadcast MAC address until the ARP cache is populated with a valid 
entry for the CE IP and MAC addresses. [79059]

INGRESS MULTICAST

PATH MANAGEMENT

• In a PBB environment, the MMRP protocol is used to minimize flooding within a B-VPLS 
service. By default, ingress packets that are associated with an MMRP record are sent to 
the switch fabric for spatial replication using the ingress B-SAP’s multipoint queues. These 
queues are limited to using a single multicast path into the switch fabric for expedited 
multipoint queues and a single path for best-effort multipoint queues.

The “mmrp-impm-override” command allows the MMRP associated traffic to bypass the 
B-SAP’s ingress multipoint queues and instead use the ingress multipoint queues usually 
reserved for IMPM. When the override is enabled, normal IMPM behavior is suspended 
and the MMRP traffic is spread over all available multicast paths into the switch fabric. 
Enabling or disabling the override requires a reboot to take effect. [80505]
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APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• Release 7.0.R4 introduces a new protocol signature software load (isa-aa.tim). The 
following new signatures and existing signature enhancements are introduced:

- Enhanced protocol signatures: bittorrent, emule, dht, xmpp

- New protocol signatures: domino, fix, ibmdb2, ident, irc, kerberos, ldap, mssql_smb, 
mssql_udp, netbios, oracle_net, rlogin, rsh, rsync, rtp_sip, rtp_skinny, sap, skinny, 
sybase_db, syslog, xwindows. [79044]

• Release 7.0.R4 introduces the support of AA ISA on IOM3-XP. [79160]

• Release 7.0.R4 enhances operator-defined strings in the application filters feature. Support 
for configurable strings to match against SIP URI and SIP UA fields is added to allow 
unique identification and policy among different SIP-based applications such as VoIP, 
teleconferencing and multimedia applications, for example.

RELEASE

7.0.R3
The following section describes the new enhancements added since 7.0.R2 to 7.0.R3 of 
7450 ESS OS. 

HW/PLATFORM • The SFM 2 400G (sfm2-400g) is now supported on the 7450 ESS-7. [78747]

• IOMs with 2 GBs of DRAM failed during an admin reboot upgrade. This issue has been 
resolved. [77691]

SYSTEM • The “file version” command will now display the version of a .tim file as well as the 
version of the boot.ldr file. [24775]

• It is now possible to include inter-frame gap and preamble in the monitor rate % command.  
This will result in a more accurate view with regards to the true utilization of the given 
port. [72649]

 OSPF • Starting in Release 7.0.R3, it is possible to define an OSPF match criteria in order to 
explicitly select the OSPF routes that are untagged. Previously, the "no" form for the tag 
keyword indicated that the presence of the tag was simply not taken into account and when 
the “tag” keyword was present, it was only possible to match a specific tag (for example, 
match tag 10). It is now possible to process routes with invalid tags as well as untagged 
routes. Previously, only one or the other could be done. [59191]

LDP • LDP static-FEC "swap" entries will no longer be activated unless the next-hop in the 
routing table matches the configured next-hop of the static-FEC entry. [73836]

• Release 7.0.R3 introduces the ability to delay sending a label withdrawal following the 
deactivation of an LDP FEC to dampen the effect of network flapping events. When the 
label withdrawal delay is configured using the config>router>ldp>label-withdrawal-delay 
command, LDP delays the withdrawal of the <FEC, label> binding it distributed to its 
neighbors after it deactivates the FEC. LDP may deactivate a FEC as the result of a number 
of events such as link down, a route change impacting the FEC prefix, a loss of LDP 
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adjacency, etc. The default value of the timer is zero, which means that the timer is disabled 
and LDP sends a label withdrawal immediately after the deactivation of the FEC.

Packets received on an LSR node for dampened FECs will be discarded upon ingress. 
When the timer expires, LDP will send a label withdrawal for the FEC to all of its neigh-
bors. If a new next-hop becomes available such that the FEC gets resolved again before the 
timer expires, LDP activates the FEC and resets the timer. The same FECs on a node in the 
ingress LER role will be dampened via a different timer, config>router>ldp>tunnel-down-
damp-time. [74424]

• When the the "Max PDU Length" field of the LDP initialization message indicates a value 
of 4096 bytes,  LDP messages received over this LDP session with a total length of up to 
4100 bytes are now accepted and processed. [79610]

• The intra-area LDP-over-RSVP feature is extended to allow OSPF instances other than 
instance 0 to participate in LDP-over-RSVP. When an OSPF instance participates in LDP-
over-RSVP, it adds RSVP LSP as endpoints into Route Table Manager. This allows an LDP 
FEC with a prefix in that OSPF instance and which is reachable over the RSVP LSP 
endpoint to be tunnelled over the RSVP LSP.

A new CLI option under the OSPF instance to allow the user to enable or disable the partic-
ipation of this intance in LDP-over-RSVP. By default, an OSPF instance will not partici-
pate in LDP-over-RSVP. [80165]

SERVICES GENERAL • An extra per-service counter counting the number of SAPs in an operationally down state 
as the consequence of a standby condition is introduced. In case of MC-LAG, MC-Ring or 
MC-APS, a standby port will cause all corresponding SAPs to go to an operationally down 
state. When Element Manager receives an alarm related to a service-oper-down event, it 
can now correlate a failure in the ring rather than the elements in a ring. [75761]

SUBSCRIBER

MANAGEMENT

• The (re)-authentication of subscriber hosts can be controlled by setting the “re-
authenticate” flag in authentication-policy. If the flag is enabled, the RADIUS 
authentication process is triggered every time subscriber-host state is renewed (for 
example, DHCP-renew for DHCP-state). If it is disabled, the authentication process should 
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be triggered only if there is a change of host descriptors detected. So far, this has been done 
under following conditions: 

- when the re-authentication attribute is configured under the authentication-policy

- when the circuit-id (from option82) is different from the one stored in dhcp-lease-
state record

- when the remote-id (from option82) is different from the one stored in dhcp-lease-
state record

- when SAP and/or CHADDR changes 

- when the credit control APP detects that the lease is out of credit and RADIUS server 
is configured for credit renewal 

- when the RADIUS cache was previously invalidated:

-     a DHCP FORCERENEW was snooped in a VPLS for that lease

-     a FORCERENEW was generated to a host (due to a force-renew CoA)

-     a lease state was recovered from persistency file

- when RADIUS attributes (including VSAs) were used to set up the lease state

 The condition under the last bullet is removed by this enhancement. This prevents genera-
tion of RADIUS authentication requests, for instance in configurations with split-lease 
every time short-lease expires. The new behavior is also more in line with the original 
intent of “re-authenticate” command. There are no provisions made to preserve backward 
compatibility. [74039]

•  The length of option82 supported by the system has been extended as follows:

- circuit-id should not be longer then 247B

- remote-id should not be longer then 247B

- total length should not be longer then 253B. [74243]

DHCP • Release 7.0.R3 enhances the user’s ability to enable ARP for relaying DHCP-response 
messages to the client. Under normal circumstances, DHCP is used to assign IP addresses 
to the host connected to the L2 segment. In such cases, DHCP-relay uses the client-hw-
addr field in the DHCP packet to create the Ethernet header. However, some clients do not 
include this information in their DHCP-request and DHCP-relay needs to rely on 
interworking functions responding to ARP requests to obtain this information. [79645]

MPLS/RSVP • Release 7.0.R3 introduces a fast-retry timer for secondary RSVP LSP paths. If the first 
attempt to set up a secondary path fails due to a path error, the fast retry timer will be 
started for the secondary path so that the path can be retried sooner. If the next attempt also 
fails, further retries for the path will use the configured value for LSP retry timer. If retry-
timer for the LSP is configured to be less than the MPLS secondary-fast-retry-timer, all 
retries for the secondary path will use the LSP retry-timer. [68458]

 VPLS • The VPLS MAC learning rate has been improved, especially if a small number of MAC 
addresses are learned in a small amount of time. [75258]

• In case of a failure in an MC-ring topology, it is necessary to propagate the topology 
change within all affected VPLS services. This is achieved by sending a “MAC-withdraw” 
message to all T-LDP peers within the affected VPLS services. Local FDB entries are then 
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redirected to the “shunt sdp”. This SDP connects the local node to its protecting peer in 
each MC-ring instance. This local redirection can only be done for ring nodes that are no 
longer reachable by the local PE. In order to do this, the topology information (ring-node) 
must be known for all FDB entries. This is, however, known only for FDB entries related to 
ESM hosts. For all other FDB entries (such as regular FDB entries created by MAC-
learning process), this information is not available and the workaround is to clear such 
entries. [77089]

BGP • The allowed range for the “min-route-advertisement” command has been extended to 1 – 
255 seconds. [74182]

• A new option has been added to the BGP hold-time command allowing the administrator to 
ensure that the negotiated hold time value is not set to a value less than the configured 
value.  [79901]

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• Release 7.0.R3 introduces a new protocol signature software load (isa-aa.tim). The 
following new signatures and existing signature enhancements are introduced:

- Enhanced protocol signatures: telnet, http-audio, skype, ftp

- New protocol signatures: none

OAM • The "Maximum OAMPDU Size" field in the information OAMPDU is now set to 1518 
instead of the port MTU to be fully standard compliant.[67936]

• The OAM MAC ping, trace, populate and purge tools supported on regular Epipe are now 
also supported on PBB Epipe. [72573]

• The remote-mep status database now includes the following fields: remote MEP ID, CCM 
status, time when last CCM was received, MAC address of the remote MEP, RDI flag, port 
status, and interface status.  The information can be displayed using the show>eth-
cfm>mep>domain>association>remote-mepid command. [74857]

• OAM test result status for each individual test execution has been added. [75889]

• Upon receiving a Dying Gasp from a peer, the node will now log the event and generate an 
SNMP trap to notify the operator. [80046]

RELEASE

7.0.R2
There are no new enhancements in Release 7.0.R2.

RELEASE

7.0.R1
The following section describes the new enhancements added since 6.1.R1 to 7.0.R1 of 
7450 ESS OS. 

HW/PLATFORM • Starting in Release 7.0, static routes configured in the BOF will become disabled if the 
management interface is out-of-service. If an in-band route to a destination previously 
resolved by the static route is available, traffic will be directed to it. [40583]
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• In previous releases, for management traffic, when both in- and out-of-band routes were 
available to a given destination, the system would always prefer out-of-band. Starting in 
Release 7.0, the customer can now configure the preference to be either in- or out-of-band. 
[54425]

• MDA-XPs are no longer supported on iom-10g. [72374]

• It is no longer possible to downgrade chassis firmware using the CLI command “admin 
reboot upgrade”. [78316]

SYSTEM • Starting in Release 6.1.R5, support for the Small Form-Factor Pluggable 100/1000Base FX 
2KM Serial Gigabit Media Independent Interface (SGMII) 1310nm with SMF 
(3HE04116AA) and 100/1000Base LX 10KM SGMII 1310nm (3HE04117AA) with SMF 
are introduced.

These dual-rate 100/1000Base FX 2KMs and 100/1000Base LX 10KMs with SGMII are 
compatible with all GigE MDAs and GigE MDA-XPs.

• The user no longer needs to reconfigure the port MTU from 1514 to 1518 bytes when using 
a default SAP. [64758]

• The rollover time for accounting files has been extended from 48 hours to seven (7) days. 
[65698]

• In previous releases, the system would create .bak files for image files on the system during 
synchronization that were never cleaned up, potentially causing the compact flash to run 
out of space. In Release 7.0, those files are cleaned up after each successful 
synchronization. [67260]

• The default behavior at the bring-up of a dual-rate capable SFP is at the higher speed, 1 
Gbps. [67690]

• There are firmware updates for the following Ethernet MDAs:

- m10-1gb+1-10gb

- m4-10gb-xp-xfp

- m2-10gb-xp-xfp

- m1-10gb-xp-xfp

- m2-10gb-xfp

- m1-10gb-xfp

- m20-1gb-xp-tx

- m20-1gb-xp-sfp

- m10-1gb-xp-sfp

- m20-1gb-tx

- m20-1gb-sfp

- m10-1gb-sfp-b

The firmware update includes support for K28.5 comma detection. [59338]

• The system-wide limit on the number of SDP keepalives has been increased from 256 to 
1000 sessions. [75481]

CLI • The IOM last reboot time is now maintained across a CPM switchover and can be 
displayed using the “show card detail” command. [54564]
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• A new option has been added where the CLI prompt includes a timestamp indicating the 
last time the command was completed. [68419]

• The commands “tools>perform>service>eval-pw-template” and “tools>perform>service 
id>eval-pw-template” have been added to the CLI and are now available via SNMP. These 
commands allow the 5620 SAM the flexibility of setting the impact of modifying an 
already provisioned and assigned PW template on BGP-AD VPLS services and preventing 
operational errors. The PW template behavior is similar to a policy as it is modeled in 
SAM. [73132]

RADIUS • Prior to Release 7.0.R1, the 7450 ESS operator’s RADIUS server access method was 
changed from direct to round robin and the direct access method could no longer be 
configured. Starting in Release 7.0.R1, the RADIUS server access method can be 
configured to be either round robin or direct. [68478]

• The RADIUS class attribute (type 25) returned by the RADIUS service in the Access-
Accept message is now sent to the RADIUS accounting server as part of the Accounting-
Request packet as described in RFC 2865. [72186]

MPLS/RSVP • The “tools dump router mpls lspinfo” debug command has been enhanced to use a filter by 
LSP name. [55099]

• The command “tools perform router mpls cspf ” has been enhanced. CSPF can now 
exclude a node from the computation of a path by entering the router-id of the node using a 
new keyword, exclude-node: “tools perform router mpls cspf [exclude-node excl-node-id 
[excl-node-id..(up to 8 max)]]”. The existing exclude-address keyword excludes interface 
addresses only. In addition, a new parameter [skip-interface interface-name] has also been 
added and allows the user to specify a local interface name, instead of the interface address, 
to be excluded from the CSPF computation. [57159]

• A new command, “tools>dumb>router>rsvp>neighbor”, has been added to the CLI and 
displays neighbor information. [59745]

• A new specific trap and a syslog message are now generated when the resignal timer 
expires on a node. [64632]

• The “local node maintenance required” error sub-code is now supported when performing 
graceful shutdown at the router level as specified in draft-ietf-ccamp-mpls-graceful-
shutdown-xx.txt. [71674]

IP MULTICAST • The new IGMP snooping max-num-sources command is introduced to limit the maximum 
number of sources that can be learned for a specific multicast group on a single SAP/spoke-
SDP. [60352]

QOS • The Dot1p classification at ingress determines the Forwarding Class (FC) for L2 frames 
received at an ingress SAP. When BPDU frames were terminated in/from L2PT tunnels, 
the results of this classification were lost and respective outgoing frames were not marked 
correctly. Instead, BE FC was assumed and the frames were marked accordingly. This 
enhancement removes this limitation, and egress marking of such frames now reflect FC as 
defined by the sap-ingress QoS policy. [69608]
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SUBSCRIBER

MANAGEMENT

• The “Acct-Session-Time” attribute has been included in accounting-interim-update 
messages. Prior to Release 6.1.R3, the attribute was only included in RADIUS accounting-
stop messages. [72188]

• In previous releases, the selection of IP-pool based on ip-pool-name received in the 
RADIUS attribute was only supported for PPPoE hosts. In Release 7.0.R1, the feature has 
been extended for DHCP-hosts. IP-pool-name received from the RADIUS server in 
authentication-response messages will be included in DHCP-request packets so that local 
or external DHCP-servers can use the information to select the corresponding IP-pool. In 
addition, it is possible to trigger “force nack” through a RADIUS CoA message. The node 
will trigger force-renew for the client and consequently, it will send DHCP-NACK to force 
the DHCP-client into a rebind state. This is useful for situations where DHCP-host needs to 
get a new IP-address from another IP-pool and the old IP-address has to be released. 
[74043]

IS-IS • Graceful restart last restart time is now maintained across CPM switchovers. [55362]

SNMP • When using the SNMP replay parameter, a trap is transmitted only when a route to the trap 
receiver is available. If no in-band or out-of-band route is available, then the sequence 
number of the trap that is supposed to be sent is kept for retransmission when the route 
becomes available. It is possible when the route re-converges after the trap has been sent, 
the trap receiver misses a few traps. This enhancement allows the system to retransmit all 
traps generated up to 450 milliseconds prior to SNMP discovering that no route was 
available. While some duplicates may be generated, the number of traps lost is minimized. 
Since trap sequencing is not available with SNMPv1, it is recommended that SNMP replay 
be deployed only for SNMPv2c or SNMPv3 trap receivers. [71770, 72539]

SERVICES GENERAL • BOOTP messages will now be forwarded on Layer-2 SAPs when DHCP snooping is 
enabled and can optionally be forwarded on IES interfaces by setting the “relay-plain-
bootp” parameter. Relaying of BOOTP messages is not supported on subscriber interfaces. 
[52481]

• Previously, the implementation of the MAC-move feature shut down the offending 
SAP/spoke-SDP after three retry attempts. After that, manual intervention was required to 
bring the SAP/spoke-SDP back into service. An enhancement is introduced in Release 7.0 
to allow a configuration where the number of retries is unlimited; therefore, a SAP/spoke-
SDP that was blocked by the MAC-move feature can now be recovered without manual 
intervention after the network has stabilized. [62696]

• The MAC-move feature is used to prevent loops in an L2 network. This is achieved by 
monitoring the MAC re-learn rate and blocking one of the SAP/spoke-SDPs in cases where 
the configured re-learn rate is exceeded. When blocking any SAP/spoke-SDP, an alarm is 
raised. In Release 7.0, the alarm will contain the MAC-address of the last re-learn event on 
the blocked SAP/spoke-SDP. [63171]

• Support of MC-ring has been extended to LAG SAPs, in addition to SAPs created on 
regular Ethernet ports, already supported in previous releases. [67794]

• Prior to Release 6.1.R4, an Ethernet port could be mapped to only one MC-ring. This was 
not sufficient in network topologies where several physical rings were pre-aggregated on a 
single Ethernet port by the downstream L2 switch. Multiple logical MC-rings can now be 
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mapped on a single Ethernet port. Each individual MC-ring is still configured and 
controlled as independent entities as if they were mapped on separate ports. [67795]

• Ring-Node-Connectivity-Verification (RNCV) can now be configured for default SAPs in 
both Dot1Q- and QinQ-encapsulated MC-rings to reach untagged CPE devices. [67896]

• The MAC-protect feature is used in MAC address spoofing in an L2 network. This is 
achieved by configuring protected MACs (addresses of the server or default gateway) and 
blocking SAP “illegal” sourcing packets from that address. When blocking a SAP/spoke-
SDP, an alarm is raised. Starting in Release 7.0.R1, the alarm will now contain the MAC 
address of the last blocked SAP/spoke-SDP to cause the relearn event. [70023]

• When a SAP is on an MC-LAG, a new flag has been added to indicate the SAP is in an 
operationally down state when an MC-LAG/MC-APS goes into the standby mode. [70859]

• A new debug command has been added to log received and transmitted ARP and invARP 
messages in an Ipipe VLL service. [73584]

LDP • LDP LSR supports a new behavior added by RFC 5036 for receiving a label mapping 
message from an LDP peer for the same FEC but with a different label. If the LSR is 
operating in downstream unsolicited mode, the new behavior results in the LSR accepting 
this new label mapping and behaving as if a label withdraw of the previously received label 
for the FEC was received prior to this label mapping. The receiving LSR releases the 
previous label back to the peer and installs the new one.

Clause A.1.2 in RFC 5036 is implemented only in the receive direction. An LSR will not 
send out a new label map without withdrawing a prior label map as per existing implemen-
tation and RFC 3036. [68301]

• Release 7.0.R1 introduces an enhancement to the TTL processing of a Penultimate Hop 
Pop (PHP) LSR or an egress LER when an LDP or RSVP LSP is used as a shortcut to 
forward packets to the indirect next-hop of a static route. Traceroute messages received at 
the ingress of the LSP will be properly propagated at the egress of the LSP. 

A PHP LSR that forwards an IP packet after popping the label stack sets the TTL in the IP 
header to MIN(MPLS_TTL-1, IP_TTL). 

An egress LER that forwards an IP packet after popping the label stack sets the TTL in the 
IP header to MIN(MPLS_TTL-1, IP_TTL-1) when the context for the packet requires uni-
form mode TTL processing. Uniform mode TTL processing applies to IP packets which 
are not received in a service context, for example, packets received on an LSP used as a 
shortcut. 

MPLS_TTL refers to the TTL in the outermost label in the popped stack. [71104]

• The LDP tunnel-down-damp-time feature has been enhanced to be triggered when an 
unresolved FEC satisfies the following two conditions:

- The route must have at least one next-hop

- The FEC must have a label binding from at least one peer

The route table next-hop and the FEC peer do not need to be patched as in previous 
releases. This enhancement allows a faster reactivation of the FEC or LDP tunnel without 
the additional churn of withdrawing the FEC label and re-originating. In all other cases, the 
tunnel-down-damp-time feature will not activate. [73891]
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VRRP • “Up time” and “master since” values are now maintained across CPM switchovers. 
[59868]

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• Release 7.0.R1 supports a new version of the isa-aa.tim file that introduces many new 
protocol signatures that can be used in application definition. Examples of those signatures 
include: Skype, new peer-to-peer signatures and signature enhancements, and protocol 
signatures for business applications such as SQL, CIFS, etc. Traffic identified by the new 
signatures will be classified as an Unknown Application and Unknown Application Group 
and will be subject to AQP as defined for those until AA policy for application 
identification and AQP is changed to make use of the newly introduced signatures.

OAM • When a user performs an OAM CFM linktrace test in SAM to an unknown destination 
MAC address, the test will no longer return a deployment error. [67501]

• The network processor chip front-ending the CPU provides 10-microsecond accuracy to 
SAA and OAM timestamps. All show commands and SAA results have now been updated 
to reflect this capability. [68967]

USAGE NOTES

The following information supplements or clarifies information in the manuals for Release 
7.0.R11 of 7450 ESS OS.

MULTISERVICE

INTEGRATED

SERVICES ADAPTER

• The following table lists IOM support for MS-ISA applications:           

.

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• The isa-aa.tim image is available in the same directory as other .tim images. The image 
contains the Application Assurance software used on AA ISA and the protocol list loaded 
by the CPM. The Application Assurance software can be upgraded independently of the 
ESS OS software within a major release of the ESS OS.

TABLE 4. Compatible IOMs for MS-ISA Applications

IOM-10g IOM-20g-b IOM3-XP

Application Assurance
N Y Y

Retransmission and Fast 
Channel Change

N Y N

Note:  

AA ISA refers to either an AA ISA or an MS ISA provisioned as an AA ISA.
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COMPACT FLASH

DEVICES

• Only Alcatel-Lucent-sourced Compact Flash devices for the 7450 ESS are supported.

 MANAGEMENT • It is highly recommended that the management ports be on protected and controlled 
network segments not directly accessible from the Internet to prevent unwanted Denial-of-
Service attacks. [52314]

TCP
AUTHENTICATION

EXTENSION

• Keychains with no active entries will keep LDP peerings down. [57917]

DISALLOWED IP
PREFIXES

• The following IP address prefixes are not allowed by the unicast routing protocols and the 
Route Table Manager and will not be populated within the forwarding table: 

- 0.0.0.0/8 or longer

- 127.0.0.0/8 or longer

- 224.0.0.0/4 or longer (used for multicast only)

- 240.0.0.0/4 or longer

Any other prefixes that need to be filtered can be filtered explicitly using route policies.

IP FILTERS AND NON-
IP PACKETS

• IP filters with a default-action of discard will not discard non-IP packets (such as ARP and 
IS-IS). [40976]

HW/PLATFORM • When a dual-rate SFP is connected to a GigE LX SFP, the auto-negotiation parameter must 
be turned off in order to get a link. [67690]

• For Releases 4.0 and later, redundant configurations with a mixture of SF/CPMs and 
SF/CPM 2s in the same chassis is supported. This change simplifies and eases the 
transition from the SF/CPM to the SF/CPM 2 in a maintenance window. Running with a 
mixture of SF/CPM versions for a prolonged period, however, is not recommended. 

SYSTEM • When creating a new log file on a Compact Flash disk card, the system will check the 
amount of free disk space and the amount must be greater than or equal to the lesser of 5.2 
MB or 10% of the Compact Flash disk capacity. 

CLI • The special characters | and > can no longer be used inside environment alias strings. 
Additionally, the special characters / and \ cannot be used as the first character inside an 
alias string.

• The pipe/match command in CLI does not support auto-completion. The user has to make 
sure that the pipe/match command and any attribute are spelled correctly. The attribute of 
the pipe/match command must follow the “match” command and must come before the 
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pattern/expression. Here are some examples of the pipe/match command (details can be 
found in the CLI usage section of the System Basics Guide):

- Example: Capture all lines that include “echo” and redirect the output to a file on the 
compact flash: 

- admin display-config | match “echo” > cf3:\echo_list.txt 

- Example: Display all lines that do not include “echo”: 

- admin display-config | match invert-match “echo” 

- Example: Display the first match of “vpls” in the configuration file: 

- admin display-config | match max-count 1 “vpls” [45366]

APS • It is recommended the lb2er-sd and lb2er-sf alarms be enabled for SONET/SDH ports 
belonging to APS groups to better understand some APS group switchovers between the 
working and protect circuits.

• For SONET/SDH ports belonging to APS groups that have a very large difference in the 
transmission delay between the working and protect circuits, it is recommended that the 
hold down timers be increased from their default values.

IS-IS • IS-IS authentication is not activated at any given level or interface unless both the 
authentication key and type are added at that level. For instance, if hello-authentication-
type is set to password for an interface, it is not activated until a key is added at the 
interface level. [34256]

IS-IS TE • The protocol sends advertisements with the IS-IS Traffic Engineering (TE) Router ID TLV 
when traffic engineering is disabled. [17683]

MPLS/RSVP • The current bypass binding selection logic for Release 7.0 is the following:

    For non-Strict environment

  a) Manual CSPF disjoint bypass

  b) Manual CSPF !disjoint bypass

  c) Dynamic CSPF disjoint bypass

  d) Dynamic CSPF !disjoint bypass

For Strict environment

  a) Manual CSPF disjoint bypass

  b) Dynamic CSPF disjoint bypass

The above binding order has 2 collateral/detrimental effects when the non-Strict option is 
selected:

1) In presence of a disjoint Dynamic Bypass, a non-disjoint Manual Bypass may be 
selected instead.

2) Non-CSPF Manual Bypass will never be selected. [66005]

• The enabling or disabling of Diff-Serv on the system requires that the RSVP and MPLS 
protocols be shut down. When first created in Release 7.0, RSVP and MPLS will be 
administratively down. The user must execute the “no shutdown” command for each 
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protocol once all parameters under both protocols are defined. When saved in the 
configuration file, the “no shutdown” command is automatically inserted under both 
protocols to ensure they come up after a node reboot. In addition, the saved configuration 
file is organized so that all LSP-level and LSP path-level configuration parameters are 
executed after all MPLS and RSVP global- and interface-level parameters are executed.

LDP • On LDP interfaces and targeted-session keepalive commands, it is recommended that the 
“factor” setting be set to a value greater than 1 or it may lead to unexpected drops in LDP 
peerings. [67153]

SUBSCRIBER

MANAGEMENT

• The use of 256M and 1G compact flash cards for DHCP or subscriber persistency for 
Release 7.0.R1 and beyond should be discontinued. A 4G or 8G compact flash is 
recommended. 

TIME-OF-DAY SUITES • In a TOD suite, items can be defined that cannot be applied to all SAP types: for instance, 
an IP filter in the TOD suite that is then assigned as the TOD suite to a VPLS SAP. When 
the IP filter becomes active, the system will detect that it is not possible to assign the suite 
to the SAP and generate a log event.

• When a TOD suite is applied to a SAP, there may be conflicts that make it impossible to 
install all of the current TOD suite defined values. The conflicts can be between the TOD 
suite defined values or between SAP configured values and TOD suite defined values. A 
log event is always generated when a conflict occurs. The possible conflicts are:

- An ingress MAC filter cannot be installed with an ingress IP filter. The MAC filter 
will not be installed.

- An egress MAC filters cannot be installed with an egress IP filter. The MAC filter 
will not be installed.

• At system boot, it is possible that the “intended value” (be it from the TOD suite or a 
configured value) of a policy assignment cannot be applied due to resource unavailability; 
at that time, there is no previous state to which to revert, and the SAP (or multi-service site 
(MSS)) ends up with a default policy assignment. In this situation, the SAP (or all of the 
MSS's SAPs) is (are) placed in an operationally down state with the appropriate flag set.

- “SapTodResourceUnavail” indicates that the SAP has a TOD suite and could neither 
apply it nor revert to the previous state. The SAP will have a default policy 
configured.

- “SapTodMssResourceUnavail” indicates that the SAP has a Multi-Service Site that 
uses a TOD suite, and the MSS could neither apply the TOD suite nor revert to its 
previous state. The SAP will have a default scheduler policies configured, i.e. none.

These flags get cleared whenever a subsequent application of the TOD suite is successful 
and the intended policies can be configured.

• When the QoS and scheduler policy assignment of a SAP or MSS is changed by action of 
its TOD suite, packet loss may occur, just like when the configuration is modified directly 
by CLI or SNMP.

• The number of assignments in a given TOD suite is implicitly limited to 100 (10 types of 
parameters each with 10 possible priority values).
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BGP AUTO-
DISCOVERY

• On the 7450 ESS, only the L2-VPN address family is supported by BGP. This address 
family is used for BGP Auto-discovery for VPLS. Any commands or options for other 
address families in BGP or in routing policies are not supported on the 7450 ESS.

SOFTWARE UPGRADE PROCEDURES

The following sections contain information for upgrading to the 7.0.R11 software version. In 
particular, there are sections that describe the following:

- Software Upgrade Notes on page 47

Information on upgrading the router from previous versions of 7450 ESS OS software 
including rules for upgrading firmware and any special notes for upgrading from 
specific earlier versions.

- AA Signatures Upgrade Procedure on page 50

Information on upgrading AA-ISA to a new signature load.

- ISSU Upgrade Procedure on page 54

Procedure for performing an ISSU to 7.0.R11 including information on applicability 
of ISSU for earlier versions.

- Standard Software Upgrade Procedure on page 60

Procedure for performing a standard, service-affecting upgrade including updating of 
firmware images.

SOFTWARE

UPGRADE

NOTES

The following sections describe notes for upgrading from prior versions of 7450 ESS OS to 
7.0.R11.

In the sections below, the following terminology is used:

• Deprecated commands are not flagged as errors upon reading a configuration file with 
deprecated commands, but these commands will not be written to a saved configuration 
file. 

Note:  

An “admin reboot upgrade” is required for all 7450 ESS-6 and ESS-6v chassis running 
6.1.R2 or earlier.

Note:  

Software upgrades can only be performed on routers running a minimum of Release 3.0 to 
Release 6.1. Any routers running a version older than Release 3.0 must first be upgraded to 
Release 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0 or 6.1 prior to upgrading to Release 7.0.
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• Modified command are read using the old format, but they are written out with the new 
format in a configuration file; so a configuration file saved with modified commands is not 
compatible with earlier releases.

• Modified parameters are supported when they are read, but the modified parameters will be 
converted to new minimums or maximums when saved in a configuration file.

7.0.R11 FIRMWARE

UPDATE RULES

7450 ESS OS 7.0.R11 is compatible with the v10 firmware image introduced in 1.0.R2 for the 
SF/CPMs and IOMs. All systems running 1.0.R1 or earlier versions being updated to 7.0.R11 
require a firmware update.

Following the steps in the Standard Software Upgrade Procedure on page 60 will update the 
firmware images.

SFM3S IN 7.0.R6 OR

LATER

Upgrading to Release 7.0.R6 or later requires an admin reboot upgrade when SFM3s (SF/CPM 
3) are installed and when upgrading from Release 7.0.R5 or earlier. As such, ISSU cannot be 
used to upgrade from Release 7.0.R5 to Release 7.0.R6 or later.

6.1 OR EARLIER TO

7.0.R1
The following note applies to upgrading from releases prior to 7450 ESS OS 5.0 to 
7450 ESS OS 7.0.R11.

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

Release 7.0 introduces several Application Assurance-related CLI configuration changes that 
replace existing CLI commands with new commands. On an upgrade, the old configuration is 
automatically converted to the new configuration; old commands are rendered obsolete. 
Executing "admin save" after an upgrade to replace pre-Release 7.0 configuration with the new 
configuration is recommended. Details on the changes introduced are listed in the Application 
Assurance section under Enhancements of this document.

When upgrading from a previous release, resource restrictions will be enforced. The upgrade of 
an ESM subscriber with an app-profile will fail if there is no primary AA-ISA card configured 
in the AA group.

COMPACT FLASH In a system where DHCP or subscriber persistency is enabled, a higher density compact flash 
card (4G or larger) needs to be in the system before an upgrade is performed to ensure the new 
DHCP or subscriber persistency file can be written.

LDP The LDP/T-LDP hello and keepalive timeout parameter is now enforced in CLI to a value 
higher or equal to three (3) seconds. Note, however, that if the user entered a combination of a 
timeout lower than three (3) and a value of the factor higher or equal to three (3), the values will 
be swapped by the CLI parser. [76900]

 5.0 OR EARLIER TO

7.0.R11
The following note applies to upgrading from releases prior to 7450 ESS OS 5.0 to 
7450 ESS OS 7.0.R11.
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ACTION FORWARD Filters that contain an action to forward to a SAP or SDP may no longer be applied to router 
interface or to services other than VPLS. Configuration files containing these lines from prior 
releases need to be modified to either remove the action forward statement or to remove the 
filter association with the interface or other service type.

5.0.R9 OR EARLIER

TO 7.0.R11
The following note applies to upgrading from releases prior to 7450 ESS OS 5.0.R9 to 
7450 ESS OS 7.0.R11.

VCCV-PING

OPTIONS

The loading or execution of the configuration file will fail and abort if an SAA vccv-ping is 
configured with an invalid value (for example, zero) for any of the following parameters: src-
ip-address, dst-ip-address or pw-id. This will also occur if one or more of the parameters are 
missing in a configuration file saved on a system running software version 5.0.R9 or earlier. 
This issue is resolved by updating the parameters to valid, non-zero values and ensuring that all 
three parameters are present before loading or executing the configuration file.

5.0.R2 OR EARLIER

TO 7.0.R11
The following notes apply to upgrading from 7450 ESS OS 5.0.R2 and earlier to 7450 ESS OS 
7.0.R11.

NETWORK POLICY

LIMIT ON ROUTER

INTERFACES

When upgrading to 7.0.R11, a hard limit of 255 network policies for router interfaces is now 
enforced. Previously, this limit could be exceeded upon loading the configuration but excess 
QoS network policies were not operational. When upgrading to 7.0.R11, any additional network 
policies will now be rejected and must be removed prior to upgrading. [51437] 

4.0.R9 OR EARLIER

TO 7.0.R11
The following notes apply to upgrading from 7450 ESS OS 4.0.R9 and earlier to 7450 ESS OS 
7.0.R11.

10GBASE WAN
PHY MINIMUM MTU

The minimum MTU for 10GBASE ports in WAN PHY mode is now 516 bytes at the port level 
which converts to an MTU of 512 bytes at the 10 Gbps channel. Configuration files saved with 
an MTU of 512 through 515 need to be manually updated prior to upgrading. [50164]

MANAGEMENT • The “trap-destination” command has been changed to the “trap-target” command to 
support name targets as used in SNMPv2 MIB structures. The default name for a converted 
trap-destination is the IP address, a colon, and the port number (for example, 
192.1.1.1:162).

• Trap targets with a notify-community string of exactly 32 characters are no longer 
supported. The new maximum length for the notify-community parameter on the 
“trap-target” command (which replaced “trap-destination”) is 31 characters. [57822]

EVENT-CONTROL

CHANGES

• NTP events 2006 and 2007 (tmnxNtpUtcOffsetExThreshold and 
tmnxNtpUtcOffsetInThreshold) were never implemented and are removed in 5.0.R3. 
Saved configuration files containing these events will deprecate them on load and not re-
save them. [47996]

RSVP MESSAGE

PACING

The minimum values for the RSVP “msg-pacing” commands “max-burst” and “period” 
parameters have been changed from 10 milliseconds to 100 milliseconds. Configurations 
containing values less than 100 milliseconds will be converted to the new minimum when 
loaded. [56350]
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VRRP
AUTHENTICATION

Because only password authentication is supported at this time, the VRRP 
“authentication-type” command has been deprecated. [42531]

BFD MINIMUM

MULTIPLIER

The new minimum multiplier value for BFD-enabled interfaces is now 3. Configuration files 
saved with the old minimum value of 2 will be continue to be loaded but will be converted to 
an operational value of 3. [49034]

4.0 TO 7.0.R11 The following notes apply to upgrading from any 7450 ESS OS 4.0 release to 7450 ESS OS 
7.0.R11.

HIGH-BANDWIDTH

MULTICAST MDA
CONFIGURATION

If a detailed configuration was saved on a 7450 ESS-1 using 4.0.R1 or later and the “no hi-bw-
mcast-src” line exists for an MDA configuration, this line must be manually removed in order 
to load 5.0.R1 or later. [59138]

3.0.R5 OR EARLIER

TO 7.0.R11
The following notes apply to upgrading from releases prior to 7450 ESS OS 3.0.R5 to 
7450 ESS OS 7.0.R11.

AUTONEGOTIATION

AND LINK

AGGREGATION

GROUPS

The Ethernet ports in a Link Aggregation Group must have autonegotiation disabled or set to 
limited autonegotiation or the configuration will fail to load. Older configuration files must be 
manually edited to correct the port autonegotiation settings before upgrading to the 7.0.R11 
release. [46342, 47100]

AA
SIGNATURES

UPGRADE

PROCEDURE

This section describes the AA Signatures Upgrade Procedure which can be used to upgrade AA-
ISAs to a new signature load without upgrading/impacting the router itself:

- When no firmware update is required

- When ISSU is supported. 

If any of the above criteria do not apply, the Standard Software Upgrade Procedure on page 60 
must be performed.

Note:  

Although the software upgrade can be performed using a remote terminal session, 
Alcatel-Lucent recommends that the software upgrade procedure be performed at the system 
CONSOLE device where there is physical access to the 7450 ESS as remote connectivity 
may not be possible in the event there is a problem with the software upgrade. Performing 
the upgrade at the CONSOLE with physical access is the best situation for troubleshooting 
any upgrade problems with the help of the Alcatel-Lucent Technical Assistance Center.
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STEP 1 Backup Existing Images and Configuration Files

New software loads may make modifications to the configuration file which are not compatible 
with older versions of the software.

Alcatel-Lucent recommends making backup copies of the BOOT Loader (boot.ldr), 
software image and configuration files, should reverting to the old version of the software be 
required.

STEP 2 Copy 7450 ESS OS Images to cf3:

The 7450 ESS OS image files must to be copied to the cf3: device on the 7450 ESS. It is good 
practice to place all of the image files for a given release in an appropriately named subdirectory 
off the root, for example, “cf3:\7.0.R5System_R6AAsignatures”. Copying the boot.ldr and 
other files in a given release to a separate subdirectory ensures that all files for the release are 
available should downgrading the software version be necessary. The directory must contain the 
new isa-aa.tim signature image and all other images currently running on the router.

STEP 3 Copy boot.ldr to the Root Directory on cf3:

The BOOT Loader file is named boot.ldr. This file must be copied to the root directory of 
the cf3: device.

STEP 4 Modify the Boot Options File to Point to the New Image

The Boot Options File (bof.cfg) is read by the BOOT Loader and indicates primary, 
secondary and tertiary locations for the image file. 

• The bof.cfg should be modified as appropriate to point to the image file for the release 
with new AA signatures to be loaded. 

• Use the “bof save” command to save the Boot Options File modifications.

STEP 5 Synchronize Boot Environment

Once the Boot Options File has been modified, the active and standby SF/CPM boot 
environments must be synchronized.

• Use “admin redundancy synchronize boot-env” to synchronize the boot 
environments between the active and standby SF/CPMs.

STEP 6 Load new AA-ISA Image

Once the boot environment has been synchronized, the new AA-ISA load needs to be loaded.

• Use “admin application-assurance upgrade” to load the new aa-isa image; verify it against 
the existing AA configuration; and start auto-reboot timer for AA-ISA cards in the system.

Note:  

Configuration files may become incompatible with prior releases even if no new features are 
configured. The way in which a particular feature is represented in the configuration file may 
be updated by the latest version of the operating software. The updated configuration file 
would then be an unknown format to earlier software versions.
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• Use “show application-assurance version” to verify new aa-isa signatures were loaded as 
per below example.

• Use “show mda” to verify AA-ISA cards are ready for signature-activity reboot.

A:ALU-ABC>show>app-assure# version
==============================================================================
Versions of isa-aa.tim in use
==============================================================================
CPM : TiMOS-M-7.0.R6
1/2 : TiMOS-M-7.0.R5
3/2 : TiMOS-M-7.0.R5
==============================================================================

A:Cpm-A# show mda
==============================================================================
MDA Summary
==============================================================================
Slot      MDA        Provisioned        Equipped      Admin       Operational
                     Mda-type           Mda-type      State       State
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1         2          isa-aa             isa-aa        up          ISSU/standby 
...      
3         2          isa-aa             isa-aa        up          ISSU/active  
==============================================================================

STEP 7 Reset the AA-ISAs to Load the New Image

The AA-ISAs must now be reset to load the new image. 

The timing and order of the AA-ISA resets should be sequenced to maximize the effectiveness 
of any redundancy. When redundancy is deployed, protecting AA-ISAs should be reset first and 
when the card comes back up running the new signature load, a redundancy activity switch 
should be forced first (config mda <m>/<n> shutdown) before an active AA-ISA is reset.

• Use “clear mda <m>/<n>” to reset an AA-ISA

The sample output below shows the operational state transitions for a single Application 
Assurance group with one (1) active and one (1) protecting (standby) AA-ISA.

1. Before reset starts:

A:ALU-ABC>show>app-assure# version 
==============================================================================
Versions of isa-aa.tim in use
==============================================================================
CPM : TiMOS-M-7.0.R6
1/2 : TiMOS-M-7.0.R5
3/2 : TiMOS-M-7.0.R5
==============================================================================

Note:  

The system does not allow cards to run in an ISSU state indefinitely; the system 
automatically resets the AA-ISAs after 2 hours. The “Comments” field in the “show card 
state” output displays the time until the system resets the AA-ISA in the ISSU state.
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A:Cpm-A# show mda
==============================================================================
MDA Summary
==============================================================================
Slot      MDA        Provisioned        Equipped      Admin       Operational
                     Mda-type           Mda-type      State       State
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1         2          isa-aa             isa-aa        up          ISSU/standby 
...      
3         2          isa-aa             isa-aa        up          ISSU/active  
==============================================================================

2. After standby AA-ISA is reset and comes back up

A:ALU-ABC>show>app-assure# version
==============================================================================
Versions of isa-aa.tim in use
==============================================================================
CPM : TiMOS-M-7.0.R6
1/2 : TiMOS-M-7.0.R6
3/2 : TiMOS-M-7.0.R5
==============================================================================

A:Cpm-A# show mda
==============================================================================
MDA Summary
==============================================================================
Slot      MDA        Provisioned        Equipped      Admin       Operational
                     Mda-type           Mda-type      State       State
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1         2          isa-aa             isa-aa        up          standby 
...      
3         2          isa-aa             isa-aa        up          ISSU/active  
==============================================================================

3. After AA activity switch (shutdown of active card to force activity switch)

A:ALU-ABC>show>app-assure# version
==============================================================================
Versions of isa-aa.tim in use
==============================================================================
CPM : TiMOS-M-7.0.R6
1/2 : TiMOS-M-7.0.R6
3/2 : TiMOS-M-7.0.R5
==============================================================================

A:Cpm-A# show mda
==============================================================================
MDA Summary
==============================================================================
Slot      MDA        Provisioned        Equipped      Admin       Operational
                     Mda-type           Mda-type      State       State
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1         2          isa-aa             isa-aa        up          active 
...      
3         2          isa-aa             isa-aa        down        ISSU/standby
==============================================================================

4. After the newly inactive AA-ISA is reset, comes back up (clear command exe-
cuted) and is re-enabled (no shutdown executed)
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A:ALU-ABC>show>app-assure# version
==============================================================================
Versions of isa-aa.tim in use
==============================================================================
CPM : TiMOS-M-7.0.R6
1/2 : TiMOS-M-7.0.R6
3/2 : TiMOS-M-7.0.R6
==============================================================================

A:Cpm-A# show mda
==============================================================================
MDA Summary
==============================================================================
Slot      MDA        Provisioned        Equipped      Admin       Operational
                     Mda-type           Mda-type      State       State
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1         2          isa-aa             isa-aa        up          ative 
...      
3         2          isa-aa             isa-aa        up          standby  
==============================================================================

ISSU
UPGRADE

PROCEDURE

This section describes the ISSU Upgrade Procedure which can be used:

- When no firmware update is required

- On routers with redundant SF/CPMs

- Not applicable on the 7450 ESS-1

- On routers running 7.0.R6 to 7.0.R10.

If any of the above criteria do not apply, the Standard Software Upgrade Procedure on page 60 
must be performed.

STEP 1 Backup Existing Images and Configuration Files

New software loads may make modifications to the configuration file which are not compatible 
with older versions of the software.

Note:  

Although the software upgrade can be performed using a remote terminal session, 
Alcatel-Lucent recommends that the software upgrade procedure be performed at the system 
CONSOLE device where there is physical access to the 7450 ESS as remote connectivity 
may not be possible in the event there is a problem with the software upgrade. Performing 
the upgrade at the CONSOLE with physical access is the best situation for troubleshooting 
any upgrade problems with the help of the Alcatel-Lucent Technical Assistance Center.

Note:  

Configuration files may become incompatible with prior releases even if no new features are 
configured. The way in which a particular feature is represented in the configuration file may 
be updated by the latest version of the operating software. The updated configuration file 
would then be an unknown format to earlier software versions.
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Alcatel-Lucent recommends making backup copies of the BOOT Loader (boot.ldr), 
software image and configuration files, should reverting to the old version of the software be 
required.

STEP 2 Copy 7450 ESS OS Images to cf3:

The 7450 ESS OS image files must to be copied to the cf3: device on the 7450 ESS. It is good 
practice to place all of the image files for a given release in an appropriately named subdirectory 
off the root, for example, “cf3:\7.0.R11”. Copying the boot.ldr and other files in a given 
release to a separate subdirectory ensures that all files for the release are available should 
downgrading the software version be necessary.

STEP 3 Copy boot.ldr to the Root Directory on cf3:

The BOOT Loader file is named boot.ldr. This file must be copied to the root directory of 
the cf3: device.

STEP 4 Modify the Boot Options File to Point to the New Image

The Boot Options File (bof.cfg) is read by the BOOT Loader and indicates primary, 
secondary and tertiary locations for the image file. 

• The bof.cfg should be modified as appropriate to point to the image file for the release 
to be loaded. 

• Use the “bof save” command to save the Boot Options File modifications.

STEP 5 Synchronize Boot Environment

Once the Boot Options File has been modified, the active and standby SF/CPM boot 
environments must be synchronized.

• Use “admin redundancy synchronize boot-env” to synchronize the boot 
environments between the active and standby SF/CPMs.

STEP 6 Reboot the Standby SF/CPM

In the sample output below, the active SF/CPM is in Slot A and the standby SF/CPM is in Slot 
B. Before the start of ISSU, the card will look like the following:

A:router1# show card

==============================================================================
Card Summary
==============================================================================
Slot      Provisioned         Equipped            Admin      Operational
          Card-type           Card-type           State      State
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         up
3         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         up
4         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         up
5         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         up
A         sfm-200g            sfm-200g            up         up/active
B         sfm-200g            sfm2-200g           up         up/standby
==============================================================================
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• Use “admin reboot standby now” to reboot the standby SF/CPM and start the 
ISSU process.

A:router1# admin reboot standby now
A:router1# show card
 
==============================================================================
Card Summary
==============================================================================
Slot      Provisioned         Equipped            Admin      Operational
          Card-type           Card-type           State      State
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up       up
3         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up       up
4         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up       up
5         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up       up
A         sfm-200g            sfm-200g            up       up/active
B         sfm-200g                                up       down/standby
==============================================================================

STEP 7 Wait for Standby SF/CPM to Synchronize

After the ISSU has been initiated, the card status of the standby SF/CPM (in Slot B in this 
example) will show as “synching”.

A:router1# show card
==============================================================================
Card Summary
==============================================================================
Slot      Provisioned         Equipped            Admin      Operational
          Card-type           Card-type           State      State
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         up
3         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         up
4         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         up
5         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         up
A         sfm-200g            sfm-200g            up         up/active
B         sfm-200g            sfm2-200g           up         synching/standby
==============================================================================

When the standby SF/CPM has completely synchronized, the standby SF/CPM will indicate a 
state of “ISSU”.

A:router1# show card
 
==============================================================================
Card Summary
==============================================================================
Slot      Provisioned         Equipped            Admin      Operational
          Card-type           Card-type           State      State
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         up
3         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         up
4         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         up
5         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         up
A         sfm-200g            sfm-200g            up         up/active
B         sfm-200g            sfm2-200g           up         ISSU/standby
==============================================================================
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STEP 8 Reboot the Active SF/CPM

After the standby SF/CPM has synchronized and indicates a card status of “ISSU”, the active 
SF/CPM (in Slot A in this example) must now be rebooted.

• Use “admin redundancy force-switchover” to reboot the active SF/CPM.

In the sample output below, the active SF/CPM in Slot A is rebooted from the CONSOLE on 
Slot A and the boot up messages from 7450 ESS OS are displayed:

A:router1# admin redundancy force-switchover

TiMOS-C-5.0.Rx cpmboth/hops ALCATEL SR 7710 SR 7750 ESS 7450 Copyright (c) 
2000-2007 Alcatel-Lucent.
All rights reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements.
Built on ddd mmm d hh:mm:ss PST 2007 by builder in /rel5.0/panos/main

<...>

STEP 9 If Necessary, Re-establish a Console Session

If the ISSU is performed from the serial port CONSOLE on the SF/CPM, the console session 
must be re-established on the newly active SF/CPM.

STEP 10 Wait for Standby SF/CPM to Synchronize

Before continuing with the ISSU procedure, the standby SF/CPM must re-synchronize by 
transitioning from the “down”, “synchronizing” and finally to the “up” states. Use the command 
“show mda card” to monitor the status of the IOMs, MDAs and ISAs. Note that the IOMs, 
MDAs and ISAs now have an “ISSU” status indicating that the active SF/CPM is running the 
new image.

B:router1# show card

==============================================================================
Card Summary
==============================================================================
Slot      Provisioned         Equipped            Admin      Operational
          Card-type           Card-type           State      State
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
3         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
4         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
5         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
A         sfm-200g                                up         down/standby
B         sfm-200g            sfm2-200g           up         up/active
==============================================================================
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B:router1# show card
 
==============================================================================
Card Summary
==============================================================================
Slot      Provisioned         Equipped            Admin      Operational
          Card-type           Card-type           State      State
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
3         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
4         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
5         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
A         sfm-200g            sfm-200g            up         synching/standby
B         sfm-200g            sfm2-200g           up         up/active
==============================================================================
B:router1# show card
 
==============================================================================
Card Summary
==============================================================================
Slot      Provisioned         Equipped            Admin      Operational
          Card-type           Card-type           State      State
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
3         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
4         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
5         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
A         sfm-200g            sfm-200g            up         up/standby
B         sfm-200g            sfm2-200g           up         up/active
==============================================================================

STEP 11 Reset the IOMs, MDAs and ISAs to Load the New Image

The IOMs, MDAs and ISAs must now be reset to load the new image.

• Use “clear card n soft” to soft reset an IOM (IOM-20g-b that contains only Ethernet MDAs 
but excluding the HS-MDA). The IOM data path and MDAs are not reset, resulting in a 
very brief service interruption.

• Use “clear card n” to hard reset an IOM. This will reboot the IOM and its MDAs and 
ISAs causing an outage for the duration of the reboot. 

The sample output below shows the operational state transition for a single IOM.

B:SoftReset1# clear card 4 soft

Note:  

The system does not allow cards to run in an ISSU state indefinitely; the system 
automatically hard resets the IOMs after 2 hours. The “Comments” field in the “show card 
state” output displays the time until the system resets the IOM in the ISSU state.

Note:  

It is recommended to Soft Reset no more than one IOM at a time to ensure that the IOM 
download process does not impact control plane protocols. Wait for the operational state to 
be “up” before proceeding to the next IOM.
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B:SoftReset1# show card 

==============================================================================
Card Summary
==============================================================================
Slot      Provisioned         Equipped            Admin      Operational
          Card-type           Card-type           State      State
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
3         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
4         iom-20g-b                               up         soft reset
5         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
A         sfm-400g            sfm2-400g           up         up/standby
B         sfm-400g            sfm-400g            up         up/active
========================================================================

When the IOM is in the “up” state, it will have the new image so it will no longer have an 
“ISSU” operational state.

B:router1# show card 
==============================================================================
Card Summary
==============================================================================
Slot      Provisioned         Equipped            Admin      Operational
          Card-type           Card-type           State      State
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
3         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
4         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         up
5         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
A         sfm-400g            sfm2-400g           up         up/standby
B         sfm-400g            sfm-400g            up         up/active
==============================================================================

The timing and order of the IOM, MDA and ISA resets should be sequenced to maximize the 
effectiveness of any redundant interfaces (LAGs, VRRP, etc.) spanning IOM, MDA, or any ISA 
redundancy deployed slots.

• Use “clear card n” to hard reset an IOM

• Use “clear mda 1/n” to reset an MDA or ISA

The sample output below shows the operational state transitions for a single MDA.

B:router1# clear card 2
B:router1# show card
 
==============================================================================
Card Summary
==============================================================================
Slot      Provisioned         Equipped            Admin      Operational
          Card-type           Card-type           State      State
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2         iom-20g-b                               up         provisioned
3         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
4         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         up
5         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
A         sfm-200g            sfm-200g            up         up/standby
B         sfm-200g            sfm2-200g           up         up/active
==============================================================================
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When the MDA/ISA is in the “up” state, it will have the new image so it will no longer have an 
“ISSU” operational state.

B:router1# show card
 
==============================================================================
Card Summary
==============================================================================
Slot      Provisioned         Equipped            Admin      Operational
          Card-type           Card-type           State      State
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         up
3         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
4         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         up
5         iom-20g-b           iom-20g-b           up         ISSU
A         sfm-200g            sfm-200g            up         up/standby
B         sfm-200g            sfm2-200g           up         up/active
==============================================================================

When all of the  MDAs and ISAs have been rebooted, the ISSU is complete.

STANDARD

SOFTWARE

UPGRADE

PROCEDURE

This section describes the Standard Software Upgrade Procedure that is service-affecting and 
must be used:

- When a firmware update is required

- On routers with non-redundant SF/CPMs

- When ISSU is not supported between the major versions of software.

- When router-independent signature upgrade and signature upgrade as part of ISSU is 
not supported.

Each software release includes a BOOT Loader (boot.ldr). The BOOT Loader performs two 
functions:

1. Initiates the loading of the 7450 ESS OS image based on the Boot Options File (bof.cfg) 
settings

2. Reprograms the boot ROM and firmware code on the SF/CPM and IOM cards to the ver-
sion appropriate for the 7450 ESS OS image.

This section describes the process for upgrading the software and, if necessary, the boot ROM 
and firmware images with the BOOT Loader. 

The software checks the firmware images on the SF/CPM and IOM and reports any mismatch. 
If the loaded version is earlier than the expected version, the firmware may need to be 
upgraded; a console or log message will indicate if a firmware upgrade is required. If the firm-
ware version loaded is later than the expected version, no firmware programming is required.

Note:  

An “admin reboot upgrade” is required for all 7450 ESS-6 and ESS-6v chassis running 
6.1.R2 or earlier.
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The following steps describe the software upgrade process using the automatic firmware 
upgrade procedure introduced in 1.0.R5 of the 7450 ESS OS image and BOOT Loader. The 
procedure requires an extra reboot if the current 7450 ESS OS version is earlier than 1.0.R5.

STEP 1 Backup Existing Images and Configuration Files

New software loads may make modifications to the configuration file which are not compatible 
with older versions of the software.

Alcatel-Lucent recommends making backup copies of the BOOT Loader (boot.ldr), 
software image and configuration files, should reverting to the old version of the software be 
required. 

If the firmware version loaded is later than the expected version reported by the BOOT Loader, 
no firmware programming is required.

STEP 2 Copy 7450 ESS OS Images to cf3:

The 7450 ESS OS image files must to be copied to the cf3: device on the 7450 ESS. It is good 
practice to place all the image files for a given release in an appropriately named subdirectory 
off the root, for example, “cf3:\7.0.R11”. Copying the boot.ldr and other files in a given 
release to a separate subdirectory ensures that all files for the release are available should 
downgrading the software version be necessary.

STEP 3 Copy boot.ldr to the Root Directory on cf3:

The BOOT Loader file is named boot.ldr. This file must be copied to the root directory of 
the cf3: device.

STEP 4 Modify the Boot Options File to Boot the New Image

The Boot Options File (bof.cfg) is read by the BOOT Loader and indicates primary, 
secondary and tertiary locations for the image file. The bof.cfg should be modified as 
appropriate to point to the image file for the release to be loaded. Use the “bof save” 
command to save the Boot Options File modifications.

Note:  

Although the software upgrade can be performed using a remote terminal session, 
Alcatel-Lucent recommends that the software upgrade procedure be performed at the system 
CONSOLE device where there is physical access to the 7450 ESS as remote connectivity 
may not be possible in the event there is a problem with the software upgrade. Performing 
the upgrade at the CONSOLE with physical access is the best situation for troubleshooting 
any upgrade problems with the help of the Alcatel-Lucent Technical Assistance Center.

Note:  

Configuration files may become incompatible with prior releases even if no new features are 
configured. The way in which a particular feature is represented in the configuration file may 
be updated by the latest version of the operating software. The updated configuration file 
would then be an unknown format to earlier software versions.
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STEP 5 [Redundant SF/CPMs] Synchronize Boot Environment

On systems with Redundant SF/CPMs, copy the image files and Boot Options File to the 
redundant SF/CPM with

• “admin synchronize boot-env” for systems running Release 2.0 or

• “admin redundancy synchronize boot-env” for systems running Release 3.0 
and later.

STEP 6 Reboot the Chassis

If no firmware update is required based on the rules in 7.0.R11 Firmware Update Rules on 
page 48, the chassis should be rebooted with the “admin reboot” command. If a 7450 ESS is 
rebooted with the “admin reboot” command (without the “upgrade” keyword), no automatic 
firmware upgrades are performed by the BOOT Loader.

If a firmware update is required, use the “admin reboot upgrade” command. The “admin reboot 
upgrade” command introduced in 7450 ESS OS 1.0.R5 sets a chassis flag for the BOOT Loader 
and on the subsequent boot of 7450 ESS OS on the chassis, any firmware images on SF/CPMs 
or IOMs requiring upgrading will be upgraded automatically. In addition, any SF/CPMs or 
IOMs which are inserted in the chassis until the next reboot will be upgraded automatically if 
possible. On rare occasions, the firmware of an inserted card cannot be upgraded automatically. 
Such cards will have an operational state of failed and a log message will be generated 
indicating an FPGA version mismatch.

The time required to upgrade the firmware on the cards in the chassis depends on the number of 
cards to be upgraded. On system reboot, the firmware upgrades can take from approximately 3 
minutes for a minimally loaded 7450 ESS to 8 minutes for a fully loaded 7450 ESS-12 chassis 
after which the configuration file will be loaded. The progress of the firmware upgrades can be 
monitored at the SF/CPM console. Inserting a single card requiring a firmware upgrade in a 
running system generally takes less than 2 minutes before the card will become operationally 
up.

Issuing and confirming the “admin reboot upgrade” command will cause the 7450 ESS to 
reboot, upgrade firmware as necessary and then reboot loading the configuration file. 

The sample output below shows a 7450 ESS-1 running 1.0.R1 performing an automatic 
firmware upgrade with the 2.0.Rx BOOT Loader and software image.

Warning:  

Do not power off, reset the system, insert cards or remove cards when firmware programming 
is being performed or the cards may be rendered inoperable requiring return for resolution.
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router1# admin reboot upgrade
  ***********************************
  ** --->    W A R N I N G    <--- **
  ** ALL REQUIRED CHASSIS FIRMWARE **
  ** UPGRADES WILL BE DONE ON THIS **
  ** REBOOT AND MAY TAKE SEVERAL   **
  ** MINUTES. THE CHASSIS MUST NOT **
  ** BE RESET OR POWERED DOWN, NOR **
  ** CARDS INSERTED OR REMOVED,    **
  ** DURING THIS PROCESS. ANY OF   **
  ** THESE PROHIBITED ACTIONS MAY  **
  ** CAUSE CARDS TO BE RENDERED    **
  ** INOPERABLE!                   **
  ***********************************
Are you sure you want to reboot (y/n)? y
 
Resetting...
?
 
Alcatel 7x50 Boot ROM. Copyright 2000-2008 Alcatel-Lucent.
All rights reserved. All use is subject to applicable license agreements.
Build: X-1.0.R1 on Mon Jul 19 17:51:06 PST 2004 by builder Starting IOM card 
COLD boot on processor #1 CPU Control FPGA version is 0x2C 
>>>Testing mainboard FPGA chain...
>>>Validating SDRAM from 0x41f00000 to 0x42000000
>>>Testing SDRAM from 0x02200000 to 0x41f00000
>>>Testing Compact Flash 1... Slot Empty
>>>Testing Compact Flash 2... Slot Empty
>>>Testing Compact Flash 3... OK (SanDisk SDCFBI-256)
Wales peripheral FPGA version is 0x14
Board Serial Number is '##########'
Chassis Serial Number is '##########'
Searching for boot.ldr on local drives:
Searching cf3 for boot.ldr...
*****************************************************
 
Total Memory: 1GB  Chassis Type: ESS1  Card Type: england_r1 TiMOS-L-2.0.Rx 
boot/hops ALCATEL ESS 7450 Copyright (c) 2000-2008 Alcatel-Lucent. All rights 
reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements. Built on DDD MMM DD 
HH:MM:SS PST YYYY by builder in /rel2.0/Rx/panos/main
 
TiMOS BOOT LOADER
Time from clock is FRI OCT 08 19:15:37 2004 UTC
 
** Boot ROM is too old; is v9, should be v11 **
Chassis firmware will be upgraded automatically
 
Checking for firmware upgrades...
 
Embedded BOOT ROM: 11/X-2.0.Rx on DDD MMM DD HH:MM:SS PST YYYY by builder
 
Sl Type      Serial #        FPGA up? BOOT ROM                              up?
 A iom-20g-b ###########      2C       9/X-1.0.Rx on Mon Jul 19 17:51:07 PS YES
 M mezzanine ###########      14      N/A
 
*********************************
** ROM PROGRAMMING IN PROGRESS **
**   DO NOT RESET CHASSIS,     **
**   INSERT OR REMOVE CARDS    **
**   WHILE IN PROGRESS, OR     **
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**   CARDS MAY BE RENDERED     **
**   INOPERABLE.               **
*********************************
 
***** Programming Mainboard *****
 
New BOOT ROM version: v11 / X-2.0.Rx on Wed DDD MMM DD HH:MM:SS PST YYYY by buil 
Programming BOOT ROM: 0x45388  OK
Verifying BOOT ROM:   0x45388  OK
 
 
*********************************************
** CARD PROGRAMMING COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY **
*********************************************
 
Resetting...

 
Alcatel 7x50 Boot ROM. Copyright 2000-2008 Alcatel-Lucent.
All rights reserved. All use is subject to applicable license agreements.
Build: X-1.0.R1 on DDD MMM DD HH:MM:SS PST YYYY by builder
Version: 0x0B
Starting IOM card
COLD boot on processor #1
CPU Control FPGA version is 0x2C
?Boot rom version is v11
>>>Testing mainboard FPGA chain...
>>>Validating SDRAM from 0x41f00000 to 0x42000000
>>>Testing SDRAM from 0x02200000 to 0x41f00000
>>>Testing Compact Flash 1... Slot Empty
>>>Testing Compact Flash 2... Slot Empty
>>>Testing Compact Flash 3... OK (SanDisk SDCFBI-256)
Wales peripheral FPGA version is 0x14
Board Serial Number is '###########'
Chassis Serial Number is '###########'
Searching for boot.ldr on local drives:
Searching cf3 for boot.ldr...
*****************************************************
 
Total Memory: 1GB  Chassis Type: ESS1  Card Type: england_r1 TiMOS-L-2.0.Rx 
boot/hops ALCATEL ESS 7450 Copyright (c) 2000-2008 Alcatel-Lucent. All rights 
reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements. Built on DDD MMM DD 
HH:MM:SS PST YYYY by builder in /rel2.0/Rx/panos/main
 
TiMOS BOOT LOADER
Time from clock is DDD MMM DD HH:MM:SS YYYY UTC
 
Looking for cf3:/bof.cfg ... OK, reading
 
Contents of Boot Options File on cf3:
    primary-image    cf3:/TiMOS-2.0.Rx
    primary-config   cf3:/7450ESS.cfg
    address          192.168.7.6/20 active
    primary-dns      192.168.1.246
    secondary-dns    192.168.1.30
    tertiary-dns     192.168.4.201
    dns-domain       eng.timetra.com
    autonegotiate
    duplex           full
    speed            100
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    wait             3
    persist          off
    console-speed    115200
 
Hit a key within 1 second to change boot parms...
 
Primary image location: cf3:/TiMOS-2.0.Rx
Initializing management port tme0 using IP addr 192.168.7.6. Loading image 
cf3:/TiMOS-2.0.Rx/both.tim
Version 2.0.Rx, DDD MMM DD HH:MM:SS PST YYYY by builder in 
/rel2.0/R10/panos/main
text:(9836975-->24643944) + data:(688289-->6494288)
Executing TiMOS image at 0x2800000
Total Memory: 1GB  Chassis Type: ESS1  Card Type: england_r1 TiMOS-B-2.0.Rx 
both/hops ALCATEL ESS 7450 Copyright (c) 2000-2008 Alcatel-Lucent. All rights 
reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements. Built on DDD MMM DD 
HH:MM:SS PST YYYY by builder in /rel2.0.Rx/panos/main
 
 
   ___                    ___           ___           ___
  /\  \                  /\__\         /\  \         /\  \
  \:\  \        ___     /::|  |       /::\  \       /::\  \
   \:\  \      /\__\   /:|:|  |      /:/\:\  \     /:/\ \  \
   /::\  \    _\/__/  /:/|:|__|__   /:/  \:\  \   _\:\~\ \  \
  /:/\:\__\  /\__\   /:/ |::::\__\ /:/__/ \:\__\ /\ \:\ \ \__\
 /:/  \/__/ /:/  /   \/__/~~/:/  / \:\  \ /:/  / \:\ \:\ \/__/
/:/  /     /:/  /          /:/  /   \:\  /:/  /   \:\ \:\__\
\/__/      \/__/          /:/  /     \:\/:/  /     \:\/:/  /
                         /:/  /       \::/  /       \::/  /
                         \/__/         \/__/         \/__/
 
 
Time from clock is DDD MMM DD HH:MM:SS YYYY UTC
 
Attempting to exec configuration file:
'7450ESS.cfg' ...
System Configuration
 
TiMOS-B-5.0.Rx both/hops ALCATEL ESS 7450 Copyright (c) 2000-2008 Alcatel-
Lucent. All rights reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements. 
Built on DDD MMM DD HH:MM:SS PST YYYY by builder in /rel2.0/Rx/panos/main
 
 
Login:

STEP 7 Verify the Software Upgrade

Allow the boot sequence to complete and verify that all cards come online.

Note:  

If any card fails to come online after the upgrade, contact the Alcatel-Lucent Technical 
Assistance Center for information on corrective actions.
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KNOWN LIMITATIONS

Following are the known limitations for Release 7.0.R11 of 7450 ESS OS.

AUX PORT • The AUX serial port on the SF/CPM is currently not supported in software. The 
7450 ESS OS software does not provide a means of configuring the device.

FCC RET • One (1) Video ISA per video group and two (2) video groups per system; both MDAs have 
to be equipped on the same IOM.

VSM-CCA • The rates in a network-policy applied to a VSM-CCA MDA are based on 20 Gbps rather 
than 10 Gbps. For example, if a network-queue policy with rate of 1% is applied to 
VSM-CCA, the actual rate will be 20 Gbps x 1% = 200 Mbps. If the same network-policy 
is applied to an Ethernet mda, the actual rate will be 10 G x 1% = 100 Mbps. [39134]

• The VSM-CCA only provides ifInUcastPkts, ifInOctets, ifOutUcastPkts and ifOutOctets 
counters. The VSM-CCA does not distinguish between unicast, multicast and broadcast 
packets. As a result, IP multicast statistics are also not supported on a VSM-CCA IP 
interface. [40551]

SONET/SDH • OC-12c/STM-4c and OC-48c/STM-16c SONET/SDH interfaces only run in CRC32 mode. 
CRC16 mode cannot be configured for these interfaces.

• The ports on OC-12c/STM-4c/OC-3c/STM-1c SONET/SDH MDA  are serviced in groups 
of four (1-4, 5-8, 9-12, 13-16) by a single framer chip, and as such, all must have the same 
framing across a given group. If framing on one port is changed, all four ports in a group 
must be shutdown and the framing will be changed on all four ports.

• The framer on 2- or 4-port OC-48/STM-16c MDAs support a single software reset for all 
transmit subsystems, so changes to the transmit clock source on a single port will result in a 
short traffic interruption on all ports on the MDA. As a result, a short interruption will be 
experienced on all ports on the MDA when the transmit clock source for any one port is 
changed, for example from line to node timed. Also, traffic will be interrupted on all ports 
on the MDA when the port loopback mode on a port also configured with loop timing are 
transitioned in any of the following ways:

- from ‘no loopback’ to Internal

- from Internal to ‘no loopback’

- from Internal to Line

- from Line to Internal.

• If the H1 and H2 bytes are set to 0xFF but the H3 byte is not set to 0xFF, an AIS-P 
condition is not reported but an LOP-P condition is reported. [30498]

• When the clock-source on an OC-48 port is changed, the transmit clock on all OC-48 ports 
on the same MDA are reset, resulting in a brief loss of traffic on the other ports. [31401]

SHARED QUEUING

QOS
• In a SAP Ingress QoS Policy with shared queuing, high-priority packets dropped will be 

counted in the low-priority drops in the SAP ingress service queue statistics. [32335]
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HW/PLATFORM • The link LED and operational status of a 10GBASE WAN port is tied to the Ethernet 
channel's ability to obtain frame-lock, so if there is a SONET issue such as PPLM, the link 
LED will not be lit, even though the SONET connection might otherwise be valid. [35354]

• On the 16-port SONET/SDH OC-3c/STM-1c MDA and 8-port and 16-port SONET/SDH 
OC-12c/STM-4c MDAs, only the first 16 bytes of the 62 byte trace string can be unique for 
each group of four (4) ports (for example, for ports 13 through 16) for ports operating in 
SONET mode at OC-3. The last 48 bytes of the trace string will be the same for all ports 
and will be the last value set. Basically, a unique trace string per port is not possible if the 
unique part of the string is longer than 14 characters. 

• On the 16-port SONET/SDH OC-3c/STM-1c MDA and 8-port and 16-port SONET/SDH 
OC-12c/STM-4c MDAs, the normal range for the SONET/SDH line signal failure Bit 
Error Rate (BER) threshold configured using the configure>port port-id>sonet-
sdh>threshold command is 3 to 6. For these MDAs, the allowed threshold values are 3 to 5. 
The SNMP variable for this exponential threshold is tmnxSonetBerSfThreshold.

• The 3HE04116AA (SFP – 100/1000 FX SGMII 2KM ROHS 6/6) functions as dual-rate 
only when used with another 3HE04116AA. [67690]

• A maximum of one HS-MDA can be supported on an IOM3-XP.

• The 7450 ESS-6/6v does not support cpm-queue rate limiting. With the minimum and 
maximum cpm-queue rate configuration, only the length of the cpm-queue will be set: 
“max” will install the maximum allowed queue length and allow bigger bursts while “min” 
allows very limited or no bursts. [95847-MI]

RADIUS • If the system IP address is not configured, RADIUS user authentication will not be 
attempted for in-band RADIUS servers unless a source-address entry for RADIUS exists.

• The NAS IP address selected is that of the management interface for out-of-band RADIUS 
servers. For in-band RADIUS servers if a source-address entry is configured, the source-
address IP address is used as the NAS IP address, otherwise the IP address of the system 
interface is used.

• SNMP access cannot be authorized for users by the RADIUS server. RADIUS can be used 
to authorize access to a user by FTP, console or both.

• If the first server in the list cannot find a user, the server will reject the authentication 
attempt. In this case, the 7450 ESS router does not query the next server in the RADIUS 
server list and denies access. If multiple RADIUS servers are used, the software assumes 
they all have the same user database. 

• In defining RADIUS Vendor Specific Attributes (VSAs), the TiMetra-Default-Action 
parameter is required even if the TiMetra-Cmd VSA is not used. [13449]

TACACS+ • If the TACACS+ start-stop option is enabled for accounting, every command will result in 
two commands in the accounting log.

• If TACACS+ is first in the authentication order and a TACACS+ server is reachable, the 
user will be authenticated for access. If the user is authenticated, the user can access the 
console and any rights assigned to the default TACACS+ authenticated user template 
(“config>system>security>user-template tacplus_default”). Unlike RADIUS, TACACS+ 
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does not have fine granularity for authorization to define if the user has just console or FTP 
access, but 7450 ESS OS supports a default template for all TACACS+ authenticated users.

If TACACS+ is first in the authentication order and the TACACS+ server is NOT reach-
able, authorization for console access for the user is checked against the user’s local or 
RADIUS profile if configured. If the user is not authorized in the local/RADIUS profile, 
the user is not allowed to access the box.

Note that inconsistencies can arise depending upon combinations of the local, RADIUS 
and TACACS+ configuration. For example, if the local profile restricts the user to only 
FTP access, the authentication order is TACACS+ before local, the TACACS+ server is UP 
and the TACACS+ default user template allows console access, an authenticated 
TACACS+ user will be able to log into the console using the default user template because 
TACACS+ does NOT provide granularity in terms of granting FTP or console access. If the 
TACACS+ server is DOWN, the user will be denied access to the console as the local pro-
file only authorizes FTP access. [39392]

CLI • The CLI allows the user to specify a tftp location for the destination for the “admin save” 
and “admin debug-save” commands which will overwrite any existing file of the specified 
name. [18554]

• The IOM firmware limits ICMP packet to be generated at the rate of 100 packets/sec. 
However, when configuring an interface in the CLI, the user is allowed to configure ICMP 
packets to be generated at rates up to up to 1000 packets/sec. [46767]

• When logged in with the telnet client supplied with Windows and issuing an SSH to a 
remote server, an unexpected carriage return may be sent causing the SSH connection to 
fail. [50657]

SYSTEM • The 7450 ESS-12 chassis cannot differentiate between a missing and non-functioning fan 
tray. [17756]

• Dropped incoming packets due to a packet processing error are not being counted in the 
ifInErrors SNMP counter. Examples of packets such as this include any packet with a 
malformed IP header. [27699]

• All IOM-based statistics (port, interface,...) are locally maintained on the IOM, not the 
CPM. IOM counters are not cleared when a clear command is issued; the CPM stores the 
reference values for the last clear operation and calculates the new values based on the 
values reported by the IOM. The reference values are not maintained between the active 
and standby CPM, so if a CPM switchover occurs, the newly active CPM will display the 
current values read directly from the IOM regardless of any clear command issued on the 
other CPM. [30444]

• When a fan is removed from a 7450 ESS-12, an erroneous “fan high temperature alarm” is 
generated that is cleared when the fan is replaced. [36112]

• Soft Reset outage times may be higher than expected if one or more IOMs are soft-reset 
while the standby CPM is rebooting. [73285]

• In redundant system configurations using SF/CPM 3, both primary and secondary 
SF/CPMs need to be of the same type: SF/CPM 3. Mixed-SF/CPM configurations are not 
supported with SF/CPM 3.
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LAG • The IOM3-XP LAG and ECMP ingress conversation hashing algorithm is different from 
the one used on IOM-20g-b due to hardware differences in the ingress forwarding plane. 
While both versions of the hashing algorithm are effective at distributing conversation 
flows over multiple egress paths, when used in conjunction with the same system in some 
configurations, a non-optimal distribution may occur. For example, when a series of 
systems (e.g., system A, B, C) are each hashing the same packet flow over an equal number 
of paths for each system, and each system is using the same distribution algorithm, the 
conversation flow distribution will be the same for each system relative to the available 
paths. If on the intermediate system (B), the flows ingress on both an IOM3-XP and an 
IOM-20g-b, different algorithms will be used to determine the egress paths to the next 
system (C) and may result in some egress paths having more flows than the others. [72557]

MANAGEMENT • Collision events detected on a CPM management Ethernet port are reported as 
CRC/Alignment errors. [30205]

• The SNMP MIB attribute snmpEngineTime is restarted upon a High-Availability 
switchover or system reboot. Additionally, the snmpEngineBoots attribute is restarted on a 
system reboot. [46179]

• Source address configuration applies only to the Base routing instance. As such, source 
address configuration does not apply to unsolicited packets sent out the management 
interface.

• TIMETRA-PORT-MIB.mib does not include an entry for “Link Length support” as an 
attribute of a Gigabit Ethernet port. This prevents Alcatel-Lucent 5620 SAM from 
reporting the value even though this attribute is reported in the CLI. [46225]

• The SSHv2 implementation does not support the RC5 cryptographic algorithm. [47122]

• After 497 days, system up-time will wrap around due to the standard RFC 1213 MIB-II 32-
bit limit. [51129]

ROUTING • A static route with a CPE connectivity target IP address which is part of the subnet of the 
static route itself will not come up if there is no alternate route available in the routing table 
which resolves the target IP address. This is because a static route can only be activated if 
the linked CPE session is up, and in this case the CPE session can only come up if the static 
route itself is activated. [62663]

OSPF • A router with more than one point-to-point adjacency to another router over links of equal 
metric may compute the shortest-path tree over the incorrect link in the case of 
unidirectional link failures on the far-end router. This condition lasts until the dead timer 
expires and the adjacency over the broken link is brought down locally (near-end). A 
workaround is to change to broadcast interfaces or enable BFD on them. [79495]

MPLS/RSVP • The “no rsvp” command in the “config>router” context has no effect as the state of RSVP 
is tied to the MPLS instance. The “no mpls” command deletes both the MPLS and RSVP 
protocol instances. [8611]

• Shutting down a port on an OC-3c/STM-1c MDA may not provide sub-50 ms failover for 
an RSVP path signalled over that port. This issue does not occur if the fiber is disconnected 
or if the path is shutdown. [39973]
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• Fast failover times of less than 100 ms cannot be achieved for fast reroute protected LSPs if 
the failed link is detected by copper Ethernet SFPs. Sub-second failover times are achieved, 
but the failover times with copper Ethernet SFPs are inherently longer based on how the 
system communicates with the SFP. [49003]. 

• There are scenarios where the bypass optimization does not ensure that a node-protect 
manual bypass will be selected over a node-protect dynamic bypass tunnel. This is because 
the manual bypass may be unavailable when the association of a bypass LSP is made with 
the primary LSP. 

The bypass optimization feature only changes the association for an LSP which requested 
node protection but is currently associated with a link-protect bypass. 

To ensure this selection when using manual bypass, dynamic bypass must explicitly be dis-
abled. [60261]

• If a local IP address is configured with the same address as the destination address of an 
MPLS LSP, the LSP will no longer be set up and will use the RSVP error code of 
“routingError”. [73326]

• Least-fill behavior is not exhibited when the user does a configuration change MBB by 
decreasing the bandwidth on the LSP. [74544]

• In case of a non-CSPF LSP with only secondary paths, once the active secondary path goes 
down, the LSP will wait for the regular retry time. It will then try to set up again, and if that 
fails with a path error, it will go into fast-retry mode. [80012]

LDP • If triggered-policy is configured, LDP policies are not dynamically evaluated for changes 
in FECs.  [71830]

IP MULTICAST • (S, G) or (*, G) multicast streams transmitted through an LAG will no longer be hashed on 
the UDP source or destination ports; identical streams with differing UDP ports will all 
transit over the same link. [66618]

• When a multicast CAC (MCAC) policy is applied under IGMP-snooping of a SAP with 
static-groups that are configured in the bundle of the same MCAC policy, the bandwidth 
used by the static groups on the SAP is not recalculated after the bundle is disabled and re-
enabled. The used bandwidth remains at zero for the static groups. In addition, the MCAC 
recalculation command “tools perform service id id mcac sap sap recalc policy policy” fails 
to recalculate the used bandwidth, and the use of the option “bundle” in the command 
returns an error. [71023]

QOS • QoS and IP filter matches on IP frames are limited to Ethernet Type 2 IP frames. In 
particular, Ethernet SNAP IP frames will not be matched with IP match criteria. [15692]

• Small amounts of packet loss may occur on queues configured with an MBS equal to or 
lower than 4 KB and/or lower than two (2) times the maximum packet size of packets 
forwarded by these queues. This can happen when the traffic rate through these queues is 
large or when there is a large amount of jitter on this traffic. This packet loss is possible on 
queues where the traffic rate is lower than the PIR. To avoid this type of packet loss, the 
MBS of a queue should be configured to a minimum value of 5 KB or to two (2) times the 
maximum expected packet size, whichever is higher. [66687]
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• When per-fp-ing-queuing is enabled, all of the statistics for a LAG is bound to one of its 
ports if multiple ports are configured in the LAG from the same forwarding complex. If 
that port to the LAG is removed and re-added, the statistics will be cleared. [76443]

• To prevent the loss of expedited traffic, when there is congestion of non-expedited traffic, 
the default CBS value of newly created queues in queue-group policies is currently zero (0) 
percent. It is recommended that this value be changed to at least one (1) percent. [86843]

FILTERS/PBR/TCS • IP filters will not match against IS-IS control packets since these packets do not contain IP 
headers. [40976]

• An IP address must be assigned to the system interface and the interface operationally up in 
order for Web Portal Redirection to operate. [46305]

SERVICES GENERAL • The CLI does not display an error when the user attempts to apply a filter log and a mirror-
source to a given SAP at the same time. A filter log and mirror-source cannot be applied 
simultaneously to the same SAP. [22330]

• When the standby spoke-SDP of an endpoint becomes active due to a revert-time 
expiration or a forced switchover, the Multi-Tenant-Unit (MTU) SAP may forward 
duplicated packets (only of broadcast/multicast/unlearned unicast types) coming from the 
redundant spoke-SDPs for a few milliseconds. For broadcast TV distribution and similar 
applications where the duplicated packets may have a side-effect, it is recommended that 
the redundant spoke-SDPs be operated in non-revertive mode. [67252]

• If a configuration is saved (admin save) after enabling the MC-ring status by “no 
shutdown” and the related configurations such as BFD and IBCP are modified and cause a 
“CONFIG_ERR” in MC-ring afterwards, the saved configuration may have reloading 
issues. [78245]

• If an MC-ring breaks, slow RNCV is not performed and fast RNCV stops the moment one 
of the peer detects the ring node. The ring node that detects the peer first receives the 
connected status. [78246]

• A Multi-Site Scheduler (MSS) must either have a single (card-level) scheduler hierarchy 
instantiated, or have a scheduler-hierarchy instantiated per member port for multi-member 
logical ports such as LAG and APS, but not both. When an APS SAP is added to an MSS, 
a site_instance is created for each APS group member port, and a scheduler hierarchy is 
instantiated per site instance. If a regular (physical port) SAP was also to be added to the 
same MSS, then a card-level scheduler hierarchy would be created. The per site-instance 
scheduler hierarchies and the card-level scheduler hierarchy within the MSS are 
disconnected and therefore would not provide a meaningful H-QoS function. [81279]

SUBSCRIBER

MANAGEMENT

• Subscriber Management is only supported on Ethernet Layer-2 VPLS SAPs.

• Dynamic subscribers learned (via DHCP) while sub-sla-mgmt is shutdown will continue to 
use the SAP-level ingress and egress filter rules. Once the subscriber is relearned 
(renewed), the subscriber profile filters will then be used. This does not apply to static 
subscribers. [47167]

IES • In the saved configuration for IES services, the IES instance and interfaces will appear 
twice: once for creation purposes and once with all of the configuration details.[56086]
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MIRROR SERVICE • Simultaneous Filter Logging and Service Mirroring on egress is not supported. When 
simultaneously performing filter logging and service mirroring at egress, the service 
mirroring operation takes precedence over the filter logging operation. This behavior was 
introduced in Release 2.0. In Release 1.3 and earlier releases, the filter logging takes 
precedence and the service mirroring of the packet is not performed.

SPANNING TREE • The RSTP and MSTP Spanning Tree Protocols operate within the context of a VPLS or 
mVPLS service instance. The software allows for the configuration of an STP instance per 
VPLS service instance (1K for 7450 ESS-1 and 2K for 7450 ESS-6, 7450 ESS-6v, 7450 
ESS-7 or 7450 ESS-12) or mVPLS service instance (256 for 7450 ESS-1 and 1K for 7450 
ESS-6, 7450 ESS-6v, 7450 ESS-7 or 7450 ESS-12); however, operation within the STP 
specification limits is not always guaranteed as it is highly dependent on 1) the number of 
SAPs/SDPs per VPLS and 2) the number of MAC addresses active within a VPLS.

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• When deleting an application or an application group, statistics for the current accounting 
interval will be lost. The workaround is to first remove all references to the application and 
application group thereby allowing the accounting intervals to occur, and then delete the 
application or application group. 

• For an active flow, when an application assignment is changed in an app-filter, or an app-
group assignment is changed in an application, the flow count for the associated protocol is 
doubled. 

• In a fully scaled scenario, momentary performance degradation may be noticed after a 
policy commit. [68890]

• Policy changes will not affect the identified application unless that application is removed 
in the policy change for an active flow. 

• Removal of an AA-ISA card from an ISA group requires first disabling of the Application 
Assurance service on the subscribers serviced by the ISA. [77394]

• In a service queuing deployment, additional sets of service queues are required for each 
primary AA-ISA card a service uses. Load balancing across multiple AA-ISA cards 
decreases scalability and may result in service queue exhaustion.  Therefore, the 
configuration of multiple primary AA-ISA cards within an AA group is not recommended 
in a scaled-service queuing deployment. [78311]

• The sip-uri string is a combination of the INVITE, TO and FROM fields from the SIP 
header. Therefore, string anchoring options should not be used when configuring a string 
expression for the sip-uri field as the results will not be consistent. [80700]

• The total bandwidth diverted to AA for an AA subscriber (ESM subscriber or SAP) must 
not exceed 200Mbps (100Mbps bi-directional).  If this bandwidth is exceeded, fairness 
between subscribers cannot be guaranteed.

PBB • The use of redundant pseudowires in a B-VPLS context is not supported. [76557]

BFD • BFD sessions associated with LAG groups, spoke-SDPs, multi-hop BGP and VSMs on a 
7450 ESS-1 are limited to a minimum interval of  300 milliseconds. If a lower interval is 
configured, a log message will be raised and the associated BFD session will not be 
established.
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• When using multi-hop BFD for BGP peering or BFD over other links with the ability to 
reroute such, as spoke-SDPs, the interval and multiplier values should be set to allow 
sufficient time for the underlying network to re-converge before the associated BFD 
session expires. A general rule of thumb should be that the expiration time (interval * 
multiplier) is three times the convergence time for the IGP network between the two 
endpoints of the BFD session.

OAM • If a mac-ping or mac-trace request is sent with an unknown source MAC address and there 
are multiple SAPs, the user will see duplicated results because the request is flooded to 
each SAP and each SAP sends a reply to the request message. This is the expected 
behavior. [16298]

• For Service Assurance Agent tests where the 7450 ESS-1 is the terminating node, the 
accuracy of the tests are affected by the precision of the internal clock and have a margin of 
error of up to 10 ms. For trace tests with the 7450 ESS-1 as an intermediate node, the 10 ms 
margin of error also applies. The accuracy of the Service Assurance Agent tests on the 
7450 ESS-7 and 7450 ESS-12 as terminating or intermediate nodes are typically on the 
order of 1 ms.

• LDP treetrace is not supported on LDP-over-RSVP ECMP tunnels at this time. [73650]

• Even if "source-mac" is specified when using "oam cpe-ping", the resulting ARP request 
packet sent to the CPE device will still use the chassis base MAC address. [85034]

RESOLVED ISSUES

RESOLVED IN
7.0.R11

Following are specific technical issues that have been resolved in Release 7.0.R11 of 
7450 ESS OS since Release 7.0.R10.

HW/PLATFORM • A 7450 ESS-7 chassis with DC PEM-3 units and status monitor cables connected to an 
external Valere rectifier shelf might not have displayed the correct status of the rectifier 
units. The “show chassis power-supply” command output incorrectly showed “failed” for 
“Status1” and “Status2”; additionally, “Critical” was displayed as the “Over temp” value. 
This issue has been resolved. [90583, 95158-MI]

Note:  

Issues marked as MI might have had a minor impact but did not disturb network traffic. 

Issues marked as MA might have had a major impact on the network and might have 
disturbed traffic.

Issues marked as CR were critical and might have had a significant amount of impact on the 
network.
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SYSTEM • When control packets originating on the CPM were sent to a large number of destination IP 
addresses (for example, in a subscriber management deployment) whose next-hops often 
changed, the CPM might have become slow to send out protocol messages, potentially 
resulting in hello and keep-alive time-outs. This issue has been resolved. [95172-MA]

RESOLVED IN
7.0.R10

Following are specific technical issues that have been resolved in Release 7.0.R10 of 
7450 ESS OS since Release 7.0.R9.

HW/PLATFORM • In rare instances, a far-end speed change that took place through auto-negotiation on 
copper Ethernet ports might have caused egress traffic to stop flowing. Toggling the 
administrative state (shut/no shut) of the port would clear the affected port. This issue has 
been resolved. [91802-MI]

CLI • The configuration file would fail to load on a reboot if a cron job was configured that 
specified a schedule end-time with a date in the pervious calendar year. This issue has been 
resolved. [92434-MI]

SYSTEM • Configuration of 65535 as the packet-rate-limit value for the “overall-rate”, “per-source-
rate” and “out-profile-rate” commands under “configure system security cpu-protection 
policy” did not work as expected. A value of 65535 effectively disabled the rate limiting 
and marking (similar to specifying “max”) and bypassed the cpu-protection function. The 
acceptable range for those rates is now [1..65534 | max] and 65535 is no longer valid. 
Executing a configuration file at startup (or at runtime) that contains 65535 for any of those 
values will still succeed, but the value will automatically be changed to 65534 and reflected 
in the next saved configuration. A warning will be given that 65535 is deprecated and 
65534 will be used instead. [79805-MI]

• The “show system security cpu-protection protocol-protection” command might have 
indicated protocol-protection violations on RIP-disabled interfaces when incoming RIP 
packets were received on these interfaces even if the protocol protection feature was turned 
off. This was not service-affecting because if RIP was enabled on those interfaces, packets 
would be correctly allowed. This issue only occurred with the RIP protocol. This issue was 
actually resolved in Release 7.0.R1. [88973-MI]

• If the “file version check” command was performed on images for Release 8.0.R1 or higher 
prior to upgrading, the command would fail with a Sector 0 corrupted error message. This 
was due to the use of a new file compression scheme in Release 8.0.R1 or higher. The 
images could still be validated by using the “md5sum” utility. This issue has been resolved. 
[93667-MI]

NTP • NTP packets were always sent out-of-band if a route exists in the Boot Option File 
(bof.cfg) for the destination IP address. This issue has been resolved. [92591-MI]
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• The “configure system time ntp multicast” command might have caused the standby CPM 
to go into a reset loop if both of the following conditions were true:

- There was an IP address specified for the management port on the active CPM in the 
boot options file.

- There was no IP address specified for the management port on the standby CPM in 
the boot options file.

The workaround to this issue was to specify IP addresses for the management ports on both 
the active and standby CPMs in the boot options file. This issue has been resolved. [93474-
MA]

DHCP • The DHCP relay agent no longer incorrectly removes the relay agent IP address (giaddr) 
when forwarding DHCP replies from server to client. [84385-MI]

IS-IS • After a High Availability switchover, the summary-address blackhole route might have 
been removed in the local routing table and IS-IS database. A summary route would then 
also have been withdrawn in adjacent routers. To recover, it was recommended to remove 
and re-add the summary address configuration. This issue has been resolved. [93479-MA]

OSPF • When there was a route overlap between OSPF summary or external LSAs on an ABR, the 
more-specific LSA was correctly suppressed but was not properly re-advertised when the 
less-specific LSA went away. This issue has been resolved. [77238-MI]

• In rare cases, changing the router-id might have caused OSPF to be unable to compute 
routes through some neighboring routers. This issue has been resolved. [91220, 96844-MI]

• The OSPF GR helper-disable command did not take effect after two consecutive CPM  
switchovers. This issue has been resolved. [93232-MI]

• An external LSA will no longer be advertised with the incorrect forwarding address in a 
multi-instance OSPF configuration when the external LSA is generated in one instance and 
the next-hop is in a different instance. [96038-MI]

• Translation of NSSA Type-7 LSA to AS-Ext Type-5 LSA in cases where there are multiple 
ABRs in the NSSA domain with the same prefix might have resulted in non-optimal 
routing in the backbone area 0.0.0.0. This issue has been resolved. [96727-MI]

MPLS/RSVP • When an LSP has multiple paths and each path is configured with different bandwidths, the 
flow-spec in the RESV message might have had incorrect bandwidth information, which 
might have resulted in incorrect reservation on the RSVP interface. This issue has been 
resolved. [92039-MI]

• In a default LSP configuration that used fast reroute facility protection, a bypass tunnel 
would not be signaled if the RESV message contained the router ID as the first entry in the 
record route object and the router ID was not advertised in the OSPF area. This issue only 
occurred when interoperating with other vendor’s devices. The workaround was to either 
advertise the router ID in the area or to disable node-protect. This issue has been resolved. 
[93244-MA]

• Resetting an IOM3-XP equipped with two XP MDAs will no longer cause delays in the 
processing of RSVP Hello Packets causing RSVP neighbors to timeout and re-establish. 
[93371-MA]
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INGRESS MULTICAST

PATH MANAGEMENT

• Changing the preference on an already existing stream might have had no effect. This issue 
has been resolved. [86139-MI]

• In rare cases, higher preference streams might have been blackholed when competing for 
resources against lower preference streams. Lower preference streams should have been 
blackholed first. This issue has been resolved. [94400-MA]

QOS • Applying a QoS “adaptation-rule cir min” no longer results in incorrect rates and no longer 
causes an IOM to reboot. [93741-MA]

SERVICES GENERAL • Epipe SAPs with LLF enabled might have stopped forwarding traffic, or the port associated 
with them might have gone operationally down after a High Availability switchover. To 
recover, it was recommended to toggle (shut/no shut) the affected Epipe services. This 
issue was actually resolved in Release 7.0.R2. [94312-MA]

SUBSCRIBER

MANAGEMENT

• HTTP traffic that was redirected to the CPM by a web-redirect filter bypassed the CPM-
filter. This meant that CPM-queues could not be used to set a different rate other than the 
default used for this application. This issue has been resolved. [93836-MA]

• ICMP requests from the internal network for an unreachable host behind a subscriber-
interface might have incorrectly had the redundant interface as the source IP address  
instead of the local subscriber interface address. This issue has been resolved. [96225-MI]

BFD • In order to interoperate with some BFD implementations by other vendors, the first BFD 
packet transmitted is now an “AdminDown” packet. [93159-MI]

VPLS • Prior to Release 6.1.R1, the number of Residential SAPs per VPLS per MDA was only 
limited by the number of available queues. In Release 6.1.R1 and higher, a hard limit of 
4095 (4k-1) Residential SAPs per VPLS per MDA was introduced. This would result in a 
software upgrade failure of nodes with more than 4095 SAPs per VPLS per MDA 
configured. This issue was only applicable to IOM-20g-b. The overall limit of Residential 
SAPs per MDA for these IOMs remains the same at 8191 (8k-1). This issue has been 
resolved. [93881-MA]

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• An MS-ISA or AA-ISA might have remained in an unavailable state after being cleared. 
This issue was very unlikely to occur and has been resolved. [92858-MI]

• Corruption of an AA policer template might have caused it to police at an unexpected rate. 
This would have affected all new subscribers that were diverted to the isa-aa. This issue has 
been resolved. [95317-MA]

• When configuring a policer template via SNMP, if the policer type or granularity was 
configured last, executing a show command for that policer would cause the CLI to hang. 
This issue has been resolved. [97145-MI]

RESOLVED IN
7.0.R9

Following is the specific technical issue that has been resolved in Release 7.0.R9 of 
7450 ESS OS since Release 7.0.R8.
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SERVICES GENERAL • Epipe SAPs with LLF enabled might have stopped forwarding traffic, or the port associated 
with them might have gone operationally down after a High Availability switchover. The 
workaround was to toggle (shutdown/no shutdown) the affected Epipe services. This issue 
was actually resolved in Release 7.0.R2. [94312-MA]

RESOLVED IN
7.0.R8

Following are specific technical issues that have been resolved in Release 7.0.R8 of 
7450 ESS OS since Release 7.0.R7.

HW/PLATFORM • New firmware has been introduced to reduce traffic loss in slot over-subscription scenarios 
with shared-queuing enabled and a mix of traffic at both NC priority, as well as lower 
priorities. This traffic loss occurred when both MDA slots in an IOM3-XP were configured 
with any combination of the following MDAs: 

- m20-1gb-xp-sfp

- m20-1gb-xp-tx 

- m20-1gb-sfp

- m20-1gb-tx [88352]

CLI • In dual-CPM chassis systems that only have a single CPM card installed, the “SNMP Sync 
State” field in the “show system info” CLI command output no longer incorrectly displays 
“Mismatch” instead of displaying “N/A”. [63848]

• When an SSH client is used to log in, long CLI commands now display properly when the 
up-arrow key is used. [68252]

• In a telnet session, ‘\n’ or LF (line feed) was not accepted if a single ‘\r’ or CR (carriage 
return) was ever executed for that telnet session. This issue has been resolved. [92742-MI]

SYSTEM • There was no prompt to accept overwriting files when copying files using wildcards in the 
file name from the standby to the active CPM. This issue has been resolved. [88651]

HS-MDA • In a scenario where both CPMs would go operationally down without rebooting the IOMs, 
an HS-MDA might not have been properly re-initialized and might have dropped traffic 
when default policies were used. This issue has been resolved. [91270-MI]

MANAGEMENT • When an SFP is inserted or removed, the traps sent now correctly indicate the proper 
ifIndex for tmnxPortNotifyPortID. [80980]

• MsapPlcyCpmProtPolicyId and sapCpmProtPolicyId can no longer be set to zero with 
SNMP.  [92674-MI]

OSPF • OSPF would not install routes learned via external or NSSA LSAs if the following 
conditions applied: the forwarding address in such LSAs belonged to a /31 subnet; and the 
same /31 subnet was learned in OSPF (for example, was part of another LSA). The 
forwarding address was the next-hop pointing to a router external to the OSPF domain. 
This issue has been resolved. [91408]
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MPLS/RSVP • The “clear router mpls lsp” command of an LSP in operationally down state now clears the 
down time. [90807]

SERVICES GENERAL • The standby CPM no longer goes out of sync when performing continuous LAG-link 
failures along with CPM switchovers. [84013]

SUBSCRIBER

MANAGEMENT

• Executing the “show service subscriber-using port port-id” command when subscribers are 
being deleted from the system no longer resets the active CPM card. [93128]

INGRESS MULTICAST

PATH MANAGEMENT

• On rare occasions, after a CPM switchover or standby CPM reboot, traffic might not have 
been distributed uniformly over all available paths on IOM3-XP cards. This issue has been 
resolved. [83036]

• The “tools dump mcast-path-mgr cpm” command no longer causes all SNMP commands to 
timeout. [84440]

• On IMPM enabled IOM3-XP cards, adding a new stream might have temporarily affected 
existing streams if the current bandwidth on the second IMPM path plus the bandwidth of 
the new stream exceeded the path capacity of 2 Gbps. This condition would last until 
IMPM found an optimal path for the new stream. This issue cannot be resolved for chassis 
modes A and B because the solution is incompatible with ISSU. [91884-MA]

• When the first MDA of an IOM3-XP was not configured and IMPM was enabled on that 
forwarding plane, IMPM did not become active on the second MDA after a reboot of the 
card. This issue has been resolved. [93144-MI]

• When the rate of a single multicast stream went above 2Gbps on an IOM-20g-b with 
IMPM enabled, that multicast stream would be dropped and would not be forwarded again 
even if its rate drops below 2Gbps. This issue has been resolved. [84088]

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• If a single subscriber had a large number of active flows (tens of thousands), it was possible 
that the AA-ISA would reboot under traffic mixes that included RTP and Google Talk file 
transfer traffic. This issue has been resolved. [90510]

• When an MS-ISA or MS-ISA-E failed, it would not automatically reboot and had to be 
cleared manually. This issue has been resolved. [91310]

RESOLVED IN
7.0.R7

Following are specific technical issues that have been resolved in Release 7.0.R7 of 
7450 ESS OS since Release 7.0.R6.

HW/PLATFORM • A CPM will no longer become unresponsive in the event of a software crash. This issue 
occurred only in very rare instances. [90215]

RADIUS • A subscriber that is deleted and added again within the same second will now correctly 
have an updated acct-session-id. This issue was only present for subscribers configured on 
High-Scale MDAs. [87975]
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CLI • Monitoring delta statistics for CCAG ports using the “monitor ccag” command no longer 
displays incorrect values for inactive paths (for example, CCAG paths not passing traffic). 
[82562]

NTP • On a system that has multiple NTP servers configured and the system selects a new remote 
server as the “chosen” server, the “System Ref Id” value in the “NTP Status” section of the 
“show system ntp all” output now immediately reflects the change. [78878]

QOS • When an H-QoS policy was configured with frame-based accounting and had a non-zero 
CIR value, it was possible for the CIR value to reset to zero upon activation of the H-QoS 
scheduler. This issue has been resolved. [86860]

SERVICES GENERAL • The operational state of an SDP bound to a mirror service no longer shows as “up” when 
the mirror service is administratively disabled. [81807]

• The mac-move retry-timeout is now reset to the initial value after “Time to RetryReset” 
expires when using a number-retries value of zero (0). [90788]

SUBSCRIBER

MANAGEMENT

• The RADIUS CoA message is no longer incorrectly discarded when the DHCP lease is 
pre-authenticated via the local-user-db. [88621]

• The vendor-specific-option (VSO) "pool-name" was not added to a DHCP Req/Disc packet 
by a 7450 ESS DHCP relay interface (configured to do so) if it had already been snooped 
by an upstream DHCP relay. DHCP messages directly coming from DHCP clients without 
going through an intermediate DHCP relay would, however, have this VSO correctly 
added. This issue has been resolved. [89608]

PBB • When “discard-unknown” was enabled in a B-VPLS, unknown traffic from a B-SAP or B-
SDP was correctly dropped but unknown traffic from a local Epipe was incorrectly 
flooded. This issue has been resolved. [89226]

INGRESS MULTICAST

PATH MANAGEMENT

• When IMPM is enabled, an informational message “Swap Replication did not happen” no 
longer appears on the console, indicating multicast stream distribution that was not 
optimal. [84482]

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• If a high-flow setup/teardown rate was maintained over a long period of time during which 
flow record exhaustion continually occurred, the AA group Active Flow might have 
become inaccurate. This issue has been resolved. [85408]

• System-level statistics for the cut-through protocol might not have been recorded if a 
subscriber was deleted and added within a five (5) minute interval. Cut-through is an 
internal protocol used for special-case processing of traffic with invalid TCP frames or 
during periods of flow record exhaustion. This issue has been resolved. [88037]

• If SIP client transmits a significant number of packets prior to the SIP server responding, 
the AA-ISA no longer incorrectly reboots. [88566]
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• If the flow-count value of a flow-count-limit policer was modified while there were flows 
actively using that policer, the policer flow count might have became inaccurate resulting 
in premature discards. This issue has been resolved. [88657]

• If an active flow was identified as an application and/or app-group which was then deleted, 
application and/or app-group statistics for that flow would no longer be recorded. This 
issue has been resolved. [88826]

• If an ESM subscriber with an app-profile was created in a VPLS service on an IOM card 
which was provisioned but not equipped, and that subscriber was then shutdown or 
removed, all other IOM cards in the node might have gone into a failed state. This issue has 
been resolved. [88977]

RESOLVED IN
7.0.R6

Following are specific technical issues that have been resolved in Release 7.0.R6 of 
7450 ESS OS since Release 7.0.R5.

HW/PLATFORM • The system will maintain a major alarm after the removal of the second fan assembly from 
a 7450 ESS-6 or a 7450 ESS-6v chassis. [60760]

• The system no longer generates a critical “PHY failed to init” error on a port with a 
defective SFP even if the port was administratively shut down. [69308]

• Ethernet ports now correctly renegotiate Ethernet parameters (speed, duplex, pause 
support). [82939]

RADIUS • A system configured to use "exit-on-reject" that also had RADIUS authentication as the 
first of two or more authentication methods might not have attempted subsequent methods 
even if it did not receive an explicit REJECT from the RADIUS server (for example, first 
response time-out). This issue has been resolved. [85048]

CLI • The system might have incorrectly generated the following trace message in log-id 99: 
“logTask: logMsg (tExcTask) : 1 messages from interrupt level lost”. This was an internal 
notification message and could be safely ignored. This issue has been resolved. [72513]

SYSTEM • NTP event 2005 (tmnxNtpMaxFreqDftExceed) was never implemented and has been 
removed. It is no longer possible to configure this event in the CLI and the system will 
deprecate the command from previous configuration files. [84749]

• The system will no longer set the fan status to “failed” when the “Temperature too high” 
alarm is generated. [86088]

SONET/SDH • An LP-RDI alarm might have been incorrectly generated by an SDH interface on a 
7450 ESS node if the far-end node did not support Enhanced-RDI (for example, bits 5,6,7 
of the V5 byte are ‘001’) and might have also incorrectly set bits 5,6,7 of the K4 byte to 
‘111’. The 7450 ESS did not ignore the values set in the K4 byte and would generate an 
LP-RDI alarm. This issue has been resolved. [85289]
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BFD • BFD session down time was measured as the time elapsed from when the session was 
created rather than the current down time of the session. This issue has been resolved. 
[86822]

• BFD failure detection is now accurate when large BFD timers are configured. [86939]

MANAGEMENT • In a dual-CPM system where the management port was configured with a single IP address 
and auto-negotiation was disabled, the management port on the standby CPM might not 
have operated in the correct duplex mode. This issue has been resolved. [62142, 62143]

DHCP • The VPLS SAP DHCP “no circuit-id” command no longer incorrectly reconfigures the 
circuit-id with the default value “ascii-tuple”. [87267]

MPLS/RSVP • An MPLS LSR would incorrectly send RSVP RESV refresh messages to the upstream LSR 
after the link to that LSR had failed and recovered. This kept the state for the LSP alive, 
and the head-end LSR would be unable to set up a new LSP if it did not increase the LSP 
ID. This issue has been resolved. [82284]

INGRESS MULTICAST

PATH MANAGEMENT

• The system incorrectly logged tmnxMcPathAvailBwLimitReached alarms when a record 
was added to a path and the available in-use-bandwidth of the path was less than 95% of 
the path limit. This issue has been resolved and the alarm is now raised when a record is 
added to the path and the in-use-bandwidth of the path is less than 5% of the path limit. 
[81982] 

• The “tools dump mcast-path-mgr cpm” command no longer causes all SNMP commands to 
timeout. [84440]

QOS • The system now correctly calculates both the MBS and CBS values for egress network 
queues when “named-pool-mode” is configured on the IOM. Customers who use named-
pool-mode must make sure that the new MBS/CBS default values meet their expectations 
as they will differ from the default values of earlier releases. [88091]

SERVICES GENERAL • High ARP loads ingressing on a VPLS service with snooping features enabled might have 
resulted in higher than expected CPU loads when compared to older releases. This issue 
has been resolved. [84483]

VPLS • Having an address configured on a VPLS management interface that is used by another 
host on the same subnet (duplicate address) no longer causes system instability. [84785]

• Provisioned VPLS SDP bindings are no longer removed from the configuration when 
BGP-AD is enabled. [87469]

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• The 65535th AA subscriber configured on a single AA-ISA card would not reconcile 
properly to the inactive CPM card, causing the inactive CPM card to reboot. This issue has 
been resolved. [86235] 
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OAM • The “show eth-cfm mep x” command now correctly displays interface status TLV-
IsNotPresent(6). [85917]

• OAM mac-ping is now successful when PBB mac-name is used for the pbb-tunnel 
backbone-dest-mac in an Epipe. [88207]

RESOLVED IN
7.0.R5

Following are specific technical issues that have been resolved in Release 7.0.R5 of 
7450 ESS OS since Release 7.0.R4.

HW/PLATFORM • When a link that terminated on a port on the m1-10gb MDA rapidly flapped, it might have 
taken up to one (1) second after the link recovered for the local state of the port to become 
operationally “up”. This issue has been resolved. [71192]

• New firmware is available for the following MDA types:

- m1-10gb-xp-xfp

- m2-10gb-xp-xfp

- m4-10gb-xp-xfp

- m10-1gb+1-10gb

- m10-1gb-xp-sfp

- m20-1gb-xp-sfp

- m20-1gb-xp-tx

When a SAP was deleted from a 10G port while traffic was still flowing and the port was 
operationally down, stale traffic might have leaked out of the port when it was brought 
back into service. This issue has been resolved with the firmware update.

Repeated High Availability switchovers on a 7450 ESS chassis traversed by 9k-byte frames 
at line rate might have caused traffic flow to become unstable with large numbers of “Int 
MAC Tx” errors reported on some 10GE ports. This issue has been resolved with the firm-
ware update.

Egress pause frame insertion while a 10G port was also transmitting large amounts of pack-
ets might have led to small numbers of FCS-errored packets arriving at the far end. This 
issue has been resolved with the firmware update. 

On rare occasions when the MDA was re-initialized, port statistics might have reported 
inaccurate values. This may have appeared in the form of an extra IOM reset after an IOM 
was initialized. This issue has been resolved with the firmware update. [77541, 78313, 
80161, 84748, 85419, 85237]

• Transient transmission errors on internal links between the switch fabric and the active 
CPM in a 7450 ESS-6 might have resulted in system instability. This issue has been 
resolved. [83796]

• The system will now correctly report both local-fault alarms and generate remote-fault 
signals in addition to the existing port state transition notifications during rapid port flaps 
on 10GBASE MDAs. [84690]

• A CPM card running the boot ROM versions X-5.0.R22 or earlier, X-6.0.R11 or earlier or 
X-7.0.R1 might not have been able to load the "boot.ldr" file from CLI formatted compact 
flash cards 2GB in size or larger. A workaround and more details were published in 
Technical Alert (TA) 3943. This issue has been resolved. [85434]
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CLI • The "info" command for the MC-ring now properly displays output if it is issued in the 
"config>redundancy>mc>peer>mcr>ring>" context and if the ring name is more than 32 
characters long. [84065]

SYSTEM • Access to the standby CPM compact flash no longer fails when the management port is 
operationally down. This issue was actually resolved in 7.0.R3. [80499]

• Traffic throughput at, or close to, line rate between IOM3-XPs is no longer affected by 
removing one SFM/CPM in a dual SFM/CPM node. Previously, extracting a SFM/CPM 
might have impaired traffic permanently. [81557]

• The value returned for the SNMP object “tmnxDDMRxOpticalPowerLowWarning” is now 
correctly reported in micro-Watts (µW) instead of tenths of micro-Watts (µW). [84494]

APS • When the secondary path on a non-revertive Ethernet tunnel was active and a fault occurs 
at the physical layer of the secondary path, after the fault recovers, there was a 50% chance 
that the active tunnel state would choose the secondary path. There was no difference with 
respect to traffic flow because the secondary path was correctly up. This issue has been 
resolved. [83848]

MANAGEMENT • The system might not have returned a lexicographically higher OID than the requested OID 
in an SNMP GET-NEXT operation when incorrect values were used. This behavior has 
been fixed in the following table:

- sdpBndMldSnpgStaticTable [80603]

• SNMP walk of OID vRtrIsisPathTable no longer results in an endless loop. [83926]

• The “Active” state in the output of the “show router management route-table all” command 
will now correctly display the state of all routes based on the actual status of the 
management port. [84992]

ROUTING • When using triggered-policy, changing the import and export policy of a particular 
neighbor at the same policy-configuration commit was only notifying BGP of changes on 
the import policy for the neighbor and changes on the export policy were ignored. This 
issue has been resolved. [85984]

IS-IS • A POS-based interface will now correctly come up if it is configured as an IS-IS passive 
interface and the remote side does not respond to OSICP packets. [60100]

• A High Availability switchover might have caused system instability if IS-IS was enabled 
prior to the configuration of the system IP address followed by an “admin save detail”, and 
then an execution of the configuration file. This issue did not occur when IS-IS was 
shutdown and then enabled after configuring the system IP address. This issue has been 
resolved. [82846]

OSPF • The CSPF metric will no longer toggle in situations where a point-to-point OSPF interface 
has asymmetric costs on both sides and an LSP is resignalled. [84404]
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MPLS/RSVP • An MPLS FRR bypass tunnel that is signaled over more than 16 hops will no longer result 
in a standby CPM reset. [85001]

INGRESS MULTICAST

PATH MANAGEMENT

• In cases where there is switch fabric congestion and IMPM is enabled, the multicast 
streams that get black-holed (the ones with the lowest priority) no longer varies over time. 
[73944]

SERVICES GENERAL • The active/standby pseudowire SDP’s operational state for Epipes might have been 
displayed incorrectly as “Pruned” in the “show service sdp-using” output. This issue has 
been resolved. [85200]

SUBSCRIBER

MANAGEMENT

• IGMP host tracking failed to track IGMP hosts when enabled in wholesale-retail context 
both for DHCP and PPPoE. This issue has been resolved. [81959]

VPLS • ARP-reply packets were incorrectly remarked with a Dot1p value of zero (0) when 
egressing a residential split-horizon group SAPs that have ARP reply agent enabled. This 
issue has been resolved. [81040]

PBB • IGMP-snooped traffic received on a B-VPLS for a local ISID will now flood on another B-
SAP. [83857]

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• If a policer name configured in an AQP action was modified without first removing the 
policer name, it was no longer possible to remove the policer itself even if all policy 
referencing the policer name was removed.  This issue has been resolved.  [84646]

• If an FTP client sends a RST packet which is processed by the AA ISA immediately prior 
to processing a packet from the FTP server, the AA ISA may reboot.  The timing window 
for reproducing this problem is extremely small, and is unlikely to occur under deployment 
scenarios. This issue has been resolved.  [85095]

OAM • An MEP with a CCM interval of 10ms or 100ms no longer enters into a state of 
"DefRDICCM" when the remote end does not report a defect. [83357]

• An Ethernet port that has EFM OAM configured will now correctly update the "Last State 
Change" field in the show port detail output to reflect the most recent port state change. 
[84588]

RESOLVED IN
7.0.R4

Following are specific technical issues that have been resolved in Release 7.0.R4 of 
7450 ESS OS since Release 7.0.R3.

HW/PLATFORM • A 7450 ESS-7 equipped with AC PEM(s) or 7450 ESS-12 equipped with an AC power 
shelf that was CLI-configured with power supply type AC might have erroneously 
indicated a failed power supply status and might have reported the temperature of the 
power supply as critical on a normal system. This issue has been resolved. [78975]
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CLI • The value of the "MDI/MDX" status in the output of the "show port [detail]" command 
now correctly displays the mode of operation of the particular port after a soft-reset of the 
IOM. [82554]

SYSTEM • Performing the "ssh server-shutdown" command while the system is in the process of 
closing out recently terminated SSH connections no longer causes the session to lock-up. 
[77069]

• SFP data was not displayed when a port was configured for APS or after configuring a port 
to be used for APS, followed by a port/MDA/IOM event. This issue has been resolved. 
[81521]

• The password is now included in the RADIUS authentication request when RADIUS 
health check is enabled. [83287]

• A node no longer takes a long time to execute its configuration after reboot when that 
configuration contains an IP or MAC filter with a very large number of filter entries. 
[83762]

HS-MDA • Distribution of traffic-to-scheduler member class now honors the weights correctly when 
there is a wide difference in individual member weights. [70835]

• The m10-1gb-hs-sfp port now recovers as an active sync reference after a physical port 
failure. [79981]

• Configuration or deletion of “mirror mirror-dest svc-id” on a system using an HS-MDA no 
longer results in egress traffic drop of a single SAP. [81805]

NTP • The “No NTP servers available” alarm might have been raised sporadically even if there 
was no problem with the connection to the NTP server. This issue had no impact on the 
actual time synchronization. This issue has been resolved. [72149]

• Systems configured to use NTP or SNTP to synchronize their clocks will now regularly 
update the standby CPM’s real-time clock. [82379]

MANAGEMENT • The system might not have returned a lexicographically higher OID than the requested OID 
in an SNMP GET-NEXT operation when incorrect values were used. This behavior has 
been fixed in the following table:

- vRtrInetStaticRouteTable [80598]

OSPF • If the 7450 ESS received its own router LSA with MaxSequenceNumber, it max aged as 
expected but set the sequence number of that max aged LSA to 0x80000001. The LSA 
sequence number should have been 0x7fffffff. This issue has been resolved. [73931]

• An ABR configured as “nssa originate default-route” and “no summaries” might have 
continued to generate a default-route even if all of its interfaces to Area 0 were “Down” as 
long as the system interface was administratively up and was configured in Area 0. This 
issue has been resolved. [80044]

• Disabling LDP-over-RSVP on a tunnel now correctly results in OSPF selecting an alternate 
tunnel endpoint. [80771]
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• The system now correctly uses the OSPF area-id as a match criteria in any export or import 
policy statement. [81889]

ROUTING • The use of the regular expression {m,} to match community values in route policies might 
have caused the system to take more time than usual to process the condition and 
potentially slowed down protocol convergence. This issue has been resolved. [83847]

IS-IS • When ldp-sync-timer was configured on an interface with IS-IS and LDP operational and 
then LDP was disabled and enabled on that interface, the IS-IS metric in the related IS-IS 
LSP was not restored to its configured value. This issue has been resolved. [83403]

• When modifying the ECMP configuration, IS-IS would incorrectly generate a default 
route. This issue has been resolved. [83530]

LDP • When displaying the LDP bindings for a specific service ID, the number of FEC 129 
bindings might have been different from zero (0) when BGP-AD was not enabled. This 
issue has been resolved. [81519]

IP MULTICAST • Using B-VPLS MC-LAG to synchronize IGMP-snooping on an I-VPLS is now supported. 
[78607]

• The use of multiple B-VPLS, B-SAPs or B-SDPs for IGMP snooping redundancy purposes 
did not support sending out new reports until the querier was relearned on the newly 
activated B-VPLS port (for example, during a maximum time of querier-interval seconds). 
This issue has been resolved. [81765]

• The use of Multi Chassis Synchronisation (MCS) for IGMP snooping in a B-VPLS context 
is now supported. [82025]

INGRESS MULTICAST

PATH MANAGEMENT

• Modifications to the default bundle values in the multicast-info-policy are now correctly 
displayed when an info command is issued. [75140]

• Multicast traffic might have been affected for ten seconds on a soft reset of the ingress card. 
This issue has been resolved. [76417]

• After switching CPM activity or resetting the standby CPM, traffic might not have been 
distributed uniformly over all of the available paths on IOM3-XP cards. This issue has 
been resolved. [79871]

• Multicast streams were initially mapped to a specific path (primary, secondary, ancillary) 
based on their number of replications, in-use-bandwidth and preference. A later change in 
the number of replications might not have caused streams to be moved to more optimal 
paths. This issue has been resolved. [82073]

QOS • QoS network-queue policy values "mbs 100" and "high-prio-only default" for queues one 
(1) and nine (9) were not saved correctly with "admin save". After a High Availability 
switchover or upgrade, those values were incorrectly changed to "mbs 50" and "high-prio-
only 10". This issue has been resolved. [82922]
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SUBSCRIBER

MANAGEMENT

• Several issues that occurred when scaling time-and-volume accounting have been resolved 
in Release 7.0.R4. [81961, 81963, 81964, 81990, 82213]

VRRP • VRRP backup routers configured with standby-forwarding enabled no longer reply to ARP 
request for the virtual IP address. They still process and forward received packets with the 
Virtual MAC as the destination MAC address. [83217]

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• HTTP string matching might have been applied to all HTTP flows up to 200,000 
concurrent positive matches.  Any HTTP flows received while this limit was exceeded 
would have been matched to a non-string-based application. This issue has been resolved. 
[77799]

• It was possible that when the assignment of an aa-sub to an aa-isa failed that the aa-sub 
resource would not be freed and would show as a diverted subscriber. This issue has been 
resolved. [82364]

• Active flows records for aa-sub and aa-sub-study statistics were always displayed as zero 
(0) for an aa-sub SAP. This record type was not valid for an aa-sub SAP. This issue has 
been resolved. [83678]

OAM • OAM ping and trace commands might have failed if CPM switchover/failover was 
performed on any downstream node while MBB was InProgress on the root node. The 
ping/trace might not have worked even after the MBB was successful on the root node or 
after the switchover was completed on the downstream node. The workaround was to 
trigger another MBB. This issue has been resolved. [82062]

RESOLVED IN
7.0.R3

Following are specific technical issues that have been resolved in Release 7.0.R3 of 
7450 ESS OS since Release 7.0.R2.

CLI • Pasting more than 50 lines of CLI configuration commands into a telnet or an SSH session  
without throttling the commands no longer causes the session to become unresponsive. 
[78154]

• If a configuration is saved using “admin save detail” on a 7450 ESS-1 from a previous ESS 
OS release, the configuration no longer fails to reload at the cpm-filter command. [81686]

SYSTEM • A continuously flapping port that belongs to a LAG might have caused high CPU 
utilization. This mainly affected a scaled configuration with a large number of SAPs 
configured on the LAG. The workaround was to configure a port “hold-time up” on ports 
belonging to a LAG. This issue has been resolved. [71377]

• The improper use of the SCP command to securely transfer files to/from the system will no 
longer cause system instability. This issue was actually resolved in 7.0.R1. [74865]

• Protocol protection now correctly drop RIP packets when they are received on interfaces 
that are not configured for RIP. [78396]

• Under CPM MAC filters, if the cfm-opcode command was used and the ethertype (etype) 
was not set to 0x8902 or the SNAP PID was not set to 0x8902 with an OUI of zero (0), all 
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traffic would match the condition and if the action was set to drop, could have resulted in 
unintended packet loss. This issue has been resolved. [79009]

• The system’s performance when executing the “admin save” command has been improved 
and the time it takes to save a configuration with a large number of VPLS services and a 
large number of SAPs has been significantly reduced. [79199]

• The “first record” and “last record” values displayed in the header of any log file were one 
number less than the actual first and last records in the event log. This issue has been 
resolved. [80041]

• The system is designed to keep a log file open past its rollover period if there are no new 
events to log past the rollover period. If an event that needed to be logged occurred after the 
rollover period had passed, then that event would be incorrectly logged as the last record in 
the open log file, after which it is closed; a new file was created to collect all subsequent 
logs. This issue has been resolved. [80041]

• Transient transmission errors on internal links between the switch fabric and a CPM in a 
7450 ESS-6 or ESS-6v might have caused the link to enter an invalid state, which was then 
automatically recovered by a CPM reset. This CPM reset may have occurred on the active 
or standby CPM, but would not have caused service impact in a dual-CPM system due to 
High Availability. Switch-fabric links that go into this state will now be recovered 
automatically without a CPM reset. [80643]

• The system will now accurately generate an event at the end of the sampling period during 
which a throttled event has exceeded its pre-configured throttle rate and the system had 
discarded the additional entries. This applies to both SNMP and log-only events. [80974]

• Configuring an interface with the “allow-directed-broadcast” option no longer results in 
system instability when processing directed broadcast packets. [81145]

SONET/SDH • If AIS-L (MS-AIS) or LOF alarms are detected on a SONET/SDH port used as a line 
timing reference, the reference no longer incorrectly remains a valid reference. [34387]

MANAGEMENT • An SNMP GET is now able to obtain the description of a LAG from the standard interface 
MIB after a CPM switchover. [70750]
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• The system might not have returned a lexicographically higher OID than the requested OID 
in an SNMP GET-NEXT operation when incorrect values were used. This behavior has 
been fixed in the following tables:

- inetCidrRouteTable 

- ipNetToPhysicalTable 

- tcpConnectionTable 

- udpEndpointTable 

- vRtrInetStaticRouteTable 

- vRtrIpNetToPhysicalTable 

- vRtrInetCidrRouteTable 

- tlsMFibTable 

- vRtrIsisInetSummTable 

- tmnxSseVersion 

- tmnxBgpPeerNgPeerTable 

- tRPOperInetPrefixListTable 

- tmnxIPMafMatchTable 

- tmnxOspfAreaAggrTable 

- tmnxNtpServerTable 

- tmnxNtpPeersTable 

- tmnxMcPeerTable 

- tmnxMcsClientTable 

- tmnxMcRingTable 

- tmnxMcPeerSyncTable 

- tmnxMcacBdlChlTable 

- sdpBndMldSnpgStaticTable [75000]

- tlsMFibTable [80599]

- tmnxBsxAppProfCharRowStatus [80602]

• SNMP sets of the snmpCommunityStatus MIB variable no longer result in system 
instability when the createAndWait value is used. [78528]

IS-IS • The system can now establish more than 42 IS-IS adjacencies over a single broadcast IS-IS 
interface. [80820]

OSPF • When using lsa-generate to customize the throttling of OSPF LSA-generation, the system 
no longer incorrectly resets the lsa-wait timer back to the lsa-initial-wait time. [80107]

MPLS/RSVP • LSPs with zero bandwidth performed MBB on resignal instead of updating the cost. This 
issue has been resolved. [78931]

LDP • Ambiguity in RFC 5036 regarding the maximum LDP PDU length might have created 
some interoperability problems with other vendors’ LDP implementation that concatenate 
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multiple LDP messages in a single PDU with size over 4096 bytes. This issue has been 
resolved. [79610]

INGRESS MULTICAST

PATH MANAGEMENT

• When IMPM is enabled on a system with an IOM-20g-b or IOM3-XP and per-plane limits 
configured, resetting the standby control module no longer results in system instability.  
[78274]

QOS • When using H-QoS in conjunction with low traffic rates, if the last operational rate of a 
given queue was 1Kbps and subsequently that queue goes into an inactive state (for 
example, not sending more packets), the scheduling algorithm now correctly offers no 
bandwidth to that queue. [81002]

SERVICES GENERAL • The active spoke SDP was not selected correctly when a port was shut down on an Multi-
Chassis Endpoint (MCEP) active peer that was also the slave node. This issue has been 
resolved. [79202]

• Modifying the SDP keepalive hold-down-time after it had been configured to a value of 
zero (0) and then administratively disabling SDP keepalives might have caused a High 
Availability switchover. This issue has been resolved. [80213]

SUBSCRIBER

MANAGEMENT

• Additions of new subscriber hosts on L2 MC-rings are no longer blocked after a CPM 
switchover. [80088]

• Web-redirect for subscribers using ip-filters under subscriber management will now 
correctly redirect traffic on L2 and L3 services. [80247]

• If the subscriber management SAPs were on a LAG and a port scheduler was configured on 
the ports of that LAG, the port scheduler might not have functioned correctly after the 
subscribers were created. In that case, the port scheduler would start to function correctly 
after one of the LAG ports was bounced. This issue has been resolved. [81272]

VPLS • Incoming packets on an L2PT or a BPDU-translation terminating SAP with two VLAN 
tags are no longer sent with incorrect VLAN tags when egressing on a default QinQ SAP or 
Dot1Q SAP. [79843]

• Prior to Release 7.0.R3, the implementation permitted the user to create (in this order) a 
MC-ring, put it in no-shutdown, add an endpoint in a VPLS and add the managed SAP in 
the VPLS. This should have been forbidden. Release 7.0.R3 correctly prevents such a user 
configuration. However, a configuration saved on a system without this fix cannot be 
executed on a system with the fix. [81450]

CRON • Using the “tools perform cron action stop” command to abort cron actions that are in the 
executing state and that launch CLI commands that take a long time to execute, such as 
displaying a large route table or a ping with a large number of packets, now correctly 
terminates those actions immediately. [79746]

VRRP • It is now possible to remove  all priority events in a VRRP policy. [80642]
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APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• If the HTTP header returned from the first request was greater than 1500 bytes, it was 
possible that the HTTP string expressions would not match the HTTP session. This issue 
has been resolved. [79743]

• If a SAP name is used as a match criteria in an app-qos-policy entry, then that policy will 
be applied to any subscriber whose traffic matches the other match criteria in that app-qos-
policy entry. [81041] 

OAM • For any mac-trace of an I-VPLS service that traversed a B-VPLS pipe, the 
tmnxOamTrCt1LastRunResult MIB attribute would always have the value failure when 
previously it might have been a success. This was due to the timeout reported from all the 
B-VPLS hops. In the CLI, this would only be visible when the mac-trace was part of an 
SAA, as the last run result was reported in the “show saa” output. This issue has been 
resolved. [77412]

RESOLVED IN
7.0.R2

Following are specific technical issues that have been resolved in Release 7.0.R2 of 
7450 ESS OS since Release 7.0.R1.

HW/PLATFORM • The system might have failed to boot from a 2GB compact flash disk that had been 
formatted using CLI because of its inability to locate the BOOT.LDR file on the compact 
flash disk. This did not occur on compact flash disks that had been formatted using a 
Windows PC. This issue has been resolved. [74239]

SYSTEM • On rare occasions, systems equipped with IOM3-XP cards might have generated false 
power supply alarms and incorrectly displayed power supply status “unknown”. This issue 
was actually resolved in Release 7.0.R1. [62638]

• Sending traffic streams with a mix of jumbo Ethernet frames and small Ethernet frames to 
1GE or 10GE interfaces no longer result in a small packet loss due to MAC transmit errors. 
[75076, 75240, 77601, 78873]

• Loading the following MIB files into HP OpenView no longer fails due to missing 
references: MPLS-LDP-MIB, TIMETRA-PIM-SNOOPING-MIB and TIMETRA-
CAPABILITY-7450-V7v0. [78271]

• Under CPM MAC filters, if a cfm-opcode command was entered with an equal (eq) 
parameter, the configuration was incorrectly saved with less-than (lt) although the 
hardware filter was programmed correctly. If the configuration file was reloaded, the filter 
would not operate correctly. A workaround was to use a range for the MAC filter. This 
issue has been resolved. [79006]

• The “ping router management x.x.x.x” command with a size parameter less than or equal to 
19 will no longer cause a High Availability switchover. [79064]

NTP • In some cases, NTP did not converge to the “chosen” state and after a timeout, returned 
back to the “reject” state. This issue has been resolved. [78743]
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CLI • RMON threshold entries would not load after upgrading to a newer revision of software 
where those entries now referred to obsolete MIB objects. Those RMON threshold entries 
either needed to be removed from the configuration or modified to refer to the new MIB 
objects. This issue has been resolved. [73209]

• The report-alarm command is no longer allowed on non-10GE ports. This issue was 
actually resolved in Release 7.0.R1. [76752]

OSPF • Virtual links to the ABR via Dot1Q-tagged router interfaces no longer become 
operationally down when ECMP is enabled in the configuration. [78288]

• The OSPF preference can no longer be set to an invalid value of zero (0) with SNMP. 
[78416]

QOS • Applying a slope policy with a time-average-factor of zero (0) to a port on an IOM3-XP no 
longer causes the IOM3-XP to reboot. [78207]

IP MULTICAST • Multicast intermediate B-VPLS nodes (nodes that are not the endpoint for those multicast 
groups) are supported in Release 7.0.R2 and later. [76685, 77726]

• If an IGMPv3/MLDv2 membership report message that contained multiple multicast 
groups including invalid groups in the range of 224.0.0.0/24 (IPv6 FF0X::/8, where 
X=0,1,2,3 or F) was received, the entire membership report was dropped. Only the invalid 
groups should have been dropped and the valid groups should have been processed. This 
issue has been resolved. [78632]

DHCP • In DHCP snooping on a VPLS, the DHCP lease will be terminated if a DHCP INFORM 
from the client is acknowledged by the DHCP ACK from the server with the “Your IP 
Address” field in the DHCP ACK set to a non-zero value. This is an illegal DHCP ACK 
according to RFC 2131 paragraph 4.3.5, but it is allowed and the DHCP lease will no 
longer be terminated. [79128]

IS-IS • Receiving a full-packet purge LSP instead of a header purge LSP for an LSP that is no 
longer available in the system’s IS-IS database will no longer cause system instability. This 
issue was actually resolved in Release 7.0.R1. [77727]

INGRESS MULTICAST

PATH MANAGEMENT

• When multicast traffic managed by IMPM is ingressing on iom-20g-b and IOM3-XP 
simultaneously, a CPM switchover or standby CPM reboot no longer causes  instability on 
the active CPM. [78506]

• Chassis-level parameters (for example, primary/secondary single/dual plane bandwidths) 
for IMPM can now be properly saved. [78648]

SERVICES GENERAL • An active spoke was not being selected in MCEP when a “force-switchover active spoke” 
command was issued on the slave node while the current active spoke was on the master 
node and was configured with primary precedence. This issue has been resolved. [78976]

• DHCP OFFER and DHCP ACK messages from a server to clients behind the same VPLS 
SAP (with only DHCP snooping enabled) would be broadcast in the VPLS but also out of 
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the SAP on which the messages were initially received. The workaround was to enable 
lease-populate to ensure that the DHCP reply messages were dropped immediately. This 
issue has been resolved. [79396]

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• If a CPM switchover occurred when an AA ISA was changing state with eight (8) AA-ISA 
cards configured in an AA group, the AA ISA might not have come up in the correct state. 
This issue has been resolved. [78629]

• Depending on the length of the HTTP string match app-filter expression and the length of 
the field being matched, false positive and false negative match results might have 
occurred. This issue has been resolved. [79560]

OAM • Extensive use of OAM context commands such as ping, trace and tree-trace via CLI no 
longer causes the system’s standby CPM to experience instability. [70425]

• Executing an “oam cpe-ping” command with a source IP address that is known in the 
network will no longer result in system instability in some cases. To avoid the loss of 
traffic, cpe-ping should always be executed with a source IP address that is not used in the 
network. This issue was actually resolved in Release 7.0.R1. [76573]

• If an SDP binding was configured with CFM Down MEP, the MEP was able to receive 
CFM PDUs properly, but if an “admin save”, followed by a reboot was performed, the 
MEP might not have received CFM PDUs anymore. A shut/no shut on the binding fixed 
the problem. A workaround was to configure the MEP on a binding after the CLI file had 
been parsed. This issue has been resolved. [78206]

• If the hold-time in the config>port>ethernet>efm-oam was configured differently than the 
default and no other parameters were configured in the same context, the resulting 
configuration file would fail to execute due to the absence of the “efm-oam” statement. 
This issue has been resolved. [79290]

RESOLVED IN
7.0.R1

Following are specific technical issues that have been resolved in Release 7.0.R1 of 
7450 ESS OS since Release 6.1.R1.

HW/PLATFORM • When a link failed or was shut down on an XFP-based 10GBASE MDA, packets that were 
destined to go over that link were buffered in the egress queue. Some buffered packets were 
incorrectly retransmitted when the link is restored. This issue has been resolved. [59013]

• SFPs and XFPs that have DDM alarms and warnings programmed with thresholds of zero 
(fields that are not set) no longer raise an alarm when the actual values are greater than 
zero. [65182]

• Sending traffic streams with a mix of jumbo Ethernet frames and small Ethernet frames 
from multiple ports on a 1-port 10GBASE + 10-port GIGE MDA no longer results in a 
small packet loss due to MAC transmit errors. [67878]

• SFPs that contain non-ASCII data in the inventory fields are now displayed in a raw hex 
format in the output of “show port detail” commands. [68793]

• Ingress traffic on a GigE port will no longer cause the MDA to fail Self-Test. [69792]
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• After an IOM reset, insertion, or MDA reset in the IOM3-XP, m16-oc12/3-sfp, m16-oc3-
sfp, or m8-oc12/3-sfp MDAs may have entered an operational state of “failed”. This issue 
has been resolved. [70612, 70825]

• The MDI/MDX state of an Ethernet port is now displayed correctly when using a copper 
SFP. [70720]

• Physical removal and insertion of XFPs into any 10 GE MDA that supports XFPs may 
have been unreliable. Multiple remove/insertion of XFPs would have eventually resulted in 
a state where the port would not come up even though the XFP was inserted properly and 
the port was in the “no shutdown” state. This issue has been resolved. [70963]

• A sync reference switchover triggered by physically failing an m4-10gb-xp-sfp port no 
longer results in a large sync phase hit. [71062]

• The m20-100eth-sfp MDA no longer causes the inserted IOM3-XP to reset on use. [71156]

• A low-level firmware issue in the IOM forwarding complex that resulted in the generation 
of excessive log messages and in rare instances resulted in packet loss has now been fixed. 
The software has been modified to automatically detect and correct such issues. [71231]

• Packets with errors are no longer transmitted on the m1-10gb MDA when pause frames are 
received. [71835]

• Continuous port flaps on an m1-10gb-xfp MDA might have caused the port to go into a no-
frame-lock error state. This issue has been resolved. [73069]

• If an unsupported card was installed in a chassis, the card would not appear in the output of 
the “show card” command. This issue has been resolved. [77277]

• The system no longer incorrectly reports threshold crossing alerts after a "no shutdown" 
operation on ports that support Transceiver Digital Diagnostic Monitoring (DDM) and are 
operationally and administratively up. [77908]

• Configuring "no ddm-events" on ports that support Transceiver Digital Diagnostic 
Monitoring (DDM) now correctly suppresses DDM events that are reported by the system 
against those ports. [78475]

CLI • Router “vpls-management” is now stored correctly in the configuration under the SAA 
context. [74529]

• The “Temperature (C)” value in the output of the “show port x/y/x detail” command for 
ports containing the 1Gb-SFP (3HE00028AAAA02), which supports “Transceiver Digital 
Diagnostic Monitoring (DDM)”, no longer returns a zero (0) instead of the actual 
temperature reading. [75068, 77224]

• The output of the “show port port-id detail” command no longer displays "!" next to the 
“Transceiver Digital Diagnostic Monitoring (DDM)” thresholds for ports whose actual 
DDM measurements fall within the set thresholds. [77280]

SYSTEM • An SSH login to a 7450 ESS node may have failed with an error message 
"RSA_public_decrypt failed: error:0407006A:rsa 
routines:RSA_padding_check_PKCS1_type_1:block type is not 01" after several days 
when there was a lot of SSH activity on the node. This issue has been resolved. [59424]

• Multi-chassis synchronization (MCS) between redundant pairs is supported for chassis 
running in different releases. MCS upgrades are supported on Releases 5.0.R3, 6.0.R3 and 
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6.1.R3 and higher. No new configuration may be introduced while upgrading, only when 
all peers are upgraded to Release 7.0. [67018]

• Performing a High Availability switchover while an IOM is booting no longer results in the 
IOMs failing to come online after the switchover is complete. [70454]

• The output of the “show card x detail” command on the SF/CPM card no longer incorrectly 
display ingress/egress P-chip error counts. [70885]

• Transient transmission errors on internal links between the switch fabric and the active 
CPM in a 7450 ESS-6 or ESS-6v may have resulted in system instability. This issue has 
been resolved. [70896]

• Taking an “admin tech-support” snapshot to a slowly responding FTP server no longer 
results in an IOM reset. [71372]

• Configuring an application with an interface name as source address in the 
configuration>system>security>source-address context did not function properly. The 
workaround was to use the interface IP address instead of an interface name. This issue has 
been resolved. [71374]

• When the configured time zone was different from UTC, daylight savings time (DST) was 
not taken into account for timestamps of saved BOF and configuration files. This issue has 
been resolved. [72319]

• If SF/CPM filters have been configured, the default-action no longer overrides the action of 
an individual filter entry. [72340]

• Using a Java SSH client to connect to a system may have caused system instability if the 
client was designed to execute CLI commands shortly after logging into the system in a 
non-interactive mode. This issue has been resolved. [73713]

• Attempts to copy multiple files with SCP (SSH copy) at the same time might have resulted 
in a CPM High-Availability switchover when the user had no access privileges to the files 
because they were located outside of the user’s home directory. This issue has been 
resolved. [73717]

• A faulty compact flash disk that was used to store DHCP persistency files might have 
caused a High-Availability switchover or a standby CPM reset depending on the slot 
location of the disk.  This issue has been resolved. [73766]

• If an SSH client that used the “Diffie-Hellman group 1” or “Diffie-Hellman group 14” key 
exchange algorithms had set up a connection, no subsequent SSH connection was possible 
even after the first connection was terminated. This issue has been resolved. [74040]

• Operationally-down interfaces are no longer incorrectly logged as operational in the event 
logger. [74129]

• Systems configured to generate RMON-based events for SAPs might have raised the 
following critical alarm: “UNUSUAL_ERROR smgrSendSapBaseStatsReadMesg: 
Message from ICPM to IOM”. This was caused by the standby CPM incorrectly polling 
statistics from the IOM cards. This issue has been resolved. [76047]

• Systems with a large number of log files stored in the Compact Flash devices might have 
taken longer than usual to execute the configuration file. This was a result of the system 
deleting old log files with expired retention periods. The workaround was to remove old 
log files before upgrading. This issue has been resolved. [76067]

• The system will now correctly poll an SNTP server that was not available during the first 
10 minutes after initial boot-up within the standard poll period.[77407]
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SONET/SDH • If the statistics on a SONET/SDH port are cleared while bit error counters are incrementing 
on a section, line or path, the Code Violation (CV) error counters no longer increment after 
the statistics are cleared. [41515]

LAG • It was not recommended that BFD be used as a heartbeat mechanism by a VRRP instance 
running on a LAG as it may have resulted in system instability. This issue has been 
resolved. [71110]

MANAGEMENT • If an entry was added to a CPM filter with a lower number than the existing entries, all 
entries that were numbered higher than the newly added entry would no longer be 
evaluated. The workaround was to re-execute the complete CPM filter configuration. This 
issue has been resolved. [68808]

• The snmpInASNParseErrs counter now correctly increments for an invalid length field in 
SNMPv3 requests. [70842]

• The system now correctly returns a value when an SNMP GET operation uses the specific 
OID for entries in the “sapPortIdIngQosSchedStats” and “sapPortIdEgrQosSchedStats” 
tables (found in TIMETRA-SAP-MIB). [75189]

• The SYSTEM #2009 tmnxStateChange event is now the default event for LDP interface 
status changes. The LDP #2003 vRtrLdpIfStateChange event that was previously used to 
log these changes still exists, but is suppressed by default. [76302]

ROUTING • When ping packets were originated from a node and sent out over a tunnel, it was possible 
that those ping packets were dropped after the interface that was used as the source IP 
address for the ping packets had bounced. This issue has been resolved. [76260]

OSPF • External OSPF routes were sometimes incorrectly refreshed in certain networks after an 
OSPF summary LSA was received for an unrelated route. This issue has been resolved. 
[68087, 72430]

• Next-hop addresses are no longer incorrectly resolved for Type 7 NSSA LSAs when there 
are equal cost parallel links between the stub router and the ABR with ECMP enabled. 
[70298]

• An OSPF LSA that contains a network with a multicast address of 240.0.0.0/8 or higher is 
now processed properly; the LSA is accepted into the OSPF database and the multicast 
route is rejected for the route table. [71002]

• When a router was configured for OSPF graceful restart helper mode, an OSPF adjacency 
formed over a BFD-enabled OSPF interface may have unexpectedly bounced while an 
adjacent router was performing a graceful restart. This issue has been resolved. [71712]

• When modifying the “area-range” command, it was possible for LSAs to be originated if 
multiple area-range statements existed for the same IP address with different prefix lengths. 
This issue has been resolved. [74306]

• When multiple networks are summarized using the “area-range” command, the system no 
longer sets an incorrect cost for the summary LSA. [74363]

• Values of zero (0) could incorrectly be selected for transit-delay and retransmit-interval via 
the CLI and/or SNMP. The correct minimum value is one (1) for each of these and the 
setting is now correctly enforced. [76075]
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• In a setup with redundant Area Border Routers (ABRs) belonging to the same stub area 
with conflicting summary settings configured, ABRs without any summaries configured 
remained in the loading state. This issue has been resolved. [76130]

• Virtual links to the ABR no longer become operationally down when ECMP is enabled. 
[76754]

MPLS/RSVP • Executing an MPLS configuration file that takes longer than two MPLS refresh cycles no 
longer fails. [57809]

• If an interface address was modified prior to the interface becoming operationally “up” or 
being added to MPLS, it was possible that RSVP would use an incorrect address when the 
interface was added to MPLS. This issue has been resolved. [66530]

• Fast-reroute LSP failover times no longer exceeds 50ms when the PLR node is a combined 
system. [67126]

• If a primary LSP path protected by FRR facility backup switches to a bypass tunnel and the 
configured primary path hop limit value is less than the total number of hops (including the 
bypass tunnel hops) the LSP now traverses, the MPLS LSP will no longer go down after a 
few minutes. [72424]

• If the primary path of an MPLS LSP that was protected by FRR facility backup was 
switched to a bypass tunnel and the primary path could not be global-revertive resignalled, 
the LSP might have gone down after a few minutes. This only occurred if the shortest IP 
path from the merge point to the point of local repair arrived at a non-MPLS-enabled 
interface on the point of local repair. This issue has been resolved. [73353]

• A 7450 ESS that is a transit LSR for a number of MPLS LSPs will now only forward an 
RESV-ERROR message for the LSPs that match the filter-spec of that RESV-ERROR 
message. [73817]

• An ERO object is no longer added to a path refresh message if the original path message 
did not include one. [76503]

• IS-IS TLV 134 (Router ID) is now used in the CSPF calculation of an avoid node bypass 
tunnel. [76689]

LDP • When the operational state of an LDP interface changes, the system may have only 
generated a “vRtrLdplfRowStatus” and not a “vRtrLdplfStateChange” trap. This issue has 
been resolved. [57624]

• LDP ECMP can now hash single-label packets to all 16 ECMP paths. [69435]

• LDP adjacencies no longer go down after a certain type of corrupted UDP packet is 
received on an LDP socket. [72599]

IP MULTICAST • PIM “hello” packets received on a VPLS SAP are no longer sent to the SF/CPM when PIM 
snooping is disabled within the VPLS. [71482]

QOS • Egress in-profile/out-of-profile forwarding statistics are no longer counted based on HS-
MDA egress queue CIR if the sap-egress QoS policy specifies hsmda-egress-profiling and 
the HS-MDA is installed on an iom-20g-b even though the Dot1p remarking associated 
with hsmda-egress-profiling is not supported with an iom-20g-b. [70939]
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• When a port changed from network mode to access mode, the bandwidth used for 
determining the CIR and PIR rates of the network ingress queues were not reduced; queue 
rate settings were therefore higher than expected. This problem only occurred with named 
pools. This problem did not occur on newly booted IOMs that required a port change from 
network mode to access mode or when a port was changed from access mode to network 
mode. This issue has been resolved. [71046]

• DHCP packets generated by the CPM are now mapped to the correct Forwarding Class 
(FC) as configured in the Self Generated Traffic (SGT) QoS profile in the 
configure>router>sgt-qos context. This FC also corresponds to a fixed Dot1p value: 
dot1p(0-7) = fc(be,12,af11,11,h2,ef,h1,nc). [73489]

• To prevent loss of expedited traffic, when there is congestion of non-expedited traffic, the 
default CBS value of newly created queues in network-queue policies has now been 
changed from zero (0) to one (1) percent. [74747]

• When configuring named pools, if the sum of the weights in the port-allocation-weights 
section exceeded 255 for the policy, then the pools were not sized correctly. The 
workaround was to use smaller weights (for example, instead of “q1-pools port-allocation-
weights default 100 mda 90 port 80”, use “q1-pools port-allocation-weights default 10 mda 
9 port 8”. This issue has been resolved. [74973]

• If HQoS or port scheduling was enabled on a SAP or port that was located on an IOM3-XP, 
it was possible that the IOM would reset when certain traffic profiles were received or 
transmitted on its ports. This issue has been resolved. [75300]

• If the network-queue policy being used in an ISA AA-group QoS policy did not have at 
least one forwarding class assigned to the default unicast and multicast queues (either 
explicitly or implicitly), the AA-ISA cards in the group might not have become active. This 
issue has been resolved. [75555]

SERVICES GENERAL • If a spoke-SDP endpoint is configured with filters and is bound (SDP-binding) to a SAP 
prior to an AA ISA being installed and provisioned, trace errors may have been seen. This 
may also have occurred when the AA ISA was provisioned and installed prior to a spoke-
SDP with filters being bound to a SAP; the problem was only seen after the IOM 
containing the AA ISA was reset. This issue has been resolved. [70823]

• The standby SF/CPM no longer goes through a reset when ARP-populate is being enabled 
on an interface while the system is near the ARP table limit. [71052]

• Modifying the configuration of an SDP with a script in a scaled setup may have resulted in 
some of those SDP bindings becoming disabled. A shutdown of the SDP or individually 
affected spoke/mesh SDPs was the workaround. This issue has been resolved. [71890]

• The Ethernet SAP of an Ipipe did not respond to a gratuitous ARP from the remote CE. 
This was required if the remote CE was backed up by a standby CE and a protocol such as 
VRRP or HSRP is running between active and standby CE. This issue has been resolved. 
[77164]

SUBSCRIBER

MANAGEMENT

• Adding a LAG port on a new complex or removing the last LAG port from a complex in an 
IOM3-XP environment now works correctly when the subscriber SAPs on that LAG have 
antispoofing enabled with more than 32k subscriber host entries. [70995]

• When a subscriber-host or SAP is deleted, its accounting records during the last interval are 
no longer lost. [75170]
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VPLS • OAM mac-flush messages are no longer incorrectly transmitted on both the active and the 
standby spokes of an endpoint instead of being transmitted only on active spokes. [70257]

• Enabling bpdu-translation STP on another VPLS SAP no longer causes a forwarded PVST 
BPDU to strip off the PVID TLV. [71028]

VRRP • If VRRP interfaces were configured for sub-second intervals lower than 300 ms, 
transmission of VRRP packets could have been delayed on a High Availability switchover, 
leading to toggling of VRRP master states. This issue has been resolved. [59695, 60009]

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• If subscribers were created or removed while the application-assurance group is shutdown, 
the diverted-subscriber statistics and subscriber-specific statistics might have been 
inaccurate. The workaround was to clear the AA ISA prior to the application-assurance 
group being re-enabled. This issue has been resolved. [68474]

• Google Talk file transfers could not be completely blocked using Application Assurance. 
The Google Talk protocol would start new flows when it detected that the current flow was 
not working. The newly started flow would then continue the transfer from where it was 
interrupted. This issue has been resolved. [68592]

• If a “clear mda” command was issued against an AA ISA while that ISA was already 
booting, the CLI may have become unresponsive for approximately thirty (30) seconds. 
This issue has been resolved. [70961]

• If an application profile was added to a host entry within an IES service and the application 
profile was then removed from the application assurance policy, any configuration saved 
prior to the application profile being removed from the host would fail to load. This issue 
has been resolved. [71098]

• When configuring a characteristic value for an application service option, the total number 
of characters for the characteristic name and value entry can now exceed 56 characters. 
[71160]

• An application QoS policy (AQP) with a DSCP match criteria now successfully matches 
against any IP traffic. [73278]

• Deleting or aborting an ASO value, followed by deleting and committing the deletion of an 
ASO value will no longer generate the following benign trap: 
"A:DPI:UNUSUAL_ERROR "sia_tmnxBsxAsoValEntrySet: Bad app test1 ref cnt. 
sia_tmnxBsxAsoValEntrySet:3901"“. [75673]

• Unidirectional RTP flows were not being positively identified until the flow terminated. 
This resulted in statistics not being reported until then, and application-based policies were 
never applied. This issue has been resolved. [76183]

• If the application-assurance group was shut down, it was possible to shut down and remove 
an AA ISA while it was still configured as a primary or backup in the group. This might 
have resulted in trace messages, and a configuration file saved during this state would not 
load successfully. This issue has been resolved. [76362]

• If a static-host existed without a configured app-profile and a dynamic lease state for the 
same subscriber was created with a valid app-profile, the dynamic host creation would not 
fail and there would be an app-profile conflict between the static and the dynamic host. 
This issue has been resolved. [77152]
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INGRESS MULTICAST

PATH MANAGEMENT

• Multicast streams with no destination are now correctly taken into account during 
bandwidth calculation when mcast-path-management is active. [69939]

• Multicast streams ingressing on IOM3-XPs were not protected from being blackholed by 
increasing the preference in the multicast info policy. This issue has been resolved. [70704]

• The command “show system switch-fabric high-bandwidth-multicast” now correctly 
displays information about the number of switching planes used by an IOM3-XP. [70727]

• The “clear card” command would incorrectly change the administrative state of mcast-
path-management from a “no shutdown” state to a “shutdown” state. This issue has been 
resolved. [71021]

• The output of the “tools dump mcast-path-mgr cpm” command is now correctly aligned 
when performed on a telnet session. [75348]

HS-MDA • When the HS-MDA was cleared or the node was power-cycled, SFP types with 
manufacturing part numbers TRP-G1BCTM and FTRJ8519P2BNL might have had 
difficulty bringing up the link. This issue has been resolved. [64130]

• The explicit profile mode setting on the FC was ignored for HS-MDA. This issue has been 
resolved. [70789]

• HS-MDA ports are no longer incorrectly used as source ports for synchronous Ethernet 
interface timing. [71271]

OAM • When an “oam saa lsp-ping” test was configured with rising and falling thresholds, the 
system might have erroneously generated threshold crossing alarms following a “clear saa” 
command or system reboot. This issue has been resolved. [54444]

• When an 802.1ag Up MEP was created on a mesh-SDP or a spoke-SDP binding and the 
physical port with that binding was operationally down, the Up MEP could not receive 
802.1ag PDUs. The Up MEP would continue to transmit CCM PDUs if CCM was enabled 
although it would report that connectivity had been lost with remote MEPs by setting the 
RDI bit in the transmitted CCM PDUs. [65277]

• 802.1ag messages are no longer incorrectly forwarded on a standby pseudowire in an 
active/standby pseudowire configuration. [70811]

• The default value for the 802.1ag CFM MEP Low Priority Defect has changed from 
remErrXcon(3) to macRemErrXcon(2).  [74598]

• When a node was upgraded to Release 6.0.R8, 6.0.R9 or 6.0.R10 and its SAA 
configuration contained an in or out, latency or jitter configuration for cpe-ping, icmp-ping 
or icmp-trace, the configuration file would have failed to execute. These settings are 
invalid but prior to Release 6.0.R8, it was possible to configure them. This issue has been 
resolved. [76942]

KNOWN ISSUES

Following are specific technical issues that exist in Release 7.0.R11 of 7450 ESS OS. Please 
also consult Known Limitations on page 66 as some known issues may have been moved to that 
section.
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 HW/PLATFORM • A SONET/SDH port that is shutdown or in internal loopback is incorrectly being allowed 
as a valid synchronous timing reference. [36448-MI]

• The sync-if-timing external reference on the standby CPM is not being monitored for 

validity as a qualified clock source. Thus, in cases of a CPM switchover, the sync-if-timing 
state may transition. [38071-MI]

• SFPs with bad checksums cause traps and log events. The port will be kept operationally 
down with SFPs that fail to read or have invalid checksums which is a different behavior 
from prior releases. [62458-MI]

• When the ports on an  m10-1gb-xp-sfp, m10-1gb-sfp-b, m20-1gb-sfp or m20-1gb-xp-sfp 
MDA are populated with copper SFPs, the far-end of the link may show an “up” state even 
when the MDA or individual ports are still “down” on the local end. [69065-MI]

• The state of an IOM that is configured to “fail-on-error” and subsequently fails is not 
preserved after a CPM switchover, which causes the failed IOM to boot-up since the failure 
was not persistent. [95030-MI]

TACACS+ • Configuring the system to use the TACACS+ “single-connection” option does not force the 
system to set the “single-connection” flag in the TACACS+ packets that are sent to the 
TACACS+ server. [79797-MI]

CLI • There is currently no ‘show’ command to show the current values of the password hash 
settings. [32747-MI]

• An asterisk (“*”), indicating an unsaved configuration change, may not be displayed after 
changing some of the parameters under the “configure>system” and “configure>log” 
contexts, among others. Additionally, the “Change Since Last Save” field in the “show 
system information” output may not be updated. [61271-MI]

• The values and rates provided by a monitor port command may at times be taken for a 
sampling period of up to one second less than the given interval. [68924-MI]

• The system incorrectly allows an “admin save” operation initiated by a user to be aborted if 
another user initiates another “admin save” from another session. [79185-MI]

• The XFP/SFP details displayed in the output of the "show port detail" CLI command may 
be displayed in hexadecimal notation instead of the normal decimal notation if the 
XFP/SFP parameters were incorrectly programmed to include non-printable ASCII 
characters. The specific value is appended with "(hex)" to indicate such an occurrence. 
[84012-MI]

• If no new events are logged after the retention period, a file will not be created on the 
compact flash. A CLI show of the log-id will then give a false error: “MINOR: CLI Could 
not access”. [94600-MI]

Note:  

Issues marked as MI have a minor impact and will not disturb network traffic. 

Issues marked as MA may have a major impact on the network and may disturb traffic.

Issues marked as CR are critical and will have a significant amount impact on the network.
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SYSTEM • When the password-aging option is enabled, the reference time is the time of the last boot 
and not the current time. Password expiry will also be reset on every reboot. [64581-MI]

• A faulty compact flash disk that is used as a destination for a system’s DHCP persistency 
files may cause the system to generate a “sbmConfirmCB: Wrong magic num” error 
message in log 99. This is an internal message and does not affect functionality; it can be 
safely ignored. [73764-MI]

• Line triggered FCS errors on POS ports may incorrectly result in “Ingress Pchip error” 
alarms. [76053-MI]

• When removing a filter that has a default-action deny from a SAP or interface, there is a 
chance a very small number of packets may be dropped. [92351-MI]

• On a busy system with NTP enabled, it may take a prolonged amount of time for the 
“admin tech-support” command to complete. The workaround is to disable NTP, run the 
“admin tech-support” command, and then enable NTP again. [95182-MI]

• Ports using XFP transceivers (3HE00564AAAA) that support Transceiver Digital 
Diagnostic Monitoring (DDM) may incorrectly report “aux2-low-alarm” errors. If these 
alarms are the only alarms and the physical layer is error free, then these alarms can be 
safely ignored. [97528-MI]

SONET/SDH • On the OC-3c/STM-1c and OC-12c/STM-4c SONET/SDH MDAs, LOP-P defects 
received by the MDA are incorrectly reported as AIS-P events. [8658-MI]

• The ‘show port’ command on a SONET/SDH interface will only display the bottom 4 bits 
of the S1 byte but will incorrectly display the bits as an entire byte. [17364-MI]

• CV errors are incorrectly being incremented during a Severely Errored Seconds (SES) 
state. [29052-MI]

• An OC-48/STM-16 port that is administratively shutdown is reporting LOS alarms to the 
event logger. [31786-MI]

PPP • PPP is not preventing IPCP negotiation with a non-matching IP subnet address. [24475-
MI]

• Individual APS channel group members may be reported as down while the APS port 
status is operationally up. This is strictly a display issue. [89341-MI]

VSM-CCA • Multiple data streams on the same path with the same priority, for example a stream on 
Path A SAP-SAP and another stream on Path A SAP-net with normal priority, do not get 
equal bandwidth if a path or aggregate shaper rate is configured on the CCA. The variance 
can be up to 10% for these like streams. [40347-MI]

• When there is multipoint (broadcast, unknown, multicast) traffic and a CPM switchover 
occurs, the multipoint traffic can cause overloading of the fabric link which then generates 
backpressure to cause ingress packets to be dropped. When this occurs, there is currently 
no means of displaying where the packets are dropped using show commands available on 
the system. [40609-MI]

BFD • BFD-enabled static routes may remain inactive after the physical link carrying the relevant 
BFD sessions recovers after a rapid bounce. [93947, 94262-MI]
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LAG • A failure of the link holding the primary port of the LAG can sometimes very briefly 
impact (<10e-4 seconds) flows on other links of the same LAG. This is not the case for 
failures on other links (non-primary) of a LAG. [49698-MI]

APS • In exceptional cases, especially in a fully loaded node, where the occurrence of a high 
availability CPM switchover is exactly concurrent with an APS switch from Working to 
Protect (both unidirectional or bi-directional failures), PSBF may potentially be posted by 
the Far-End node during the APS K1/K2 byte exchange due to the increase latency 
response of the Near-End where the CPM switchover is occurring. [41192-MI]

MANAGEMENT • Port-level and SAP-level statistics do not reflect packets processed by the CPM, for 
example, packets destined to a router IP address or a packet with the router alert options 
set. [16330-MI]

• SNMPv3 user authentication and privacy keys in the ‘config>system>security>user user-
name>snmp>authentication’ command must be entered as maximum length strings. 
[18314-MI]

• Manual editing of SNMP persistent index files can cause errors in loading the 
configuration file. Persistent index files should only be created by the system. [24327-MI]

• The system may not correctly count the number of failed SNMPv3 authentication attempts 
in the event-control log. [64537-MI]

• SNMP replay events may not function properly for replay functionality with multiple trap-
targets pointing to the same address (even if they belong to different trap-groups/logs). This 
issue does not affect replay functionality with only one trap-target per trap-receiver 
address. [69819-MI] 

• The system may not return a lexicographically higher OID than the requested OID in an 
SNMP GET-NEXT operation when incorrect values are used. This behavior is seen in the 
following tables:

- inetCidrRouteTable [80593-MI]

- vRtrInetCidrRouteTable [80593-MI]

- tcpConnectionTable [80594-MI]

• After 497 days, the "Last Oper Chg" value in the output of the "show router interface" 
command and the "Last Mgmt Change" value in the output of the "show service service-
using" command will wrap around. [83801-MI]

• Using an SNMP walk or GET-NEXT for a newly created SNMP view may cause a High 
Availability switchover. The workaround is to configure the default excluded OID trees for 
the new SNMP view, similar to view “iso” when executing “info detail”. [97589-MI]

ROUTING • Setting a metric of zero in OSPF or IS-IS is not supported and causes the interface to fall 
back to the “reference-bandwidth” computed value instead of setting the value to zero. 
[17488-MI]

• Policy statements referring to nonexistent community lists will be re-evaluated by 
protocols every time the route-policy configuration is committed, which may result in high 
CPU usage for a prolonged period of time. [86129-MI]
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• Policy-statement entry “from interface <name>” currently does not match any local 
interface. A workaround is to combine a prefix-list with “from protocol direct”. [89371-
MI]

• Some community lists may be shown on two (2) different lines when displaying all router 
policy configuration. This is only a display issue and does not affect functionality. [91462-
MI]

• The regular expression end-of-line marker “$” does not work properly on route policy 
community entries. [96090-MI]

DHCP • If the addition of the Option 82 information to a DHCP packet causes the maximum size of 
1500 bytes to be exceeded, the DHCP relay is incorrectly forwarding the original DHCP 
packet without the Option 82 information. [37061-MI]

IS-IS • The granularity of the IS-IS hold timer is accurate only to within +/- 0.5s, so having a 
computed holdtime value of less than 2s may result in adjacencies being randomly 
dropped. It is recommended that hello-intervals and hello-multiplier values be adjusted 
accordingly, paying specific attention to the smaller hold-times computed on DIS systems. 
[29490-MI]

• Some types of corrupted CSNP PDUs are incorrectly acknowledged with a PSNP BPDU 
when they should be silently discarded. [67761-MI]

OSPF • The system may refresh self-originated LSA shortly after completing a CPM switchover 
which may mean the entry is refreshed before the expiration of the age-out period. [65195-
MI]

• Multiple links between two OSPF routers that regularly flap at the same time may cause the 
following invalid trap: “Conflicting configuration netMaskMismatch on interface”. 
[76131-MI]

MPLS/RSVP • An invalid Class Number or C-Type in the Session Object does not cause a Path Error 
message to be generated. [12748-MI]

• To disable OSPF-TE on a link, both ends of the link should be MPLS/RSVP disabled for 
CSPF to work correctly and be removed from the TE database. [15127-MI]

• Loose-hop LSPs are not re-signaled should a new equal-cost path become available. 
[17494-MI]

• The bandwidth parameter is not supported on Path and ResV messages of one-to-one 
detour and facility bypass paths. [27394, 57847-MI]

• For (rare) topologies in which the protected LSP and the detours are set up along parallel 
links across several hops (link protection only), fast reroute may take longer to restore 
traffic if the primary path is broken. [39808-MI]

• A manual-bypass tunnel that terminates on the incoming interface IP address at the merge 
point will become operational but will not be properly associated with the primary LSP. 
The recommendation is to always use the IP address of the system interface to ensure 
reachability to the node. [59184-MI]

• In rare cases, RSTP link up convergence for RSVP-based SDPs may take around two (2) 
seconds instead of the expected tens of milliseconds. [67985-MI]
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• The accounting-policy field in the output of show>router>ldp>fec-egress-stats, 
show>router>mpls>lsp-egress-stats and show>router>mpls>lsp-ingress-stats will show as 
"NONE" when the default accounting policy is used by the FEC/LSP. [81637-MI]

LDP • The value of LDP graceful restart state is always “capable”, even when the remote side did 
not signal that it is capable of performing graceful restart. [79430-MI]

• The system may allow the establishment of targeted-LDP and link-LDP sessions with a 
router that allows the LDP LSR ID address to be different from the transport address. If 
these sessions bounce, the link-LDP may not be re-established until a CPM switchover is 
performed. The workaround is to ensure that both the transport address and the LDP LSR 
ID are the same on the router. [85963-MI]

INGRESS MULTICAST

PATH MANAGEMENT

• The “show mcast-management channel” command does not show counts of the 
replications on the ancillary path. [65824-MI]

• Changing the number of secondary planes on a T2 path has no effect when the policy is 
already active. [69848-MI]

• No trap is sent when a multicast path approaches its limit. [70729-MI]

• A “shutdown”, followed by a “no shutdown” of multicast-path-manager on an MDA or a 
forwarding plane within ten (10) seconds of each other may result in multicast stream 
packet loss for about 100 seconds. [70883-MI]

• Drops may occur on multicast stream during the first ten (10) seconds after a CPM 
switchover. [80342-MI]

• Configuring multipoint-shared queuing while IMPM is enabled on the same ingress 
complex will disable the IMPM functionality. [82402-MI]

• When more than 1000 multicast streams disappear within ten (10) seconds, some of them 
may still have bandwidth reserved, which reduces resources to existing or new multicast 
streams. Toggling IMPM will clear these old records. [84163-MI]

• When an admin-bw is specified for a stream, IMPM uses this admin-bw for its calculations 
even when bw-activity is set to dynamic and not to use-admin-bw. [91598-MI]

• When “admin chassis mode” is set lower than chassis mode D and “mcast-management 
chassis-level mmrp-impm-override” is enabled, the chassis may not recover on a reboot. 
[94360-MI]

QOS • All network egress traffic on Dot1Q-tagged router interfaces has the dot1p values remarked 
even if the dot1p remarking option on that QoS network policy is disabled. [25850-MI]

• When provisioning a network port on an MDA results in more than 8192 ingress queues 
needing to be allocated on the MDA, the CPM and IOM can show different usage numbers 
for ingress queues in certain situations. When this happens, the numbers will sync back up 
when the newly provisioned network port is deconfigured. [32878-MI]

• Network control traffic (or other high-priority, expedited traffic) should not be configured 
to share a queue on a port scheduler policy with non-expedited or lower priority traffic or 
the queue could get into a state where the higher priority traffic will not be forwarded out 
the egress port. This can also occur if the traffic is on two separate queues that are mapped 
to the same level. [59298, 59435-MI]
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• Operational WRED slope values are recalculated when the slope policy is applied to a port 
and a new network queue policy changes the shared pool memory size. [60919-MI]

• If named-pool is applied to network ingress on IOM3-XP or IOM-10g and ports on MDA 1 
are all set to access mode, no port in network mode on MDA 2 will receive traffic. [71097-
MI]

FILTERS/PBR/TCS • If a Transparent Cache Switching (TCS) redirect-policy destination does not have a test 
clause defined, the operational state is reported as “Up”. [21227-MI]

SERVICES GENERAL • When the “ce-address-discovery” option is enabled on an Ipipe VLL service and the 
Ethernet SAP comes back up from an operationally down state due to link failure, the PE 
node will forward IP multicast/broadcast packets over the Ethernet SAP but drops IP 
unicast packets until an ARP message is received from the CE router. This is in accordance 
to draft-ietf-l2vpn-arp-mediation. When the Ethernet VLAN SAP is switched through an 
Ethernet switch or NTE device that does not implement Ethernet OAM fault propagation, 
the CE node may not be aware of the link failure and will not generate an ARP message to 
update the PE ARP cache until the time when the ARP cache in the CE times out. The only 
workaround is to set the ARP cache timeout to a lower value on the Ethernet CE router. 
[78805-MI]

• After modifying an SDP far-end address from a system IP address to an interface IP 
address and then back to a system IP address, the operational state of the SDP will be up, 
but without the tunneling capacity (no mapping to any type of transport tunnels: LSP, LDP, 
or MPLS). This will result in an operationally-up-state SDP with no traffic passing through 
it. A workaround is to enable SDP keepalive, which will bring down the SDP operational 
state when the dataplane is down. [93031-MI]

SUBSCRIBER

MANAGEMENT

• DHCP persistency should not be configured to use Compact Flash drives formatted with 
the newer Reliance file system in this release. [50940-MI]

• When a RADIUS CoA message triggers the change of both sub-profile and sla-profile, a 
RADIUS accounting stop message is generated for the subscriber. The accounting stop 
message does not include the old sub-profile name, but the new sub-profile name from the 
CoA message. [94758-MI]

VLL SPOKE

SWITCHING

• If the control word is modified on a TPE device in a pseudowire switched environment 
with either a Cisco or an Alcatel-Lucent router running a previous software revision as the 
SPE device, it may be necessary to toggle the spoke binding status on the SPE device (l2vfi 
connection in the case of a Cisco). [57494-MI]

VPLS • Remote MAC Aging does not work correctly due to ECMP, LAG or multiple paths that 
span different IOMs. If you have ECMP, LAG or multiple LSPs and a remote MAC learned 
on a given IOM moves to another IOM, the MAC will be first aged out of the FDB table 
when the remote age timer expires, even if the MAC is not idle. It will be then relearned on 
the new IOM. [33575-MI]
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• If a large number of MAC addresses exists in the VPLS FDB and the entire FDB is flushed 
and relearned, there may be a period of up to 5 seconds where RSTP BPDUs are not sent 
out. A partial workaround is to configure fdb-table-size limits. [40532-MI]

• In a distributed VPLS configured with SDPs transported by MPLS (LDP/RSVP) where the 
ingress network interface for a given SDP is moving due to network events from one IOM 
to another IOM, the MAC addresses remotely learned on that SDP will start to age-out 
regardless of whether they are still active or not until twice their configured remote-age 
value is reached. Their ages will be then set back to 0 or the address will be removed from 
the FDB as appropriate. [47720-MI]

• In a distributed VPLS configuration, it may take up to (2*(Max Age)-1) seconds to age a 
remote MAC address, and in cases of CPM switchover, it may take up to (3*(Max Age)-1) 
seconds. [48290-MI]

• A user VPLS SAP might stop forwarding traffic after the SAP port bounces if that SAP is 
managed by a management VPLS (mVPLS) with Spanning Tree Protocol disabled. The 
workaround is to remove the mVPLS if the Spanning Tree Protocol is not required. If 
Spanning Tree Protocol is required, it should be enabled on the mVPLS. [60262-MI]

• When a CPM switchover occurs during STP convergence, a temporary traffic loop or a few 
seconds of traffic loss may occur. [78202, 77948-MI]

MIRROR SERVICE • If a Dot1Q SAP is being mirrored on an IES interface, DHCP responses from the server to 
the DHCP clients are not mirrored. A workaround is to mirror the port instead of the SAP. 
[40339-MI]

APPLICATION

ASSURANCE

• When an application-assurance group dual-bucket-bandwidth policer is configured, the 
default configuration will cause all packets to be dropped. Ensure that the dual-bucket-
bandwidth policer is configured appropriately. [86311-MI] 

OAM • OAM DNS lookups are not working correctly if the full DNS name is not provided. 
[54239, 54689-MI]

• CFM messages will not be processed on DOWN MEPs configured on the SAPs of VPLS 
services under the control of a management VPLS (mVPLS) when spanning tree blocks the 
SAP for that VPLS. DOWN MEPs configured on the mVPLS SAPs correctly process CFM 
messages even if the event the SAP is blocked by spanning tree. [81880-MI]

• OAM lsp-ping currently uses the Unix timestamp format; RFC4379 states the NTP 
timestamp should be used. [84049-MI]

• The default TTL (vc-label-ttl) for OAM mac-ping is currently five (5). [84859-MI]

• If one of the ETH-CFM tests is done while an FDB entry exists for the chassis mac which 
is of type OAM, all response packets are re-directed to OAM and the ETH-CFM tests will 
timeout. This entry can be created as part of running the following OAM commands: cpe-
ping, mac-ping, mac-trace, or mfib-ping. This packet loss will clear after five (5) minutes 
when the OAM entry is aged-out of the FDB table. [92103-MI]

• After an ISSU upgrade from Release 7.0.R7 or earlier to Release 7.0.R8 or later, it is 
possible that the configured SAA lsp-ping no longer functions correctly and that it keeps 
generating these error messages: “Payload size 72 too small for lsp-ping”. The workaround 
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is to reconfigure the SAA lsp-ping size with the correct default value of 80 octets for 
prefix-specified pings and 92 bytes for LSP-name-specified pings. [96329-MI]

• EFM-OAM loopback-test rate on access port is limited to 50 Mbps. Since EFM-OAM 
control frames share the same egress queue, the EFM-OAM session could bounce if the 
total rate exceeds 50 Mbps. [96925-MI]

• Taking an “admin tech-support” when having Ethernet port efm-oam configured with most 
strict possible settings “transmit-interval 1 multiplier 2” may cause very short service 
interruption. This issue is only present in 7450 ESS-1. The workaround is to increase the 
multiplier value and/or transmit-interval. [97587-MI]
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